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Abstract 
This qualitative study was designed to explore the experiences of high school girls 
in a service-learning class that I co-taught with my husband, Jeffrey Stephens. an 
economics and World Civilizations teacher at the Bayou School. I observed the 
participants during their three-week service class entitled The Economy's Impact Upon 
lIS Ciri=cnry when they served at a Salvation Anny community center and during their 
class discussions. I also interviewed all of the students before the class began, three times 
during the class. and twice after the class was over. The students kept journals throughout 
the class and \\'('ote a case study on their experience with one of the community center's 
senior citizens. which I examined for emerging themes and patterns. I have described the 
girls' experiences with their service-Ieaming class. I have also discussed how the 
participants worked toward or did not work toward the six multicultural goals (Bennett, 
2000) Stephens and I used as a framework for organizing the class. Additionally. I share 
the girls' philosophical orientations about service (Boyle-Baise. 1998b) and how these 
beliefs intluc:ncc:d the meaning thc:y gave to thdr experiences at the service site. 
After analyzing and synthesizing the data, I found that all the participants were 
moved by a new social consciousness they gained from the service learning class. This 
was not one of the goals of the class. but I believe it should be added to Bennett's (2000) 
list of the six goals for a multicultural curriculum. I also found a strong connection 
between the girls' motivations to serve. their philosophical beliefs about service, and the 
meaning they gave to their service experience in this class. I assert that educators should 
givc students the choice to serve. instead of requiring it. Teachers may then ask the 
studc:nts why thc:y chosl: to sc:rve. which will help the teacher undcrstand from which 
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philosophical orientation the students are working. Understanding the students' beliefs 
about service is imponant in getting them to move beyond charitable notions of service 
toward service thai attempts to transfonn society_ 
IX 
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"Multicultural education research involves committing your action as a scholar within 
the language ofpossibilities, a language thot provides understanding and enlightenment 
and leads to the construction and/or reconstruction ofhope and agencyfor all people. " 
(Grant & Tate, 1995, p. 161) 
CHAPTER ONE: 
INTRODUCTION 
The first time I walked into the elementary classroom where I once sat as a fifth 
grader I noticed Brian, an African American boy, sitting in the back comer of the room. 
Because my role as a high school cadet teacher was not clearly defined, I situated myself 
next to Brian. He caught my attention, despite his seemingly invisible position in the 
classroom, because he did not have his book open and was instead trying to get the 
attention of students around hi m. When I tried to get Brian to listen to Mrs. Delks' 
lesson, he resisted with several angry mumbles that I could not interpret. Brian continued 
to rant over his disgust with the book, the lesson, the teacher, the class and anything else 
he could think of while I cleared his desk of the books so that he could see I was only 
interested in listening to him. After he ran out of steam, Brian settled down. Somehow 
that small exchange sparked a relationship between Brian and me that we continued to 
build on for the next three months. I asked Mrs. Delks if Brian and I could go to the 
library when I came to the school so f could work with him one-on-one. During these 
tutoring sessions I learned that Brian's home life was very different than my own. Mrs. 
Delks had already informed me that she had heard that when Brian went home after 
school he could hear gunshots outside on almost any given night. In talking with Brian, I 
learned that already at the age of 11 he was part ofa gang. Brian also confided to me that 
he and two other boys in the gang broke into a house and were later caught. However. 
Brian insisted that he did not take anything. It seemed that he added this information 
about his innocence so that I would not be too disappointed in him. As our relationship 
grew, it became clear that he wanted to please me. Even though I was only a senior in 
high school, I did realize that what I could do for Brian was limited. I did not feel like ( 
could be a true role model for Brian because I was a white girl from the other side of 
town. [was concerned about Brian's future. so I asked my friend Leonard. an African 
American student from Brian's home community. to come and talk to Brian about getting 
involved in more positive activities. [also took Brian 10 watch Leonard run in his track 
and field meet after school one day. When I went away to college, I promised Brian that 
I would come back and visit him when I was home on breaks. r left him with a gift. a 
sweatshirt that [ thought he would like. I did in fact visit Brian twice during my college 
vacations, and both times he was wearing the sweatshirt [ had given him. My hean 
smiled that he remembered me and cared enough to wear my gift. But my heart also 
lurched a bit at the thOUght that maybe he was wearing the sweatshirt all the time because 
he had little else to wear. It did look worn. My heart also sank when r tried to think 
ahead about what might eventually happen to Brian. Even though he had been promoted 
to sixth grade, he was still getting into trouble and still not succeeding in school. The last 
time I came to see Brian, the dean of students told me that he switched to an inner-city 
middle school. That is when [ lost touch with Brian. 
That senior-year cadet teaching service learning experience was life changing for 




college and [ thought [ wanted to be a teacher. but something inside me told me I really 
would not get there. I was a C student~ my high school classes seemed unrelated to 
anything worthwhile or imponant until Cadet Teaching. ( think that my personality 
already had a social activist side, but until I became a cadet teacher. ( had no outlet for 
my desire to get involved. When (learned about injustices in history class, I became 
upset and ardently vocal, but I also felt helpless. What was I supposed to do to correct 
injustices that occurred 50 years ago? 
When I was interacting with Brian, I became connected with a child who lived a 
very different life than I did. I saw my way of life as the way a student's life should be 
and his life as problematic. I wanted to help him become happy and fulfilled, but I did 
not know what to do to help him succeed. Now as an educator, I realize that that answer 
could never be found as long as [ was looking at Brian as the problem. "Brian was 
misbehaving." hBrian was failing in school." "How could we help Brian get A'sT 
"How could we keep Brian out of the principal's office?" [t never occurred to me as a 
high-school senior to question the culture of Brian's school and its contrast to Brian's 
home culture. It also did not occur to me to question the reasons for Brian's lack of 
preparation for school or the legitimacy for his anger and subsequent disruptions. Of 
course, I definitely did not consider the governmental and economic policies that 
impacted on Brian's learning experiences. 
Now. after several years in college classrooms as a student and in k-12 schools as 
a teacher, ( have come to believe that both service learning and multicultural education 
have promise for creating thoughtful future leaders who can help America live up to its 
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democratic ideals. Social action is an important aspect of both service learning and· 
multicultural education (Bennett, 1986~ Gay, 1994~ Grant &. Tate, 1995~ Sleeter, 1987). 
But service learning and multicultural education must not be limited to accessing 
information. Instead, service learning and multicultural education must be accompanied 
by analysis ofand reflection on one's personal circumstance and the circumstances of 
others. It is likely that, like I was, many high-school students are burning with concern 
for others and for justice. It is up to educators to get them to move beyond emotional 
reactions and to teach them how to analyze problems within their social, political, and 
economic situations. 
My inspiration for this study came from my own experiences as a teacher in 
predominantly Caucasian schools. The ideas I fonned from these experiences have been 
informed by my graduate coursework in multicultural education, curriculum theory, and 
middle school curriculum. In recent years, I have found promise in service learning as a 
means of bringing students from the majority population into meaningful contacts with 
people that they view as different from themselves. As I read about service learning's 
best practices (Kahne &. Westheimer, 1999), I reflected on my own experience with 
service learning as a high-school student and on how it might be improved for future 
students. 
(n this study ( describe the experiences of five service-learning participants. 
follow the five private high school girls through their service-learning activities and their 
class discussions about it during their three-week, sixty-hour economics class. I describe 




service learning and their final understandings after their experience was over. [ focus on 
the meanings the girls created from their experience, including their initiatives to analyze 
their experiences and solve social problems at the site where they engaged in the service 
learning. This study itself encouraged the participants to reflect on their service 
experiences and to address the harder questions about their service and those who were 
served. Accordingly, this study examines the possibilities for using service learning to 
reach multicultural goals, including developing social action skills. 
Statement ofthe Problem 
Friere (1970) contends that a revolution must come from the oppressed people, 
not from the power holders. I agree that the oppressed are the ones who know what they 
need. But I believe another effective way to distribute power to the oppressed is by 
persuading the power holders to recognize their privilege and share their power. One 
solution rests with educating the young. If American schools teach the future power 
holders to critically examine their society for the justice it proclaims to value, then they 
may become adult citizens who work for social justice. It seems that it would be more 
promising to persuade young people ofprivilege to share their power with logical 
arguments for justice than it would be to make attempts to force them to give up their 
power. As an example of informed persuasion, this study examines two teachers' attempt 
to lead five future power holders to question their city's policies on poverty by exposing 
the students to people of low incomes through service learning. 
s 
Purpose of this Study 
The purpose of this interpretative case study was to explore the learning 
experiences of five female private high school students during a service-learning class 
entitled The Economy's Impact Upon liS Citizenry (See Appendix B for course syllabus). 
In this study, I examined the interactions of five middle- to upper-class girls and 
populations they worked with in a service-learning project at a Salvation Army 
Community Center Senior Citizen Program. (also followed their journey toward 
questioning current policies on poverty and the effects of the policies on their served 
populations. Information gathered from the study was used to describe the connection 
between service learning and multicultural values and the factors that influenced or 
hindered multicultural growth in the students. [also found that the students' motives to 
serve correlated with their views ofservice and of society. F wther, this study may be 
used to guide other educators in leading service-learning experiences that are informed by 
best practice. 
Research Questions 
Important questions to guide this study included: 
I. 	 How do high school students respond to extended service projects? 
2. 	 How do high school students interact with the served population? 
3. 	 What happens to students muJticulturalJy when they participate in this 
service? 
4. 	 What happens to students' sense ofcommunity commitment as a result of 
participating in this project? 
6 
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This participatory interpretive case study focuses on rhe experiences of five female 
private high school students who participated in a service-learning project. From analysis 
of students' journals, interviews with them, and observations of them, I share themes that 
emerged (Creswell, 1998). An additional research question, 44How do the students' 
motivations to serve reveal their beliefs about service, their role as the server, and the 
nature of the served population?" emerged from the data. It is hoped that the report of 
these themes will help the reader to better understand how students experience this 
educational program. 
An Overview of the Chapters 
In Chapter One I have described briefly the emphasis of this study as well as the 
central questions around which it is organized. Chapter Two begins with the definition of 
service learning from which I am working. I then explain how a social reconstructionist 
curriculum philosophy may provide the rationale and foundation ofan educational 
program that includes service learning and multicultural goals. Next, I give a brief 
overview ofdifferent theories about what a multicultural curriculum should include and 
the current research on how multicultural curricula affect students. A rationale for why 
Bennett's (2000) framework for a multicultural curriculum best served as a framework 
for my research and analysis of this study follows the multicultural curriculum overview. 
[ conclude the chapter with a conceptual framework describing how this study 
demonstrates how service learning might augment a multicultural curriculum by bringing 
students into contact with people ofdifferent backgrounds from them and thus giving 
students a fuller understanding of their own society and their social responsibility to it. 
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Chapter Three includes the design of the study and the ethical considerations. In Chapter 
Four I describe lhe Bayou School, the private high school that the participants attended 
at the time of the study, and the Worthington Street Community Center, where the 
participants served. In Chapter Five, I give a description ofeach participant, her 
background with service, and her pre-class definitions of poverty, middle class, and upper 
class. Using Bennett's (2000) six multicultural goals as a framework, I describe how the 
participants changed multiculturally or did not change as a result ofthe class in Chapter 
Six. I discuss the participants' positions on Boyle-Baise's philosophical orientations chart 
and how these positions illustrate their experience with the class in Chapter Seven. In 
Chapter Eight, I share the observations and insights ofan economics instructor at The 
Bayou School and the primary teacher of the service-learning class, Jeffrey Stephens. In 
Chapter Nine, I draw conclusions about my work with Stephens and his students and 
make recommendations for the improvement ofa service-learning class that has 
multicultural values as its goals . 
• All proper names have been changed 10 ensure anonymity. 
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CHAPTER lWO: 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Before discussing how I have conceptualized service learning by its coMection to 
the social reconstruction curriculum theory. it is important to understand the common 
definitions of service leanUng. 
What is Service Learning? 
The Commission on National and Community Service has defined service 
learning as a method "under which students learn and develop through active 
participation in thoughtfully organized service experiences that meet actual community 
needs and that are coordinated in collaboration with the school and community" 
(National Community Service Act of 1990). Service learning should be integrated into 
the students' academic curriculum or should provide structured time for students to think, 
talk, or write about what they did and saw during the service activity. The service should 
provide the students with opJX)rtunities to use new skills and knowledge in real situations 
in their communities. Finally, the service should enhance what is taught in school by 
taking what students learn in the classroom and expanding it into their community. 
Service learning should foster a sense ofcaring for others (National and Community 
Service Act of 1990). Goodman, Baron, Belcher, Hastings·Heinz, and James (1994) 
suggest that reflection should occur throughout the service project, not only at the end of 
it They found that consideration is most useful when integrated into the service activity. 
Waterman (1997) states four benefits of service learning. Service learning can 
enhance the traditional in·schoollessons by linking book ideas with actualities in the 
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community. Service can promote personal development by exposing students to 
challenges. Service learning activities can also foster civic responsibility and other 
citizenship values by showing students that their own actions count and are needed. The 
community benefits from their service as well. Kielsmieir (2000) proposes other assets 
ofservice learning. ··Because students involved in service-learning are expected to solve 
tangible problems and share responsibility for teaching. they discover for themselves key 
elements that are largely missing in the school reform debate: meaning and purpose" (p. 
652). 
Structures of Service Learning 
Service learning usually is organized in one of three ways. It may be an elective 
class that students take separate from their academic classes, usually during their senior 
year of high school. Schools may have service learning as a curricular requirement; i.e. 
students must complete forty hours of service before they graduate. Unfortunately, this 
often is a requirement that is not accompanied by any reflection or analysis of the service 
activity. Finally. service learning may be incorporated into an academic course. For 
example, a social studies class studying world hunger may serve at a local food pantry or 
soup kitchen. The experiences they have in the field will enhance their discussions and 
learning in the classroom. Most of the existing literature on service-learning projects 
investigates programs of the third structure. 
Many articles and books have been devoted to the study of service learning, but 




It is important to examine. though. the studies that do mention the effects service leaming 
has on students. 
Academic Effects of Service Learning 
Scales (1999) studied three schools in Kentucky. Massachusetts and Missouri 
during the J996-97 school year to examine the etTects ofservice learning and the reasons 
for those effects. His findings revealed that many positive etTects of service learning 
result from providing students with ample reflection time. He also found that changes 
were necessary if service-learning programs were to be influential on academic attitudes, 
behaviors. and outcomes. He recommends inclusion of five factors in all service-learning 
programs: 
1. 	 Programs should contain more than thirty hours of service and 
connected learning activities. preparation. and reflection. 
2. 	 Only teachers with prior training in service learning should 
conduct programs. 
3. 	 Programs should be fully integrated in all subjects. 
4. 	 Programs should articulate academic achievement as a goal. 
5. 	 Additional plaMed student-parent activities should be included 
in programs. 
Moore and Sandholtz ( 1999) studied ten ditTerent service-learning projects using 
quantitative and qualitative data. An attitudinal survey consisting of thirty-five questions 
was given to 172 students at the conclusion of their service-learning projects. The 
survey's five main categories were academic success, conununity pride. future planning, 
school socialiution. and self-perception. The authors critiqued the ten projects on the 
basis of four design features: duration. focus of the project. location. and personal 
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contact. Then they attempted to pinpoint the influence of these design features on student 
attitudes in each of the five categories from the survey. 
The results of their study provide several important findings regarding the four 
design features ofduration, focus of the proj~ location, and personal contact. Service­
learning projects of longer duration that emphasize service with a learning component (as 
opposed to learning with a service component) and that put students in direct contact with 
the service population ofT campus yield higher attitudinal scores on student surveys. The 
authors concluded that "it may be difficult, if not impossible, to demonstrate a direct 
causal link between service leaming and academic achievement, but programs that 
increase intrinsic goal setting, interest, self-efficacy, and locus ofcontrol can, in the long 
run, have a positive effect on academic achievement" (p. 495). 
[n an experimental study on a sizeable undergraduate politicaJ science course 
conducted by Markus, Howard, and King (1993) two of eight discussion groups were 
randomly chosen to be community service groups. Students in these two groups were 
required to perform twenty hours of service over a thirteen-week period at a community 
agency selected from a designated list ofagencies. Students in the other six groups had 
no service requirement. There were no other distinctions made between the student 
groups as all students in all eight sections attended the same lectures and were given the 
same readings, tests, and grading criteria. 
Students in the service groups indicated that the course had improved or 
reinforced their plans to aid and serve others, to give to charity, to be more selness, to be 




findings showed these same students were more likely to affinn that they had reached 
their potential in the course. to specify an ability to apply course principles. and to fonn 
overaJl ideals in this field. 
Average course grades were higher for students in the service groups (7.47: B+ to 
A-) compared to students not in the service groups (6.42: B to 8+) with a statisticaJly 
significant difference of t =2.66, P < .0 I. The study revealed. "The kinds of service 
activities in which students participate should be selected so that they will illustrate, 
affirm, extend. and challenge material presented in readings and lectures. Time in class 
meetings should be set aside regularly for students to reflect upon and discuss what they 
learn in the community" (p.4 I 7). Markus, Howard, and King did not share how the 
students were graded. 
All of these studies seem to have a confidence in student survey; it appears to be 
their primary data collection method. More studies need to be conducted on service 
learning using interviews so that educational leaders and scholars may get a fuller sense 
of how students really experience service learning. 
In Chapter Six, I sbare how service learning can be used to work toward 
muiticuJtural goals. Service learning can be used to encourage students of privilege to 
connect with others so that they may have a fuller view of their society and work toward 
affecting positive change. Students' motivations to serve reflect their current beliefs 
aoout their role as servers, their vision ofsociety. and their beliefs aoout the served 
populations. Teachers must consider the students' motivations to serve in order to push 
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them toward a more social reconstructionist service experience. Chapter Seven describes 
the participants' motivations to serve and their related philosophical beliefs about service. 
Philosophical Rationale for Transforrnative Service Learning for Multicultural Values 
The need for students to have a multicultural service experience that is integrated 
into their regular education has a basis in Counts' (1932) "social reconstructionist" 
curricular philosophy. Both Counts' (I 932} and Friere (1997) as well as other current 
scholars (Bruner, 1984; Walsh, 1996; Peterson, 1999) provide a basis for conceptuaJizing 
service learning for multicultural values as pan ofa social reconstructionist philosophy. 
A Need for a Reconsiruciionisl Curriculum 
The fact that George Counts (1932) was writing during the Great Depression gave 
emphasis to the notion that schools are an untapped social resource in our country. He 
describes America as, 
...a society that manifests the most extraordinary contradictions: a 
mastery over the forces of nature, surpassing the wildest dreams of 
antiquity, is accompanied by extreme material insecurity; dire poverty 
walks hand in hand with the most extravagant living the world has ever 
known; an abundance of goods ofall kinds is coupled with privation, 
misery, and even starvation; an excess of production is seriously offered as 
the underlying cause of severe physical suffering; breakfastless children 
march to school past bankrupt shops laden with rich foods gathered from 
the ends ofthe earth; strong men by the million walk the streets in a futile 




the damned; great captains of industry close factories without warning and 
dismiss the workmen by whose labors they have amassed huge fortunes 
through the years; automatic machinery increasingly displaces men and 
threatens society with a growing contingent ofthe pennanently 
unemployed... (p.34) 
Counts bel ieved that schools couJd be a place to solve these social ills. He felt that 
teachers should unite. define their stance, and take action by educati ng the youth of 
America in true democratic ideals that had been deserted with the rise of the industrial 
age. 
Congruent with the time in which Counts was writing. while contemporary 
America is experiencing a low unemployment rate and a fair amount ofeconomic 
prosperity for many citizens, an impoverished class still exists. Schools are still 
perpetuating a social class division with homogenous grouping and selective SAT testing. 
Society still values and awards particular kinds ofknowledge and devalues other kinds of 
knowledge and services that are as necessary as those that are socially and economically 
valued. The American community has social contradictions such as citizens with 
debilitating injuries, illnesses, or physical or mental impairments are left mainly to fend 
for themselves as they are excluded from the work force because being a part of it would 
mean they would lose their health care benefits. 
Knowing that in a democracy all of the schools' students are the future leaders of 
America, it only makes sense that educating them about society's problems will ensure 
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that they will attempt to solve these problems when they become those leaders or 
possibly even while they are still students. Walsh (1996) contends, 
In order to make a difference, schools, educationaJ programs, 
administrators, and teachers must grapple with what it means to prepare 
students for a social world that is clearly unequal-a world in which race, 
ethnicity, and class largely determine one's options and possibilities at 
binh and in which schools tend to produce compliant consumers rather 
than critical thinkers and citizens (p.224). 
Peterson (1999) concurs that teaching becomes critical only when teachers 
connect students' experiences to social issues instead of simply creating student­
centered classrooms. It is then that teachers "locate (themselves) and (their) 
students in history" (p.xiii). 
(fthe United States is going to truly follow the democratic ideals it espouses, then 
social reconstruction needs to be the central purpose ofschools. As Counts observed 
decades ago, "If life were peaceful and quiet and undisturbed by great issues, we might 
with some show ofwisdom center our attention on the nature of the child. But with the 
world as it is, we cannot afford for a single instant to remove our eyes from the social 
scene or shift our attention from the peculiar needs of the age" (p.32). Student-centered 
methodologies have been one of the foci of recommended curricular programs since 
Dewey's Lab School in the 1920's. Yet, by focusing on children rather than actual social 




the students' needs should be ignored. A social reconstructionist curriculum should still 
be developmenlally appropriate for the students. 
The Problem ofImposition 
Wby then have schools not adopted a social reconstructionist philosophy of 
education? Counts shared his social reconstructionist ideas seventy years ago, yet few 
schools have incol]X)rated his principles in their curricula. Peterson (1999) looks to Sizer 
for the answer to this conundrum, "Sizer also found that the theme of social class was 
absent from the secondary curriculum, despite the massive impact ofeconomic status on 
learning. The broad exclusion of the subject ofclass-as well as gender and race bias-­
reveals the politics of the status quo dominating curriculum" (p. viii). This answer to the 
absence ofclass issues in curriculum seems sensible. Those who control the curriculum, 
from state legislators who adopt testing mandates to local school board members, 
administrators, or teachers, are in a class position that has the system already working for 
them. Because they are in positions of power, it seems unlikely that they would 
recognize let alone attempt to criticize and subsequently destruct the system that gave 
them that power. If young people are exposed to the hardships of those who do not 
benefit from the current distribution of resources (status and goods), and if they are 
taught to empathize with these others because of the contact that service learning allows, 
then, perhaps they would choose to give up some of their own power for the sake of 
realizing their latent democratic ideals. Allpon (1954) explains, uTo be maximally 
effective, contact and acquaintance programs should lead to a sense ofequality in social 
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status, should occur in ordinary purposeful pursuits, avoid artificiality, and ifpossible 
enjoy the sanction of the community in which they occur" (p. 489). 
These educational leaders who hold social power often hide behind the excuse 
that it is not their place to impose their values and beliefs on students. Friere (1970) 
argues that dialogue cannot be one person giving their ideas to another or an exchange of 
ideas to be "consumed" by the discussants. He claims the discussants must both be 
committed to the "naming of the world" and the search for truth, not to imposing their 
own truth on the other (p. 77). The social reconstructionist curriculum will not "impose 
its own truth" on the students. instead, it will give students opponunities to seek the 
current truth about the society in which they live and attempt to change that truth for the 
bettennent of the people. Friere would agree with this notion. He maintains, 
...true dialogue cannot exist unless the dialoguers engage in critical 
thinking-thinking which discerns an indivisible solidarity between the 
world and men and admits of no dichotomy between them-thinking 
which perceives reality as process, as transformation, rather than as a 
static entity-thinking which does not separate itself from action, but 
constantly immerses itsel f in temporality without fear of the risks involved 
(p.8t). 
The social reconstructionist curriculum acknowledges the ever-changing nature of 
reality and the potential for social justice that is currentJy unfulfilled. In order for the 
students to see this principle and to see the need for change, certain educational 
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opponunities must be chosen for the students, which one must consider an imposition' 
because the students are not creating the curriculum themselves. 
Counts responded to teachers' reservations about imposition, ··To the extent that 
(teachers) are permitted to fashion the curriculum and the procedures of the school they 
will definitely and positively influence the social attitudes, ideals, and behavior of the 
coming generation. In doing this they should resort to no subterfuge or false modesty" 
(p.2S). It is my belief that atl schools impose; it is the nature of the structure ofadult 
teachers and students who are children. Deciding to allow students to choose what they 
learn is in itself imposition because someone outside of the students, the curriculum 
organizer, decided on that curriculum. Counts wanted teachers to recognize that they 
cannot avoid imposition, and so they should be deliberate and careful in what they are 
imposing. The democratic values that America proclaims to hold should be impressed 
upon the students by having them scrutinize the institutions by comparing present 
phenomena to these ideals. Counts did not have a specific agenda that he wanted 
endorsed through the schools, and he did not want teachers to have a partic:.lIar program 
either. He clarified, 
This does not mean that we should endeavor to promote particular refonns 
through the educational system. We should, however, give to our children 
a vision of the possibilities which lie ahead and endeavor to enlist their 
loyalties and enthusiasms in the realization of the vision. Also our social 
institutions and practices, aU of them should be critically examined in the 
light of such a vision. (p. 37) 
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Clearly. the sociaJ reconstructionist curriculum does not call for propagating a particular 
program that may fall in contrast with a student's or hislher family's beliefs, but instead 
dedicates itself to the purpose ofmaking social institutions work for the masses by 
teaching students to examine these ideas in light of the universal democratic notions 
America values. 
Today's educational scholars (Bruner, 1984; Walsh. 1996) agree that teachers 
cannot help but impose their values on students. These are common values, though, to 
Americans, and it works with the assumption that America has a common vision as well. 
Walsh (1996) affirms, 
. .. it helps make clear that as teachers we are not neutral transmitters of 
knowledge-that our personaJ, social, and cuituraJ bel iefs, values, and 
backgrounds and our teaching are intimately coMected. Central to this 
process of reflective thOUght is an examination ofour own understandings 
and vision ofschools and society. Whether we consciously think about it 
or not, we all do have our own, and to some extent shared, understanding 
and visions. (p.22S) 
Teaching is not an objective occupation in which teachers can simply leave their vaJues at 
home. Teachers cannot stay uninvolved or impartial when educating youth. 
Bruner ( 1984) agrees that the nature of teaching suggests a lack ofobjectivity and, 
indeed, an imposition ofvalues, ..... the medium ofexchange in which education is 
conducted-Ianguage--can never be neutral ... it imposes a point of view not only about 
the world to which it refers but toward the use of mind in respect of this world" (p. 8). 
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The social reconstructionist curriculum, though imposing by choosing opportunities for 
students in which they can examine their community, does not set a political or economic 
platform that guides the education of the students. The students are free to come up with 
their own belief systems and their own solutions to the problems they find. It is the 
school's job, however, to give them a chance to develop informed opinions through 
exposure, action and reflection. 
Who are the Decision-Makers? 
Service learning can be part of the school program ofstudents from dominant or 
from oppressed classes. So, another important aspect ofservice learning connected to 
social reconstruction that must be considered is related to the question of who decides 
what changes are needed (0 make this a more just society: the oppressed or the 
powerholders? I think that Friere would probably focus on the oppressed because he 
(1970) adamantly asserts that the oppressed are the only ones who can know what change 
needs to take place, for it is their needs that are being ignored. He explains, 
The oppressors are the ones who act upon men to indoctrinate them and 
adjust them to a reality which must remain untouched. Unfortunately, 
however, in their desire to obtain the support of the people for 
revolutionary action. revolutionary leaders often fall for the banking line 
of planning program content from top down. They approach the peasant or 
urban masses with projects which may correspond to their own view of the 
world, but not to that of the people. (p.83) 
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For example, an oppressor group of missionaries may travel to a Palestinian camp and set 
up a school for the children. This sounds generous and productive, but if the Palestinians 
were asked what they needed. education would fall behind food and jobs because their 
pennanent unemployment rate is at 65%. 1be missionaries are i~posing their own 
values and ideas about lifestyle on a community that has a very different situation than 
what exists in their own society. The missionaries would accomplish more, according to 
Friere, by going to the Palestinians and asking them how they can help them gain the 
power they need to affect change in their society. and help them to find solutions to the 
problems that create such a high unemployment rate. This community's oppressive 
structures need to change; the structures are defective, not the people. 
This sense ofgoing to the oppressed to have them identify their needs represents 
an important paradigm shift from the power-holders trying to change the oppressed group 
to the power-holders using their power to help the oppressed attain the power they need 
to change their society for the bettennent of their people. The problem is what does the 
dominant group do when the oppressed group is not aware of their oppression or is not 
willing to fight for a societal change? Friere (1970) suggests that when the masses need a 
particular change, but they are not aware of this need. the JX>wer-holding group should 
just wait until they recognize this need. He explains, "We should not make the change 
until, through our work, most of the masses have become conscious of the need and are 
willing and detennined to carry it out" (p.83). This suggests, still, some imposition. The 
fact that he says the power-holders "through our work" will lead the masses to see the 
recognition of their need is imposing their own view of what the oppressed group needs. 
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The idea ofconsciousness-raising is relevant to the social reconstructionist 
curriculum in two ways. First, some of the students who will be educated in a social 
reconstructionist curriculum will be from the oppressed group. The sociaJ 
reconstructionist curriculum, thou~ is not imposing a particular reform, so this 
oppressed group may shed light on their needs for the students from power-holding 
families, but the teacher will not tell the oppressed students what their needs are. Again, 
the teacher's role is to simply find opportunities for the students to examine the social 
institutions of their community and their effects on the masses. For Friere, service 
learning might be used with historically marginalized students to raise their 
consciousness about how they are oppressed and what they can do about it. I believe, 
however, that service learning based on goals of social reconstruction can also help 
students from power-holding classes be aware of how others are oppressed and what they 
can do to contribute to more democratic ideals. This study observes female students of 
privilege during their own conscious-raising experience with service learning. 
The concern of the oppressors imposing their worldview on the oppressed is also 
germane with regards to sociaJ reconstruction because the students, some of whom may 
be from the dominating class, will be examining the social constructs that create social 
ills for some classes. It will be tempting or even naturaJ for these young people to impose 
their own worldview and connecting solutions on the group that is oppressed by such 
constructs. The teacher must then teach the students to view the social institutions from 
multiple perspectives, including those of the oppressed class. The students must learn to 
go to this group to learn what they need in order to have power or position in society. 
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The solutions the students create, then, will come from the people who are directly and 
negatively affected by society's establishments. This must be a part of the social 
reconstructionist curriculum ifchange is going to be genuine and substantial. 
Social Reconstruction For Today 
An example of a social reconstructionist school is located in a small town, Ibillin, 
Israel. Its founder, Father Elias Chacour, created this school to educate his fellow 
Palestinians because they had no right to an education in their society. He allows any 
youngsters to attend his school; Muslim, Jew, Christian, anyone who is "born a baby" 
may come. He teaches his students that Israeli Jews and Palestinians must learn to live 
and work together, or they will both perish. When asked if he influences PLO leader 
Vasser Arafat, or the Israeli Prime Minister, Ehud Barak, Father Chacour shook his head. 
"Why would I waste my time with them? The hope is with the future generations. I talk 
with the young people who will one day grow up to be leaders of peace. This is our only 
hope" (Conversation, 3/24/00). Chacour is trying to change the fate of his people by 
educating the young to examine their society and find alternative solutions to their 
pressing problem. 
Chacour understands the power ofeducation to change the world as George 
Counts did decades ago. It is time, then, that schools embrace a curriculum that serves a 
definite, substantial purpose. lnstead ofpreparing students for a particular place in 
society that may not even be there for them when they seek it, schools must prepare 
students to be the creators ofa more just society. 
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'The Economy's Impacl Upon lIs Citizenry" as a Social Reconstructiomst Curriculum 
Stephens planned his course The Economy's ImfXlct Upon Its Citi=enry in an 
effort to guide his students toward viewing America' s economy from the perspective of 
the economically disadvantaged. He wanted his students to learn to question economic 
policies that affect citizens in poveny. He also was hoping that by becoming personally 
acquainted with individuals who are living with low incomes the students would 
empathize with them and want to see the economy from their perspectives. Additionally, 
Stephens hoped the girls would recognize and question their privilege. Stephens' ultimate 
goal for the students was mat they would be moved to act on any injustices they may 
have witnessed through their connections with the culture of poveny that they observed. 
A social reconstructionist curriculum is one that tries to reconstruct society. 
Consequently, it is imponant for the service learning curriculum to renect the realities of 
that society and to nurture values ofdiversity, equality. and justice in the students. It is 
necessary, then, to review past advances in and other foci ofmulticultural curricula 
before discussing its contributions to a service-learning program. 
What is a Multicultural Curriculum? 
A fonn of multicultural education, intergroup education, can be traced as far back 
as the 1920·s. The intergroup education movement was a response to the need to help 
recent immigrants adjust to their new lives in America and to improve human relations 
among diverse groups (Banks, 1996). The program lasted until the 1950's when 
assimilatioNst notions began to gain momentum. Multicultural education is the result of 
the civil rights movement of the 1960's. It was originally an effort to combat racism in 
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schools during this volatile time. It then developed into a school refonn movement 
devoted to issues of race, ethnicity, gender, socioeconomic class, language and disability 
(Grant & Tate, 1995). 
Throughout the last several decades, theorists have tried to create a working 
definition ofmulticultural education. Defining t.lUs field would make discussions and 
subsequent advancements clearer. Social justice and social action have been a part oft.IUs 
discussion for almost t.lUrty years. Bennett (200 1 ) describes a 1914 study on the impact of 
a high school government curriculum that included social action. Bennett (1986) 
articulated six goals for a multicultural curriculum, including social action. Sleeter (1989) 
also is a major advocate to include in the aims ofa multicultural curriculum cultivating in 
students the value of social justice, which translates into teaching social action skills. 
Gay (1994) echoed Sleeter's call for social action in a multicultural curriculum. She 
claimed, "Multicultural education rejects the notion that our cultural standard and source 
of knowledge is universal and absolute. Instead, it promotes an ethos ofcritical analysis 
that subjects all canons of knowledge to thoughtful and thorough interrogation" (p. 44). 
Gay went on to explain that multiculturalism is "education for freedom" which 
"liberates" its participants from the "shackles ofoppression, exploitation and 
ethnocentrism" (p.45). Multicultural education does t.lUs by instilling in citizens a 
commitment to justice and by cultivating skills that assist them to live well in a 
multicultural community that promotes "democratic living" (p.45). 
Gay identified several principles ofa multicultural education: 
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I. 	 Teaching styles match the learning styles ofdifferent ethnic individual 
and cultural groups. 
2. 	 Education helps students accept their ethnicity as an essentiaJ 
component oftheir personal development. 
3. 	 Knowledge about cultural, racial. and ethnic diversity is needed for 
citizenship in a democratic and pluralistic society. 
4. 	 Students should be taught an ethic ofsocial justice for culturally 
diverse groups and individuals. 
5. 	 Multicultural content. experiences. and perspectives improve leaming 
for culturally different students. 
6. 	 Students learn about the contributions that diverse groups and 
individuals have made to humankind and culture in the United States. 
(Gay. 1994. p.47) 
Gay ( 1994) contends that it is the job of schools to social ize its students to 
participate in the society in which they live. This means that their education should 
reflect the realities of that society. Since the American society is diverse, the curriculwn 
and school culture should mirror that diversity. Gay also believes that schools must 
"ensure that all students have the right to freedom. justice, dignity, and unrestricted 
participation in all dimensions of the educational process" (p. 55). Although Gay does 
not include social action in her definition ofa multicultural education. she believes social 
justice is an important goal. 
Sleeter and Grant (1994) clarify that social action advocates do not expect 
students to rebuild society. Instead. they see schools as connected with other institutions, 
"either working with most institutions to reinforce inequaJity or working with opposition 
movements to institute change" (p. 228). Social action educators view the school as a 
place to prepare a "sociaJly active citizenry" (p. 228). Grant and Tate (1995) also showed 
their support for a multicultural education that promotes social justice later in the decade. 
Nieto (t996) maintains that schools need to welcome discussions on social justice. She 
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writes, "These discussions might center on concerns that heavily affect culturally diverse 
communities-poverty. discrimination, war, the national budget-and what students can 
do to change them" (p. 311). Nieto explains that because these concerns are pluralistic in 
nature, they must be addressed in a multicultural way. In service learning. students will 
study these problems through readings. discussions, and through interactions with people 
who are directly affected by the social problems. They will work with these people as 
partners in addressing the problems that are affecting their community by implementing 
community service projects. 
Even after Bennett. Sleeter and Grant, Gay, Grant and Tate, and Nieto advanced 
the field of multicultural education, other theorists still view it as simply an attempt to 
develop relationships between those ofdifferent cultures. Mehan, Okamoto, Lintz., and 
Wills (1995) asserted that multicultural education helps students to understand different 
racial. ethnic, and religious groups so that they will develop positive relations in a diverse 
society. Despite the advances Bennett ( 1986). Sleeter ( 1989). and Gay (1994) have made 
in the field, other scholars still neglect the social justice component ofa multicultural 
curriculum. 
Types of Multicultural Curriculum 
Educators and teacher educators have focused on a variety ofmethods to educate 
students to be multicultural citizens. Mehan et al. (1995) believe that multicultural 
education is a way to challenge the assumptions and biases that the White American 
culture promotes. Gay (1994) sees a multicultural curriculum as one that tries to "center" 
the students in their own culture, and so the students should experience cultural examples 
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from different ethnic groups (p. 43). She sees this as still problematic in practice. though, 
because the examples teachers often use are superficial and obvious aspects ofa culture. 
Sleeter (1989) notices the tendency of teacher educators to help their students 
understand multicultural concepts by having them examine their own ethnic cultures. 
Teacher educators also generally have their students analyze textbooks for bias and teach 
the future teachers to develop curricula that include people ofcolor and women. They 
also learn to use a variety ofculturally relevant teaching methods. Sleeter affirms the 
social action principle needed in a multicultural education by claiming. "As we enter the 
I 990s, the field must develop in ways that are consonant with its original mission to 
challenge oppression, and to use schooling as much as possible to help shape a future 
America that is more equal, democratic, and just., and that does not demand conformity to 
one cultural norm" (p. 63). She does not., though, suggest a means of teaching 
tomorrow's teachers how to use multicultural education to do this. 
After reviewing multicultural education literature. Gibson (1984) identi fied four 
approaches to multicultural education in the United States, and then she added a fifth. 
1. 	 Education of the culturaJJy different or "Benevolent Multiculturalism" 
attempts to equalize educational opponunities for culturally diverse 
students. 
2. 	 Education about cultural differences or "Cultural Understanding" tries 
to teach students to value differences and to understand what culture 
is. 
3. 	 "Education for Cultural Pluralism" advocates preserving culture in the 
American society. 




Gibson, coming from an anthropologist perspective, sees all four of these approaches as 
problematic because they limit education to formal school instruction and leave it to the 
school to socialize the students in two or more cultures. Her fifth approach to a 
multicultural education she calls, "Multicultural Education as the Normal Human 
Experience" (p. III). She claims this approach does not restrict the child's education to 
just the school. Gibson explains the practical implications for this approach for teachers. 
"Given that individuals can and normally do develop competencies in multiple cultures, 
the question for educators is how best to create learning environments that promote rather 
than inhibit the acquisition ofmulticultural competencies" (p. 114). While Gibson's 
ideas make sense, I do not see the four approaches she identifies as "inhibiting" students 
from developing multicultural proficiencies. I wonder if she began to provide examples 
ofcurriculum that "promote" these competencies if they would look similar to some of 
the current approaches she mentioned are being used in America today. 
Sleeter and Grant (1987) also identify five approaches to multicultural education 
in the United States, but possibly because they are curriculum theorists, their approaches 
are more specific than Gibson's. Their five approaches are: 
1. 	 Teaching the Culturally Different: This type ofmulticultural education 
tries to make students ofcolor more academically successful by 
designing culturally relevant education programs. 
2. 	 Human Relations: This is a kind ofusensitivity training" in which 
students are taught ....We are all the same because we are different" 
(p.SS). 
3. 	 Single Group Studies: Multicultural education of this kind teaches 
about the history of oppression and the current oppression of a certain 
group while celebrating the group's achievements in the face ofthat 
oppression. 
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4. 	 Multicultural Education: This is an attempt to redesign the school to 
make it model an ideal diverse and equal society. 
5. 	 Education Ihat is Multicultural and SociaJ Reconstructionist: In this 
type ofcurriculum the students learn directly about political and 
economic oppression and are taught social action skills. 
The first two approaches to multicultural education neglect the institutional obstacles that 
continue to oppress cenain groups. While the third approach delves into one group's 
experience with oppression. it ignores other groups' difficulties in the American society. 
Multicultural advocates lend to promote the founh type. but it does not encourage 
students to step outside of their classrooms and into their community to attempt to make 
life in their society more just. 
Bennett (1990) identified six goals to a multicuituraJ. sociaJ reconstructionist 
curriculum. Developing multiple perspectives. strengthening cultural consciousness. 
strengthening intercultural competence. combating racism, sexism, and other forms of 
prejudice and discrimination. increasing awareness of the state of the planet and global 
dynamics, and building social action skills may all be met most effectively through 
transformative service learning activities. 
Bennett's six goals come out of four core values: responsibility to a world 
community; acceptance and appreciation ofcultural diversity; respect for human dignity 
and universal human rights; and reverence for the earth. Bennett identifies these values 
in democratic documents such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
Declaration of Independence. the Bill of Rights, and the U.S. Constitution. The 
reverence for the eanh value comes from the Native American philosophy that "all things 
in the universe are interdependent" (p. 302). 
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Sennett's core values are the foundation for the six goals ofa comprehensive 
multicultural curriculum. Developing multiple perspectives, strengthening cultural 
consciousness, strengthening intercultural competence, combating racism, sexism. and 
other forms of prejudice and discrimination, increasing awareness of the state of tile 
planet and global dynamics, and building social action skills should be a school's goals 
when developing a multicultural curriculum. 
Developing multiple perspectives is SeMett's first goal. SeMett (1999) asserts 
that most of what students learn in their history texts and classes is embedded in the 
Anglo-Western European bias. This bent has become hegemony in America, so students 
do not even question it. They accept the historical events represented in their books and 
classes as fact and pass them on to their children. Bennett demands that past and current 
national and world events must be understood from a variety of national and ethnic group 
perspectives. Both minority and non-minority views must be considered when students 
are interpreting these events. 
BeMett's second goal, cultural consciousness, is similar to the first, but embraces 
a broader range of perspectives. Based on the work of Robert Hanvey's An Attainable 
Global PerspectIve (1975), Bennett defines cultural consciousness by two dimensions: 
global perspective and cross-cultural aW3l'!ness. Hanvey writes that global perspective is 
"the recognition or awareness on the part of the individual that he or she has a view of the 
world that is not universally shared, that this view of the world has been and continues to 
be shaped by influences that often escape conscious detection, and that others have views 
of the world profoundly different from one's own" (p. 4). If students are cross-culturally 
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aware, then they are aware of the diversity of ideas and practices that are found in human 
societies all over the world. They can compare these ideas and practices and recognize 
how the ideas and ways of their own society may be viewed from other perspectives. 
Bennett (1999) asserts that because the world is becoming increasingly smaller, cultural 
consciousness is a necessary "ingredient in mediating cultural conflicts along the 'fault 
lines' that separate the world's seven or eight main civilizations" (p. 313). 
Intercultural competence moves from the cultural consciousness skill of 
identifying world views ofcultures di fferent from one's own, to understanding of and 
developing empathy for other cultures. An interculturally competent person can look at a 
different culture's practice, however different it may be from hislher own practices, and 
say, ··If I were a person in that culture, I would participate in that practice as well." 
Gudykunst and Kim (1984) define an intercuituraJ person as, «[One who] possesses an 
intellectual and emotional commitment to the fundamental unity ofall humans and, at the 
same time, accepts and appreciates the differences that lie between people ofdifferent 
cultures" (p. 230). 
While students are working with people from different cultures and are learning to 
examine the social ills that put some groups at a disadvantage. it is hoped that they will 
then be moved to fight racism, sexism. and prejudice. These are in fact some of the very 
problems that oppress particular groups. The students, then, after identifying the source 
of the problems, will find ways to combat them. This goal focuses on diminishing 
negative attitudes and behaviors that are based on gender bias and racial and cultural 
misconceptions. The goal emphasizes debunking myths and stereotypes about groups 
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different than one's own. The students and teacher should stress basic hwnan 
commonalties in an effort to reach this goaJ (Bennen., 1999). 
Hanvey ( 1975) defines global perspective as "an awareness of prevailing world 
conditions and developments, incl uding emergent conditions and trends, e.g., population 
growth, migrations, economic conditions, resources, and physical environment. political 
developments, science and technology, law, health, inler-nation and intra-nation 
conflicts" (p. 6). Bennett (1999) believes that students will be motivated to participate 
effectively and responsibly in the world community once they have knowledge and 
understanding of the problems facing the global ecosystem. "Think globally, act locally" 
is a way to move toward Bennett's sixth goal. The objective of the social action goal is to 
impart in students the knowledge, attitudes, and skills that are needed for active civic 
participation. Students are to develop decision-making skills, be able to find alternative 
choices for themselves and public policy-makers, as well as reflect upon the 
consequences of their choices. 
The Effectiveness of Bennett's Framework Over Other Models 
While other curricuJum theorists have contributed to adding a multicultural design 
to curricula, Bennett's framework includes the important values and skills that a person 
living in a diverse society needs. Gay's (1979) "Integrative Multicultural Basic Skills 
Curriculum Design" does not actually identify the multicultural skills students need. 
Instead, she puts the general term "skills" at the core of her framework, and has all of the 
parts to a curriculum working out from "skills" (e.g. content, teaching behaviors, learning 
activities, evaluation) and then has an ostensible rim that bounds these all together. 
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multicultural resources. While multicultural resources are indeed helpful and even 
essential to a multicultwal curriculum, they cannot be its essence. Any good educational 
curriculum specifically identifies what it is actually aiming to accomplish. What are the 
students supposed to do, think., value as a result of this curriculum? 
Banks' (1977) ethnic studies curriculum reform also attempts to change an Anglo­
American focus and perspective to a multiethrUc one, but again he neglects to identify 
what he believes students should be able to do and know in order to be more 
multicultural. His ""Multinational Model" is the ultimate goal ofa curriculum. In this 
model, the students view a social or historical event from a variety of national 
perspectives. While the students will hopefully learn to look at events and situations from 
several diverse perspectives, this is only one of Bennett's six goals. Also, Banks' model 
seems to be geared toward the social studies even though multicultural education can 
effectively be integrated across all of the diSCiplines. Therefore, while Gay's and Banks' 
models have moved the field ofeducation forward to a more multicultural curriculum, 
Bennett's six goals ofa multicultural curriculum best guided the research question, 
"Under what conditions, ifany, does service learning have a connection to multicultural 
values in high school students?" since she has identified what a curriculum should 
articulate as its multicultural values. When anaJyzing the data from my study, I looked for 
evidence of these goals. 
In order to better understand the different ways teachers work toward these goals, 
it is useful to discuss the types of multicultural curricula researchers have identified in 
American schools. These types of multicultural curricula are reOected in a variety of 
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ways in the studies that have been conducted on multicultural education's influence on 
students. 
Studies on Multicultural Curriculum 
In their review of multicultural cwriculwn studies, Grant and Tale (1995) found 
that the research tends to center around four topics: curriculum and text materials, pre­
service education. practicing teachers and teacher-student relations. Little research exists 
on multicultural curriculum effects on students. Grant and Tate mentioned none and 
identifY it as a need. Mehan et al. (1995) found none, and I have found mostly studies 
with pre-service teachers as the target population. Very few studies exist that look at how 
secondary students are affected by a multicultural curriculum. This is definitely a hole in 
the research that needs to be filled so that the field can gain legitimacy and subsequent 
support in secondary schools. 
A-/Ullicultural Curriculum Effects on Students 
Bernier (1995) studied 1500 middle school students (84% Caucasian. tOOIo 
Spanish-speaking, 6% African American or other cultural backgrounds) in order to see if 
two different multicultural strategies he planned would increase the students' cultural 
understanding and decrease their prejudicial attitudes. The two strategies he and his 
colleagues implemented were human relations training for fifty of the students in order to 
form a cultural awareness group and a twelve-session multicultural curriculum that would 
be taught to the other 1450 students outside ofthe academic curriculum. The cultural 
awareness group went to a two-day workshop in order to be trained. When they returned 




discrimination and prejudice problems on their own campus. The rest of tile student 
population had a new activity each of the twelve weeks dealing with a variety of 
multicultural issues. Bernier included staff development on multicultural education so 
that the teachers would be ready to lead the activities each week. 
Bernier found a 42% increase in the cuituraJ understanding of the cultural 
awareness group, according to a pre- and post-test comparison. The curriculwn raised 
the cultural understanding for the student population to a total of 72%. The cultural 
awareness group also experienced a decrease in prejudice of 40.7%. Bernier felt that this 
result is more important because "raising cultural awareness is merely the presentation 
and recall of factual infonnation, but reducing prejudice is a change in attitude" (p. 35). 
In addition to these successful results, Bernier reports that many staff members further 
developed the ideas of the curriculum into their own academic cunicula. Most staff 
members conveyed that their own cultural awareness had been improved by this 
initiative. The administrative staff also noticed an increase in student reports to teachers 
concerning racial remarks and incidents. The administrators assumed that the amount of 
incidents did not increase, but that the more positive climate encouraged students to come 
forward instead ofaccepting intolerant actions. 
Bernier decided from his results that his program needed greater in-service 
training so that teachers would know better bow to deal with the discussions that carne 
from the activities. The teachers also wanted other issues examined more closely, I ike 
the relationships between male and female students and students with disabilities. 
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AdditionaJly. Bernier believed that students needed more opportunities to investigate 
various cultures. He suggested guest speakers from a local university as a resource. 
Sparks and Vernez (1993) compared two different courses on multicultural 
education in order to see which was more effective. They looked at 228 pre-service 
teachers who were ofdifferent races. socio-economic statuses, and levels of their 
education. The students were divided into four groups: I. Students taking a multicultural 
education class~ 2. Students taking the field experience that is a part ofthat class~ 3. 
Students taking a physical education class that integrates lessons in multicultural 
education~ 4. Students student teaching in the physical education major. The guiding 
question was which approach offers the best way to provide critical multicultural 
information to the students: I. a general approach in which all teacher education students 
are required to complete one class in multicultural education that is taught in the 
education department. or 2. an approach in which the multicultural information is 
integrated into a required discipline (,OUTSe, in this case a physical education course. 
While the general education course used readings, rote playing, and videotape analysis to 
develop students' multicultural and multiethnic awareness, gain insight into cultural 
conflict, and "examine the dynamics ofdiverse cultures" (p.?). the physical education 
course focused on the importance ofculture in the evolution of physical education. They 
also looked at the relationship between sex roles, minority influence, and socioeconomic 
classes and the social system ofsports. The field experiences of two groups ofstudents 
gave them interaction with diverse student populations. 
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Sparks and Vemez (1993) concluded that the anitudes of the pre-service teachers 
regarding multicultural issues could be enhanced both through discipline-specific 
courseworlc and a course specifically for multicultural education. They also found that 
. the field-based groups for both the physical education class and the multicultural class 
did not have a significant increase in multicultural attitude between their pre- and post­
test. Sparks and Vemez proposed that this may be because students tend to have varied 
experiences in field-based settings. As many service-learning scholars have noted (e.g., 
Goodman et. ai, 1994), a service project needs to have time built in for reflection in order 
to have a lasting impact. Perhaps if these field experiences would have included a 
debriefing and reflection component in the program the students would have made more 
strides in their multicultural attitudes. 
Other programs use projects to teach students multicultural values. Sosin and De 
Lawter ( 1999) studied the effects ofhaving their elementary and secondary teacher 
education students make a multicultural calendar. They found that having the students 
create this artifact "cultivated (their students') understanding of multicuJtural curriculum 
as the fonnatJon ofa global perspective" (p.6). The students' hegemonic views of time, 
culture, knowledge and values are revealed in this project. By creating the calendars, the 
students begin to think about "cultural and personal markings of time and how they 
impact on teaching'" (p.14). Although Sosin and De Lawter leave out of their study a 
detailed description of the project and the methodology they used to measure its success, 
they still claim the calendar project was an effective means of"calJ[ing] into question 




conceptions of teaching..." (p. 14). The theory that a project such as this can help 
students question their existing paradigms is a promising one. 
Grant and Tate (1995) identitY many areas ofmulticultural education research 
that need to be developed. Equity, power and justice need to be addressed in the research 
questions. They would like to see the relationship between power and race, class and 
gender examined through the textbook analysis studies instead ofjust focusing on 
whether or not a certain group is represented fairly or suitably. More studies that 
investigate the multicultural nature of science, math, and technology need to be done. 
Grant and Tate are also concerned about the methodology practices of the current 
research in this field. They identified four inclinations that they saw as problematic: 
I. 	 No replication of studies were done. 
2. 	 The researchers studied their own students. 
3. 	 There is a tendency for multicultural education researchers to neglect 
previous research related to the area of investigation which causes a 
disconnect in the field. 
4. 	 Many of the studies neglect to describe their methodology. (1995) 
Although it is important to explain clearly and thoroughly one's methodology 
when sharing hislher research and it is also important to connect one's work to the 
existing research, it is not necessary or even beneficial to avoid studying one's own 
students. Action research has yielded important findings for the education field (e.g.. 
Goodman et. ai, 1994). Replication is not as prized today because generalizability is not 
necessarily a goal for a qualitative researcher doing an interpretative study. As Wolcott 






he/she is researching. If the studies are rich enough in description, the reader can decide 
for himlherself what. helshe wants to generalize or apply to hislher own situation. 
Conceptual Framework 
Service learning that works toward multicultural goals is based on three 
principles: (a) experiential education; (b) ideals of valuing diversity and socialjustice~ (c) 
community commitment. While participating in well-prepared, meaningful service-
learning activities. students will learn to combat prejudice and discrimination; they will 
begin to develop multiple perspectives; they will strengthen their cultural consciousness; 
and they will become more aware of the state of the planet and other global issues. 
Conceptual Framework 
I Service Learning For Multicultural Values I 
4~ 
Service Learnin& 
Benneu's (1990)that Includes: 
Goals:• Meaningful • CombatingService 
Racism• Direct Contact Guiding Principles • Culturalwith ..Othersn ... Consciousness....• Minimum of .. • Intercultural• Experiential Education lbiny Hours ... 
Competence• Ideals of Valuing Diversity • Immersion in • GlobalCommunity at and Social Justice Awareness 





In order for the students to get the most out ofa service learning experience, the 
service must meet a real community need. The students should perform the service in 
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their community for at least thirty hours instead of by staying on the school campus. The 
service should bring the students into direct contact with people who they view are 
different from themselves. By including reflection and analysis about the service, 
students should be guided toward having a "transfonnative" service experience instead of 
a charitable one. This means that the students will try to get at the deeper social issues 
that create the need for the service. Once they have identitY these societal problems 
andlor injustices, the students will seek to solve them. Service learning that puts students 
in direct contact with the served population can be a natural way to cultivate students' 
social action skills. Using service learning can be a means ofguiding students toward a 
critique of their society. A service learning experience that not only includes these 
characteristics but also works toward Bennett's six multicultural goals are grounded in an 
experiential curriculum that values diversity, social justice. and community commitment. 
This study observes how high school girls of privilege experience service 
learning. Because as Brantlinger, Majd-Jabbari, and Guskin ( 1996) have found, the 
middle class tends to avoid questioning their privilege andlor rationalizes it, it is 
important to guide middle class youth to question their position through contact with 
those who do not enjoy such advantage. Service learning that espouses multicultural 
goals, including social action, is a means to do this. 
Summary 
Kielsmieir (2000) assens, "The service learning of today has new leadership and 
is driven by a multicultural point of view and by a movement toward national 'citizen 




Billig's (2000) study found that few researchers have studied any ofservice learning's 
effects in middle or high school students. Scales (1999) discusses the academic impact 
service learning has on students, but does not mention the effect it has on their 
multicultural development leSourd (1997) explains that this research is lacking because 
"Positive social contact between diverse groups, primarily in the course of servers 
providing assistance to the group perceived to be in need, is treated as an assumed 
(service learning) project component" (p. 158). The research has demonstrated that 
several characteristics must be included in a service project if it is going to be 
transformative and meaningful for the servers. The project should continue for at least 
thirty hours, should include reflection. and should include direct contact with the served 
population otT campus. While there are several options for a multicultural curriculum, 
one that is social reconstructionist will guide students toward an insightful critique of 
society and will encourage them to act socially for change. Service learning that is 
reflective and tied to a real social need with those who have the need may be socially 
reconstructive. 
Studying Stephens' class The Economy's Impact Upon Its Citizenry attempted to 
explore how service learning affects multicultural values in students of privilege. It is 
hoped that through the subsequent findings. educators may be encouraged to integrate 
service into their academic courses in an effort to guide their own students toward 






Observing how service teaming affects high school students' multicultural values 
may lead to more schools recognizing the potential of this program to empower students 
to change their community. lrnponant questions to guide this study include: 
I.How do high school students respond to extended service projects? 

2.How do high school students interact with the served population? 









In order to observe students' multiculturaJ development,. used Bennen's (2000) six goals 
ofa multicultural curriculum as the framework. While Bennett's goals were themes I 
looked for in the students' journals, in discussions, in interviews, and in their interactions 
at their service site, • also was open to emerging themes that came from these sources. 
(See Appendix A for concept map ofstudy.) The question "How do the students' 
motivations to serve reveal their beliefs about service, their role as the server, and the 




Assumptions and Rationalefor a Qualitative Participatory Interpretive Design 
A qualitative study was judged to be most appropriate for this type of research 
because hwnan beings are complicated, and so to study them one must observe their 
complexity in natural contexts. Qualitative research "builds a complex, holistic picture" 
(Creswell, 1998) thus accounting for the wholeness of the subject. It was also important 
to this particular study to use qualitative methods because I could see how the students 
created meaning from their service experience. Seeing the students in their natural 
setting experiencing the program helped me to oblain a more realistic picture as well 
(Creswell, 1998). Huberman and Miles (1994) assert that qualitative studies are 
appropriate for finding causal relationsrups. They explain, "[qualitative studies) can look 
directly and longitudinally at the local processes underlying a temporal series ofevents 
and states, showing how these led to specific outcomes, and ruling out rival hypotheses" 
(p.434). A qualitative study can help explicate the relationship between service learning 
and multicultural values and possibly even why this relationsrup exists. 
The qualitative design selected for this research was a participatory case study. 
This participatory interpretive case study (Levinson, 1998) examines the experience of 
five private high school students participating in a service-learning project. The study 
was "participatory" because I worked with the five students' teacher to develop the 
curriculum for the course and I participated in the service alongside the students and 
primary teacher. A case study was the most effective means ofdescribing in detail the 
students' experiences. By analyzing students' journals, interviews with them, and 
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observations of them, I was able to share themes that emerged (Creswell, 1998). These 
themes helped us to better understand how students experienced this educational 
program. 
Selling 
The Bayou School at the time ofthe study included students from the upper-middle 
class and were predominantly white with few Hispanic students, despite the high 
population ofHispanics in the community surrounding the school. Chapter Four gives a 
detailed description ofThe Bayou School, its culture, and the Salvation Army community 
center where the students served. Because 1 had no control over which students elected to 
take the class that was studied, the research IXlPuiation was a convenience sampling 
(Creswell, 1998). 
Role ofthe Researcher 
I was a participant observer by taking the role ofthe teacher's consultant and 
teaching partner in the project. In addition to co-teaching the course studied, I was a 
substitute teacher at The Bayou School throughout the school year of study_ ( also co­
sponsored the community service club after the course studied was finished. During the 
same term as the class studied, 1took a class on Chinese culture and language taught by 
another Bayou School teacher. Before the project began, ( assisted the teacher in 
changing his cwrent economics curriculum to include a "ttansforrnative" service learning 
project. The teacher, Jeffrey Stephens, who is also my husband, learned to use reflective 
joumaling, pertinent readings, class discussions, and a project to make his service­




After analyzing the data with Stephens. together, we determined what changes 
needed to be made in his program for next year (See Chapter Eight). 1 also participated in 
the service with the students. This helped me to create a rapport with the five case study 
participants and gave me access to direct observation. Because I had this rapport with the 
participants, the in-depth interviews 1 conducted with them in an attempt to understand 
the meaning they gave to their service experience provided particularly candid and 
detailed narratives. I also reviewed their journals to analyze their reflections on the 
project. 
Personal Position and Perspectives of the Researcher 
Because this study was interpretive. it is important that I state my background and 
subsequent biases. I would consider myself to have been in the lower-middle class 
growing up. There were times when my father was laid otT, and with five children to 
feed, we went without many luxuries. Still though, I never went to bed or to school 
hungry. I got new clothes at the beginning ofevery school year. By the time I was old 
enough to go to college, my parents were both working, and I went to the college I chose 
with a small scholarship. I was fortunate to be educated with children ofcolor during my 
late elemenlaly years. In the fourth grade, my tOMlship school was ordered to 
desegregate, so students from the inner-city schools were bused to my school. I 
remember there being a lot of hype over this change. When I came home from school 
that first day ofdesegregation, my brother told me the KKK was at his middle school. 
Three of my best friends that year were Corky, Shannon, and Phylis, all African­
American girls from the inner city. It bothered me that they could not come over and 
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play; my dad said they lived too far away. By the time I reached high school. I had few 
friends of color. Now looking back through my educator's lenses,l understand why. 
was in the college-prep track. while my African-American classmates were in the low 
track classes. 
I saw the injustices of homogenous grouping again as a teacher in Port Allegany. 
PeMsylvania. I taught the "practical English" class. All of my students in this class were 
poor. Some came to school without coats in the dead of winter. I gave them all 
anonymous Christmas gifts because rwas pretty sure some of them would not get 
anything at home. These students were not ofa low ability level though. On the 
contrary. some ofthem seemed more capable than their peers who were in the college 
prep tracks. None of my students in the college prep sections. by the way. appeared to be 
from the low socio-economic class. When I talked of this social class consistency in my 
tracked sections. my colleague. who was also a parent ofa student in that grade, said. 
"Oh. thal's because when the kids were in kinderganen they had a placement test. This 
test dido't really test their academic ability though. It asked them questions like, 'Set a 
table correctly.' Well. if their parents work the night shift at the factory and they don't 
have a family dinner, they might not know that answer." Although not all of the schools 
I have experienced are this blatantly discriminatory. there is a strong tendency to 
perpetuate the social class division ofour country through tracking and selective testing. 
For example. at another public high school in Indiana where I taught, one of my advisees 
was discouraged from tak.ing the SAT. When I questioned the counselor who told him 
she did not want him to take it. she explained that the state looks at the school's average 
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SAT scores when recognizing schools for excellence. She was afraid this average student 
would lower the school's average score. 
From these kinds ofexperiences ofcontact with diverse individuals and of 
noticing the bias against them, I have created my social justice worldview. I believe that 
America can make it possible for all its citizens to have dreams and pursue them. Schools 
are an effective institution through which to work toward this goal because those people 
leading schools have such an influence over what opportunities young people receive. 
Also, the school is an institution that has access to almost all of the country's citizens. If 
schools are deliberate in integrating ideas of social justice and social transformation in 
their curriculum, if its leaders make it their goal to teach young Americans to make their 
society more just, then America might reach its democratic ideals. I also believe that 
there is a constructed reality, one that a person creates with hislher own experiences, and 
a reality that exists independent ofanyone individual, one that includes social structures 
that oppress some populations while freeing others. It is imponant, then, to anempt to 
understand one's experience or "reality" of a given phenomenon as well as note the 
reality that this person must work within. Qualitative inquiry is the best method for doing 
this. 
Program Description 
This service-learning project was the centerpiece ofan elective class titled "The 
Economy's Impact Upon Its Citizenry" that was offered during the 2002 January term at 
The Bayou School, an elite private college preparatory high school in one of the nation's 
top five largest cities. During the "January term" students each select up to four classes. 
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The teachers create a curriculum for a class or classes they would like to teach based on 
their own interests. The classes do not have to have anything to do with their typical 
teaching discipline. The only real requirements for a class are that it be both "academic" 
and "enjoyable" to both the teachers and the students. Teachers may make their classes 
last for as many as three class periods if they can justify the need for this extra time. 
Students taking a three-period class, then, would only take two classes during the January 
term. Most of the seniors at The Bayou School use their January term to do an internship 
in a career they are loolcing into. Other students, mostly juniors, go on a mission trip for 
the three weeks. Groups for the January 2002 term went to China, Mexico, and Eastern 
Europe. 
Students in "The Economy's Impact Upon Its Citizenry" class spent four hours a 
day four days a week for three weeks serving at a Salvation Army community center 
program for senior citizens in which the seniors receive free breakfast and lunch and 
spend the time in between the two meals socializing with one another. [n addition to 
helping the senior citizens create crafts to take to a nursing home they visit regularly, the 
students used this time to try to get to know some of the center's clients. Stephens and I 
also accompanied the students as they toured the neighborhood where the community 
center was located with the Meals on Wheels delivery man. The students delivered the 
meals to the clients' doors. The students, Stephens, and I also went with the senior 
citizens when they visited a local nursing home to deliver Valentine crafts that we made 
together and when the senior citizens took a field trip to the Salvation Army Thrift Store 
and Walman. Before we were introduced to the senior citizens at the community center, 
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we toured the adjacent subsidized apartments where many of the senior citizens lived. As 
a class assignment, they conducted a case study on one of the clients, using information 
they gathered from conversations with the client and from other printed sources. The 
students' studies focused on describing the client's present life situation, why they were 
in this situation, and what society might be able to do about improving their 
circumstances. The students presented their findings to the class at the end of the three­
week course. The students aJso kept a reflective journal throughout the experience. The 
joumaJ was not graded so that the students would feel that they could be open about their 
experiences and thoughts. Students also had relevant readings that were centered around 
the history ofhomeIessness in America. policies on poverty, existing welfare programs, 
and different viewpoints on the issue related to their service-learning site. (See Appendix 
B for course syllabus.) The three days the students were not at the community center 
were spent discussing their experiences and the readings, and researching for their case 
study. 
Ethical Considerations 
In December, the primary teacher Mr. Stephens and I met with the parents and 
students who chose to take this class. We explained the nature of the class and the study. 
The students signed a consent form for me to study the class for my dissertation. (See 
Appendix H for consent fonn.) The students were under 18 years ofage, so their parents 
signed the consent fonn as well. I have ensured confidentiality by changing their names 
in the wrinen report and locking the file cabinet where I have stored the data collected. 
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Because Mr. Stephens did not read the journals, I assume that the problem of students 
writing what they perceive the teacher wants to hear was minimized. 
Data Collection 
Data was collected throughout the service·leaming project (three weeks) and six 
weeks after the project ended. I was present at all of the class meetings and the service 
site experiences so that I could observe the participants each day of their experience with 
this class. Procedures for collecting the data included the following: 
I. 	 I took observation notes as a panicipant observer during class discussions. 
The discussions occurred once a week. These notes included a description 
of the content of the discussion, direct quotations ofstudents' comments 
that stood out to me at the time, my impressions of students through my 
observations of them. and my reactions to what was happening during the 
discussion. 
2. 	 I collected participants' journals and papers from the course at different 
points in time during the study and I collected them for long-tenn use at 
the end of the study. 
3. 	 I conducted semi-structured. open-ended interviews of the five 
participants before the service project began in order to access their prior 
bel iefs. throughout their service experience. at the end of the experience. 
and six weeks after it was over. 
4. 	 rasked the participants for clarification or additional information as I 




5. 	 In addition to periodic participant checks, I shared with them a draft of 
preliminary findings in order to ask for feedback about what I had written 
up to that point. 
Most of the interviews [conducted were semi-structured. The first interview was 
before the service experience began. (See Appendix G for interview questions.) Other 
semi·structured interviews were conducted throughout the service experience in order to 
understand the meaning the participants were giving to various aspects of their project. 
Finally, I interviewed them six weeks after the project was over to see if they still felt the 
same way about their experience and to see if they had changed any aspect of their life as 
a result of the experience. Informal interviews also occurred when the opportunity arose 
so that I could find further information from the participants that I may not have been 
looking for when I designed the initial interview questions. 
Data Analysis 
To facilitate the storage, retrieval, and organizing of the immense amount ofdata 
[ acquired throughout the study, I used a computer program called Filemaker Pro. The 
program allowed me to create "cards" of information that have multiple headings or 
codes. So, when [ wanted to see all of the data under a particular code, I was able to 
access it. I was also able to call up all of the data from a given participant. 
Huberman and Miles (1994) identify three processes to data analysis: data 
reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing. In consideration of these processes, I 
used the following steps to anaJyze the data of this study: 
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1. 	 The data was already reduced somewhat by my selection of the 
framework. research questions. and data collection methods. 
2. 	 Before conducting a biweeldy interview, I read the full text ofeach of the 
participant's journal entries to help me create an understanding about that 
participant's experiences and perceptions so far. 
3. 	 I coded the interviews according to themes that emerge. behaviors. or 
other ideas using Filemaker Pro. 
4. 	 I kept a reflexivity journal in which I noted my intuitions and "subjective 
I's" (Peshkin.1988). 
5. 	 I also kept a methodological diary in which [ entered what processes I 
was going through daily to keep track of my data collection. 
6. 	 As I reduced the data through coding, I began to look for patterns and 
themes. I then began to cluster these patterns in order to attempt to 
develop theories from them. 
7. 	 I displayed these clusters and other relationships among the data in a 
concept matrix using Bennett's goaJs as a framework (See Appendix F). 
These visuals also helped me to begin to develop conclusions from the 
data. 
8. 	 I compared my five participants to one another in an effort to draw 
conclusions about the commonaJ ties and idiosyncrasies of their views. 
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9. 	 I triangulated the data periodically by checking participants' statements 
with their actions in the service setting, class discussions. and their 
journal entries. 
10. I kept my eyes open to a negative case and followed them up. Mr. 
Stephens was also on the look out for negative cases. We discussed any 
students or experiences that seemed to run contrary to the experiences of 
other students. 
II. I followed up any kind of surprise that occurred in the data (Huberman & 
Miles. 1994) with additional interviews and/or observations. 
12. I checked the conclusions with my participants and included their 
perceptions ofthe conclusions in the final written report. 
Verification Steps 
Creswell (1998) defines verification as "a process that occurs throughout the data 
collection, analysis, and report writing of a study ..." (p.194). Most of my verification 
steps do occur throughout the collection and analysis stages of the study. Even though 
this is an interpretative case study, care was taken to ensure some level of 
generalizability. I triangulated the data in order to check a perception I had ofan event. I 
also did "member checks" to attempt to validate the data and my interpretations of it with 
the participants (Flic~ 1998). My reflexivity journal helped me to check my subjectivity 
and alert the reader if it found its way into the analysis. I identified negative cases, and I 
used them to re-examine my analyses. Finally, the rich description I used lets the readers 
make their own decisions about generalizability (Creswell. (998). 
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Limitations 
There may be a number of limitations that I should address. The sources ofdata 
are mostly student-generated, so [ had to work from the assumption that the participants 
were telling the truth. [took a number ofprecautions such as, not grading their journals, 
assuring them that what they said in interviews would be confidential and [ would use 
pseudonyms in my repon, and I got to know them well through lunch conversations and 
by serving alongside them to establish rappon. Life events other than the service-learning 
experience may have had an impact on the students' changes in personal and social 
development and on how they perceive service-Ieaming concepts. This, ofcourse, 
cannot be controlled but may only be diminished somewhat by using detailed interviews 
that give the panicipants a chance to discuss other experiences they were having outside 
of the economics class at the time. 
The fact that I am married to my co-teacher, the principal teacher of the class that 
I studied, may also be a limitation. While [assured the participants that Mr. Stephens 
would not be reading their journals and that he would not have access to any of the 
interview tapes or transcripts, the fact that I am his spouse may have kept them from 
sharing some of their opinions about him and the class. The anonymous course 
evaluations the students filled out weeks after the course, though.. did not yield any data 
that was contrary to what the participants gave me through their interviews, journal 
entries, and other assignments. 
Another limitation exists because my presence at the service site and in the class 




limit this by triangulating the data and by spending enough time with them in 
observations and interviews so that they would feel comfonable and become genuine 
around me. 
My own biases must also be recognized. I have been a proponent ofservice 
learning since I was exposed to it as a high school senior twelve years ago, and I have 






THE BAYOU SCHOOL AND THE WORTHINGTON STREET COMMUNITY 
CENTER 
Down on the Bayou 
The Bayou School is nestled behind a tree line on a major thoroughfare ofone of 
the country's largest cities, Harris. Gated communities that include multimillion-dollar 
mansions, one in which even a former United States President resides, surround it. 
Because The Bayou School is a private preK-12 organization, the wealth of its 
neighborhood is not necessarily indicative of the wealth of its students. Many students 
have long commutes to school. One student I talked with drives in from forty-five 
minutes west of the city, so most mornings it takes her over an hour to arrive to school. 
One cannot help but assume that, despite the lacking property tax revenue, the 
school is wealthy. As soon as visitors exit the busy street to pull into The Bayou 
School's parking lot, a cordial guard at his post booth stops them. Ifhe does not see their 
Bayou School parking tag. even if he recognizes them, he takes down their name and 
license plate number. After this formality. the campus welcomes the visitors, and in view 
are three buildings, two of which look new, and a construction site where an auditoriwn 
is about to be finished. Behind the school buildings, there is appropriate space for 
extracurricular activities. Students use the wooded area overlooking the bayou that lies 
behind the playing fields to engage in biological studies and for artistic inspiration. 
I was troubled when I walked into The Bayou School for the first time. I had just 




discipline, so when [ saw kids sitting against their lockers (some of which were hanging· 
open) on the carpeted hallways, (was aghast. The place looked a mess! When the 
principal, Mr. Duncan. gave me a brief tour of the school, students were again "hanging" 
out in the cafeteria I asked if they were allowed to be there. "Oh yeah, ofcourse. If it is 
their free period.. they can go to the cafeteria. the student center, outside, the library. 
Anywhere as long as they aren't bothering classes." This student freedom again disrupted 
my prior schemata of what it meant to be in a school, this time from my public school 
experience. If students were not taking a class, they were to be in a study hall supervised 
by a teacher. If they were out in the halls, they must have a pass. Those concepts had 
been drilled into me since ( was a public school student years ago. So it took me some 
time to adjust to the seeming chaos in the building. Once I acclimated myself to the 
different school environment and the lack ora school uniform, ( found the atmosphere to 
be relaxed and trusting. Mr. Duncan noted that the lockers did not have locks. "We don't 
need them. We have good kids here," he explained. As one can expect in any high school, 
the students decorate the walls and windows with their own graffiti dedicated to the 
week's sponing events. Individual lockers also were garnished with colorful posters and 
streamers, either celebrating a binhday or encouraging tonight's win against the 
archenemy, First Baptist 
The Bayou Brat? 
Mr. Duncan also pointed out that the parking lot is full with Spon Utility 
Vehicles, even though the city's geography does not include a single hill and it docs not 




a popular choice for them. Admissions Director, Barbara Stem, supported Duncan's 
assessment with the statistics that out of the 502 studenrs at The Bayou School, only 25 
receive ninety percent or more financial aid. This kind of financial aid is only awarded to 
families of four whose combined family income is between $25,000 and $50,000 a year. 
The school costs S12,000 a year for each student. Stem also described the economic 
status of most of the families at the upper school as middle to upper middle class (Email 
Correspondence with Barbara Stem, January 2002). 
While the participants of this study admitted that they were at least middle class 
and had access to most things that they wanted and everything they needed. they did not 
like to dwell on it. During the many hours ( spent with the girls and the several hours ( 
spent in The Bayou School as a substitute teacher, I never witnessed conversations that 
focused on possessions or wealth or privilege. One participant enjoyed showing everyone 
the kind of truck she had when we would pass one on the road, but I assume that is quite 
typical ofa sixteen-year-old who is excited about the new rite of passage she had 
reached: earning a driver's license. Typically conversations that I overheard as a 
substitute teacher and as a researcher centered around assignments, teachers' 
expectations, high school sporting evenrs or drama productions. where they were hoping 
to go to college, and favorite television shows or movies. These topics were not any 
different than the ones I engaged in myselfas a lower-middle-class teenager. 
As a matter of fact, I noticed in their school newspaper that the Bayou students as 
a whole seemed more grounded in meaningful formal conversations than ( had been as an 
adolescent. lbe holiday issue of the paper included front page stories with titles like, 
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UBayou Community Participates in Mayoral Campaign," "SwimlWalk-a-thon Raises 
Money for Special Olympics:' and "Rogers University ProCessor Discusses Islam to 
Students in Wake ofSeptember 11 Attacks." Accompanying a fall student production of 
Steven Dietz's God's COUlUty, a play about the white supremacist movement, was a 
special edition school paper entitled, "What is tolerance?" Some of the articles dealt 
directly with the play, but others delved into tough issues about racism still alive in 
today's America. ··A Decade of Hate" tracked hate crimes oCthe past ten years in the 
United States. Another article titled, "What You Didn't Learn in History" examined how 
textbooks from 1946 and 1999 described events in American history. The reporter then 
interviewed the history department head for his perspective on the events and of the 
I imited view of the textbooks (Clawater, 200 1). One article revealed racial profil ing 
traditions in the city. The back page of the issue was dedicated to how The Bayou School 
deals with diversity. In the first article, "Bayou Not Always Open to Diversity," the 
author goes back in Bayou history to before blacks were even allowed to attend the 
school. While the Board ofTrustees finally voted to remove the official procedure of 
denying blacks entrance in the 1960's, the first black student did not arrive until 1971. 
The principal at that time said that the racism that the female black student endured was 
"isolation." Even though she enjoyed participating in Connal school activities with her 
seemingly accepting peers, she had uno extended social activity" (Huber, 20(1). 
In the second article on the back page the authors admit that Bayou still socially 
isolates its students ofcolor. The upper school has t5 Asian, 22 African American, 27 
Hispanic, 13 Middle Eastern, and five multi-racial students out of 502 students (Email 
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Correspondence with Admissions Director, Barbara Stem. January 2002). Reponers 
Labanowski and Beckworth interviewed several students who have to deaJ with being 
one ofa small percentage of minority students. The problems these students identified 
included student stereotyping. difficulty dating since interracial dating is not popular in 
the Bayou community, the burden of being seen as representatives of their entire race, 
living in two different cultures, and being isolated from people with whom they can 
identifY. One student the news article quoted saicL ....fhere are absolutely no advantages to 
being black at Bayou ... Being a minority at Bayou is an obstacle I face every day at 
school." Although, the article clearly revealed many substantial problems with race 
relations at their school, the reponers did not offer any possible solutions or call for any 
reparative action to deal with this social problem. 
"Dead White Guys" and Rigor 
The Bayou School has the reputation in its city of being one of its best schools. 
second only to an Episcopal school on the other side of town. Bayou educates political 
leaders' descendants and children of leaders in the city.wide community. Even though 
the private school does not require teachers to be certified by the state, the teachers are 
revered for their expertise in their discipline areas. The teachers also are able to give the 
students more attention because of the lower student·teacher ratio ( 17 to I) and tutoring 
time at the beginning ofevery school day. 
According to panicipant Jennie Smith.. The Bayou School teachers expect much 
more from their students than at her previous private school. possibly too much in her 
opinion. She feels she rarely has any down time, and she often pulls all-nighters to get all 
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of her studying in. She admined;though, that her worldoad could be the result ofher 
taking so many honors classes and two languages (InI021NT). 
In addition to the rigor that exists at many private schools, Bayou also is typical of 
private schooling for its focus on classIcal education. All of the panicipants explained 
that the only access they had to other cultures in their freshman year at Bayou was 
studying the ancient Greek culture. They recalled that at The Bayou Middle School they 
also studied the Hispanic culture when they studied their state's history. 
While the freshman English class Includes reading literature from ancient Greece, 
the elective freshman history class surveys the history ofancient Greece and ancient 
Rome. The sophomore history survey class, 'The Modem World", focuses on the 
development ofEurope, but it also presents the China, Japan, Africa, the MIddle East. 
and Latin American. During their junior year, the students study American history, and 
they (earn about American government and economIcs during their senIor year. This 
curriculum leaves the students with little experience with other cultures' contributions to 
the world community as well as minimal exposure to multiple perspectives on historical 
events and conflicts. 
The Interim Term, a three-week period in between the two regular semesters, is a 
unique feature to The Bayou School's curriculum. During this term. the school day is 
onl y four class periods long. each class lasting an hour and ten minutes, as opposed to the 
traditional seven-period schedule that the students are used to during the regular 
semesters with periods lasting 4S minutes. Students choose any four class periods based 
on what attracts them from the course descriptions that are published in the late fall. 
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Teachers create these descriptions to entice students to take the course that they 
developed based on their own interests. The courses the teachers create do not have to be 
relevant to their discipline area. For example, as a spouse and substitute teacher, I was 
able to take a class this Interim term in Chinese culture and language. taught by a math 
teacher who is Chinese. Teachers also have the flexibility to make their class last up to 
three class periods if they can demonstrate a need for the extended time. Stephens was 
able to secure three periods because he was taking his students into the city everyday to 
serve at the community center. His colleague was able to use two class periods because 
his class watched movies about the Middle Ages everyday. While the hands-on and less­
serious classes were surely appealing to the students. many of them opted for classes that 
would help them prepare for the SAT or with study skills that they felt they were lacking. 
All in all, it seemed that this tenn encouraged creativity and enthusiasm among its faculty 
and students. The teachers with whom I spoke informally throughout the fall raved about 
the Interim term and shared with me that they were looking forward to it. 
The Bayou Bubble 
The participants seemed to have mixed emotions about the climate among 
students at The Bayou School. While sophomore Penelope felt that the students were 
closer there because they had been together so long and also believed there were not any 
groups who were antagonistic to other groups (1/7/02 [NT), Jennie, who was a freshman, 
found that her class did not "'gel" like other classes (117102 INT). She said she heard a lot 
of people in her grade saying they were leaving the school afier this year to go to 
boarding schools because of their dissatisfaction with the social climate at Bayou. 
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Penelope may feel an intimacy among her classmates that Jennie does not feel because 
she began her schooling experience at The Bayou School, and Jennie was only in her 
fourth year there. During my time as a substitute teacher at Bayou and after listening to 
the participants' discussions with one another on the car rides to the service site and 
during lunch. I did not notice the kind of behind-the-back-talking that has always been 
prevalent among the teen girls I knew when I was both a teacher and a high school 
student myself. When the participants were talking about another girl, they were praising 
her, not condemning her. One assumption that might be made from this congenial 
atmosphere that I noticed is that the students at The Bayou School typically really like 
one another. Another possible explanation is that these partici pants who chose service 
learning for lnterim were taught that gossiping and criticizing others is rude and wrong. 
That the five participants did not know one another enough to trust each other with these 
kind of"confidences" is another more cynical, yet still possible rationale because three 
participants were new to the school and two were in a different grade level from the other 
girls. 
A Row Up the Bayou 
The service component ofStephens 'class The Economy's Impact Upon lIS 
Citizenry took place at a Salvation Anny community center which was adjacent to a three 
story HUD-subsidized and Salvation Anny-managed apartment building. The 
community center facility includes a gym. a chapel, a large multi-purpose use room, a 
kitchen, several small classrooms, and office space. Senior citizens are present on 
weekdays from 8 am until noon. Some walk over from the apartments next door or drive 
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there, while others are provided round trip transportation via a Salvation Army van. The 
majority of the seniors in regular attendance are Spanish speaking. In the afternoons. 
area school children come to the center to participate in after-school activities. playing 
games, or doing homework. On Sundays, Salvation Army church services are held in the 
chapel. 
The center is located onJy about five to ten miles from downtown. The 
surrounding neighborhoods were small but well-built and well-maintained homes 
decades earlier. But with the passage of time, many are in need of paint and repair. 
Urban sprawl and flight to the suburbs have left the area forgotten by many and home to 
the lower socio-economic class. Many of the area's residents are people ofcolor and the 
elderly. 
Seniors at the community center are welcome to morning coffee, a continental 
breakfast. and conversation. Brief exercise and dance are generally part of the day's 
program, which concludes with lunch. All meals and activities are free ofcharge. The 
center's director of the senior program. Stella, is loving, generous, and tireless. but 
greatly overworked. Besides driving a van to pick up those needing transportation, Stella 
opens the facility, makes the morning coffee and breakfast. supervises the kitchen staff 
(who are there fulfilling court-mandated comrnwtity service sentences in lieu of harsher 
penalties), collects food donations and shops for the kitchen. coordinates the preparation 
and delivery ofa Meals on Wheels program, and oversees the morning's activities. 
The community center is a one-story building ofpale Ian brick. A black wrought 




surrounds its parking lot in back. The main entrance into the back led to a check·in 
counter with the gym to the left and all other facilities to the right. Heading down the 
hallway to the right, the multi-purpose room was the first room on the left, directly across 
from the kitchen. The room had gray-topped round tables and beige metal folding chairs 
on one side and two covered pool tables on the other side. There were two entries into 
this linoleum-Hoored room. 
As we walked into the center for the first time, I noticed the senior citizens 
stopped what they were doing to smile warmly at their new visitors. The seniors seemed 
fairly well groomed. A few of the women and one of the men were very well dressed; 
their outfits were well coordinated and complete with accessories. But the majority of 
the seniors were more casually dressed. and their clothes did not always match in color or 
pattern. A number ofmen sat at the tables along the wall. sipping their coffee but saying 
very little. A small group ofone woman and two men enthusiastically played dominoes 
at the back table in the comer. At other tables, several women were engrossed in a 
variety ofcrafts: one knitted caps, one crocheted clothes for dolls or covers for toilet 
paper. and one did needlepoint Other seniors were engaged in conversation, while others 
read the paper or worked crossword puzzles. This was the daily routine that we 
witnessed upon our arrival each morning. 
The seniors who attend daily make crafts to sell to each other in order to raise 
money for a monthly lunch at an area restaurant. Other simpler crafts are also made for 
Jess fortunate senior citizens in a nearby nursing home. which community center seniors 
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visit monthly. Thus, those being served by Salvation Army are also serving. This was an 
eye-opening revelation for the girls participating in the study. 
In many ways, students at The Bayou School were like students at schools all 
across the nation. whether public or private. They were busily engaged in the prOf;eSS of 
trying to grow up faster than what time and society allowed, They were concerned with 
dating relationships, wearing the "right" clothes, friendships, sports. and other 
extracurricular activities in addition to the endeavor ofacademic learning, But the lack 
ofgreater ethnic diversity at the school and the economic status of many of the students' 
families accounted for differences that distinguished them from a number of their peers at 
other schools. (n many respects, they were living their lives in a "bubble," as participant 
Jennie observed (117/02 lNT), that shielded them from societal pressures, problems, and 
ills. The majority status that they enjoyed in their school setting protected them from 
feelings ofalienation due to race. But a small number ofstudents of color at The Bayou 
School did not live their lives in such a bubble. They had experienced the separation too 
often resulting from race. They were keenly aware of the injustice ofalienation due to 
race. So within the school community. the majority ofstudents were living in a "bubble 
within a bubble," These students lived their larger existence rarely touched by many of 
society's problems, and at the same time, they lived a smaller existence within the school 
community which failed to be cognizant of the feelings ofal ienation due 10 race 
experienced by some of their own classmates. Stephens hoped that visiting the 
community center everyday for three weeks would help the girls try to push through the 





FIVE GIRLS AND A SERVICE CLASS 
Stephens was surprised when he received his class roster a few weeks before the 
interim tenn began. He expected a small class since the juniors went on trips to other 
countries and the seniors interne<l but he did not expect that he would have only girls in 
the class. Shortly after the study, we both became co-sponsors of the school's community 
service club, and forty percent of the members were boys. When we took club members 
to serve at a homeless shelter two months after the interim class, a third of the members 
who panicipated that day were boys. Stephens believed that the absence of boys in the 
class was in essence a coincidence. Enrollment is always (ow for the interim classes, and 
since his class was three periods long. fewer students would take it because of schedul ing 
conflicts with other classes they wanted or needed to take (3/15102 (NT). 
In order to become acquainted with the five participants of this study, I have 
included a description oftheir personalities, their hobbies, their families, their career 
goals, why they chose Stephens' service learning class, their prior experience with 
service. their experience with diversity, and how they differentiate between three socio­
economic classes: (ower, middle, and upper. Before sharing the background and past 
experiences of the five participants, it may be helpful to compare their grade levels and 
how long they had attended The Bayou School at the time of the study. 
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Name Grade Level VeanatBayou Past Com.uaily 
Service! 
Sarah 9 9 Yes 
Jaclyn 9 .5 Yes 
Zoey 9 .s Yes 
Penelope to 11.5 Yes 
Jennie 9 3.5 Yes 
Sarah was a freshman at The Bayou School, but she had been a student there since 
the first grade. She described hersel f as "kind ofshy and quiet," but she said she talked 
with people once she got to know them (12/18/01 INT). I noticed her shyness during the 
class trips to the community center. The other girls spent time talking about spons, 
mostly soccer and volleyball, and movies and television shows they had seen. Sarah did 
not seem to contribute to these conversations. She answered other girls' questions and my 
questions as well, but 1 never heard her ofTer her thoughts when they were not solicited 
by others. Sarah explained that it takes her time to get to know people, so she usually just 
listens to the conversations until she feels comfonable enough with the group to jump in. 
When Sarah was not studying. she spent her time horseback riding. playing field 
hockey, and learning karate and dance. She also enjoyed spending time sketching 
fashion designs and doing other artwork. She enjoyed poetry and writing as well. 
Sometimes her journal entries would have sketches ofwomen in fashionable clothing 
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posing like models. Her close circle of friends at The Bayou School included two Asian 
girls and two Caucasian girls. Sarah is African·American. 
Sarah felt that her family had a strong relationship compared to other families. 
She lived with her mother and father and younger sister. Her younger sister also went to 
The Bayou School at the time of the study, but she was in the middle school. Her mother 
was a psychologist until Sarah was born, then she "retired" ( 12/18101 [NT). At the time 
of the study, her parents both owned an «income diversification business." Sarah 
described the pUfJX)se of the business as, " ...[toJ show [people1 how you can be working 
your job and then make other money so they are basically teaching other people how to 
make money" (12/18/0 I £NT). Sarah was interested in becoming a fashion designer and a 
model while she would own a cOfJX)ration that buys and sells corporations on the side. 
When I asked Sarah why she chose to take the class The Economy's Impact Upon 
Its Citi=enry, she explained, 
I just like service projects and this one looked like it was very involved 
with the actual people. And what I like best is not when you are just giving 
food to people because what I have learned about homeless people is that 
they don't necessarily need food but they just need someone to talk to 
them and that is why I really prefer to do this project because it seems like 
one where we will get interaction with them. (12118/01 rNT) 
When recounting her previous service activities, Sarah said she went to a nursing home 
with her ballet class to perform and with her choir to sing for the elderly. She also visited 
a nursing home to spend time with family who lived there and friends they met when 
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visiting family. In another service program, Sarah prepared lunches and took them to. 
homeless people. She also served at a daycare for homeless children. For student council, 
where Sarah was the community service officer, she brought donated books to a Harris 
Independent School District (H1SD) elementary school and read to the children ( 12118102 
aNT). 
When I asked Sarah what kinds of lessons or experiences with diversity she had 
had at The Bayou School, she said she found more diversity in her interactions with 
classmates than with curriculum material. She learned about the Hispanic culture in 
seventh grade when they learned Mexican history, but in ninth grade the onJy other 
culture she was learning about was the Ancient Greek culture, and this was by reading 
The Odyssey. She was not taking a history class during the year of the study, but if she 
had it would have focused on the Ancient Greek and Roman world and continued 
chronologically until the founding of Europe. Even though the majority of the students at 
Bayou were Caucasian, Sarah believed that they had just as much diversity as other 
schools who may have a different group as the majority. She explained that .. there were 
opportunities for it here just like everywhere else" (12/18/01 INT). 
During the last interview of the study, 1 asked Sarah ifshe felt like she was a 
multicultural person. She responded, 
Well. [thought I was able to live in both cultures, but my dad kind of 
teases me about acting white and stuff, and I know he's just playing with 
me, but my cousins do the same thing to me, so now I'm beginning to 




drop you off in [the inner city] one day so you can learn how to be black," 
and all this kind of stuff, so I don't know it depends. I could interact with 
black people who go to Bayou. and (thought I could interact with all 
white people, but my parents kind ofseem to think that I'm kind ofstuck 
in this culture now. (3/7/02 lNT) 
Sarah used her recent service experience at Salvation Army to counter her dad. She felt 
that she proved that she could interact with those ofanother community because she 
became good friends with the Hispanic people she served (3/7/02 (NT). 
Sarah also had limited experience with those ofa different socio-economic class 
than the class she was from. Still, though, she came up with definitions for three social 
classes: poor. middle class, and wealthy. She said, 
( guess the poor has less money but probably because they have less 
education about money. and I think that the middle class have a little more 
education than the poor but maybe better advantages and I think that the 
rich have a lot more education about money but probably advantages too 
because a lot of people have had the same amount ofchances and a lot of 
people like J.P. Morgan have come from poor to rich so I guess the 
difference between classes is how much financial education they have 
(12118102 [NT). 
She was not sure which category she would place her own family in because she "had 
nothing really to compare it to" since everyone she knew was basically from the same 




study. She felt that her parenlS agreed with her political ideas, but she claimed she did 
not get the ideas from them. She believed she developed them on her own through her 
studies. For example, in eighth grade she wrote a paper on Reaganomics. She explained, 
I think tough love is a better alternative. I did a report last year on 
Reaganomics, and I think he did really well because he, everybody said he 
was so tough.. but poverty went down to an almost all-time low, and more 
African-Americans had more jobs than ever, and everyone complained 
about it because they had to work hard, but everyone was also successful, 
and sometimes on a sporting team, it's the hard coach who pushes, and it's 
the hard teacher that makes you learn, and a hard government that makes 
you have money. (1/23/02 £NT) 
Sarah went on to explain specifically what she admired about Reagan's plan: 
Well, for welfare, he had "work or else," which [think it is good because 
if you can work, you shouldn't have somebody else going to work 
everyday, and then you get their check when you can work. He also did a 
lot with birth control, not so much cutting it down, but he made it so that if 
you have an illegitimate child, then you can't get as much support. You 
don't get rewarded for doing the wrong thing. (1123/02 lNT) 
A "Reaganomics" view about policies on poverty could also be seen in Sarah's 
commenlS during class discussions. After jennie asked if the senior citizens at the 
community center were at the poverty level, Sarah said, "If the economy is good, just 




have what they need. Cost of living should be considered ... Not to sound cold-heaned, 
but it's not society's job to give them [people of poverty) a quality life. lbal's part of 
being poor. I mean, we don't have them live in trash.. but. .. n (1116/02 OBS). Sarah also 
read the book Rich Dad. Poor Dad, by Robert T. Kiyosaki, which focuses on the need for 
financial literacy among the poor and middle class. This idea was a theme in several of 
Sarah's comments in class and in interviews with me. 
Considering Sarah's father's observations about Sarah's lack of connection to the 
African-American culture, one may ascertain that she lives as a "white, middle class" 
teenager. Kenny (2000) explains France Winddance Twine's findings in "Brown-Skinned 
White Girl" ( 1997). 
To be white in [Twine's) study is to be color blind. race neutral. and/or to 
conceive ofoneselfas racially invisible~ it is to possess a certain 
"purchasing power" or access to the material privileges commensurate 
with a white middle-class lifestyle~ it is to see oneself as an individual 
rather than as a member ofa racial or ethnic community; it is to feel 
comfortable around white-skinned, middle-class people. to not feel 
(racially) self-conscious or to engage in self-censorship. (p.26) 
Whiteness is more than a biological trait, according to Twine, it is a cultural 
practice. Although Sarah did share experiences her father had that were different than the 
while, middle class experiences of her classmates and their families, she seemed to be 
coming from much the same cultural background, the Bayou "bubble." as Jennie 
described it, that the other participants were working from. 
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Jaclyn 
When I first met Jaclyn., she reminded me ofa prettier Drew Barrymore. She 
enjoyed dressing in the latest fashions, and no maUcr how uncomfortable the clogs or 
sandals seemed to be, if they looked ~ she struggled with them the entire day. 
Shyness seemed to come over Jaclyn ifshe was not with a good friend. She was 
talkative and friendly to everyone when she was with Zoey, but once they were separated 
at the community service center, she became reserved (1/9/02 OBS). Jaclyn described 
herself, 
And I guess I am real patient, I have to be because I have 4 brothers and I 
am very easy-going, I don't get very frustrated easily, I'm very, "Okay, 
just you know ..." ( think having a big family helps with that. I don't 
know, I'm very outgoing. People will say, «But you are so shy during 
class." I just know when I can have fun or not have fun, time to be serious . 
. . (117/02 fNT) 
When Jaclyn was not working or enjoying her family, she was involved in sports. She 
explained, 
... I am a big athlete. f have been on the swim team since I was 
littJe, and then I started doing soccer and softball. and when I was old 
enough, volleyball, and I love that because I play club volleyball so I have 
my club volleyball friends and my school friends. I think there are only two 
people on my club volleyball tearn that go to the same school, so we all have 
fun together. (117/02 [NT) 
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· What seemed to separate Jaclyn from her classmates was her family's current 
economic circumstances. Both her parents lost their companies: her mother lost her 
bakery, and her father lost his construction company. At the time of the study, her father 
was working for a construction company. and her mother was managing the bakery she 
once owned. Jaclyn described most of her classmates at The Bayou School as being from 
the upper class, while she considered her family to be from the middle class or possibly 
even the lower class since losing the family businesses (117/02 INT). 
Jaclyn seemed to enjoy her family. She illustrated, " .. .it is just I have a great 
family, and we have fun together, we're a crazy family, they're funny, and outgoing and 
fun to be with" (117/02 £NT). She is a middle child, with two half brothers and a half 
sister older than she is and two brothers younger than she. 
Jaclyn's patience helped her during a service experience she had over the 
summer. She worked at a school and community for children and adults with mental 
retardation. She described, 
My best friend's brother is retarded. and [ have been around him my 
whole life, and ... her grandmother started Briarwood, I don't know if 
you have heard ofit, it is a school for the mentally retarded and they can't 
be in a nonnal school. and Brookwood. it is like a community where the 
retarded people would go when they are too old for Briarwood ... They go 
and they work and they get money. And so I have grown up with that, and 
I've gone to Briarwood and I got to work with these twins with autism and 
I had so much fun with that and so [ am thinking about going into that, 
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working with the mentally retarded and handicapped and because I just 
had so much fun with it and you just really appreciate them ... It just I 
don't know, it's like, it's the feeling like you are, like there are people who 
can't help themselves, and if you can help them then you should whenever 
you can, help them feel better about themselves or just to have a friend or 
you know... ( In/02 lNT) 
Jaclyn thinks she would like to work with people with special needs at a place like 
Briarwood when she is finished with school. It seemed that before the class began that 
Jaclyn's commitment to service was out ofaltruism. She believed in charity. As she said, 
" ...there are people who can't help themselves," and she wanted to be a person who 
could help them. She chose to take Stephens' class so that she could help people. It made 
her feel better. Before the class began, she had not considered an alternative to this way 
of thinking, service that is transformative. Chapter Seven describes Jaclyn's reaction to 
the possibilities ofchanging society through service. 
Jaclyn considered diversity a "normal everyday thing." She explained that she is 
around diverse groups all the time including her uncle who is quadriplegic, her best 
friend's brother who has mental retardation. and her good friends who are black. Jaclyn 
believed that diversity was something that people should get used to. 
Differentiating between socio-economic classes was easy for Jaclyn. She 
explained the differences, 
I think the upper class people, a lot ofthem, live in Royal Highland here in 




object, and they have five different cars, and just like whatever they want 
they get, and I think like middle class is just the everyday working people 
that have to work for their money just like the lower class, and they [the 
poor1 are sometimes going month to month without like paying like 
waiting for the paycheck to pay the bills and that is all that they have. The 
upper class most of them have a lot of money, either coming from their 
parents, or trust funds, or just made a lot ofmoney. Like in the lower 
class, they have to month by month wait for the check to come so they can 
pay their bills and some peopJe can't even get jobs and those people are 
just feeding offof the government, and so I think the middle class, they 
don't have all of the things that the upper class people have, and they have 
to work hard, but they aren't as bad offas the lower class. (117/02 INT) 
Jaclyn's major change in her family's income seemed to make her more 
understanding of economic difficulties than her classmates. She understood the concept 
of"negative cash flow" and '''living from check to check" because even ifher own family 
had not experienced that drastic ofa change in resources, they were trying to get by on 
less than they were accustomed to. Jaclyn also seemed more sensitive than most people to 
the "underdog." She cried once when I was talking with her because she was ttying to 
discuss how inspired sbe was seeing the senior citizens who did not have many resources 
reaching out to others to help them (2112/02 !NT). 
Zoey 
Zoey described herselfas outgoing and open to others. She explained. 
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I'm pretty outgoing, and I really like to be around pe:ople like gregarious, 
that's one of my vocabulary words, and I like to hear what other pe:ople 
have to think like some and how people express themselves like [ like 
going to art museums a lot and stuff like that. llike to write a lot like 
poetry and stuff like that and (like to go to nursing homes and stuff like 
that because f like to talk to people about how they view everything in the 
world and their different perspectives. (117/02 lNT) 
Zoey's demeanor reminded me of my own somewhat. She seemed to constantly 
be in a huny and a bit tense. When describing her interactions with the senior citizens 
early in the service project, she said, " .. .I guess when I first went there, [ was like, 
'Yeah, I'm just going to talk to them. You know, get what I need to know and leave'" 
(2111/02 INT). (don't think, though, that this statement reflects an insensitivity in Zoey, 
but it does demonstrate her fast-pace, which can sometimes result in missing out on 
opportunities for deep cOMections with others. Zoey described herself as busy as well, 
but she felt that this service experience helped her with it. She said, 
I learned I have a lot more patience than I thought I did, and urn, ( guess 
yeah. usually ( get real like flustered and start like fidgeting and stuff, but 
talking to them. (don't know, it really helped me because I had to like talk 
softly and you have to listen, so I don't know, so I really learned patience 
and stuff like that. (2111/02 fNT) 
At the time of the study, Zoey and Jaclyn were close friends. Both of them were 
new to The Bayou School, and they both played volleyball. In addition to playing on the 
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school volleybaJl team, loey was a member of the school's spirit club and the 
community service club. She also played club volleyball. 
loey was the only participant in the study to have gone recently to a public 
school. When her parents divorced. her mother moved to the city while her dad stayed 
back in the suburb where she grew up. loey decided to live with her mom and go to a 
private school for the first time in her life. She has one brother who is in the sixth grade 
and lives with their dad (117/02 INT). loey's mother was a partner in a computer 
consultant company and her dad was the vice president of sales and marketing for a 
major gas company at the time of the study. 
Zoey shared that she planned to be a teacher when she is finished with school. She 
chose to take Stephens' class because she liked talking to other people and "hearing what 
they have to say" (117102 lNT). 
As a part of the community service club. loey brought a Christmas gift for a 
family the club adopted. She did not get to meet the family though. She just brought the 
gift in to the club sponsor for it to be given to the family. Zoey participated in other 
service projects before coming to The Bayou School. As a part of the National Junior 
Honor Society, she visited a nursing home where they served the residents food and 
visited with them. loey met a woman who lived through three centuries. She said she 
was in really good health for being 100. Zoey said. "She was born before the turn of the 
centwy in the 1800's and she lived this amazing life and she has seen all these people, 
and it wasjust real cool to talk to her" (117/02 [NT). Singing at the nursing home with 
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her school's choir and cleaning up a highway were other service projects Zoey was a part 
of(1/7/02 rNT). 
The lack ofdiversity at The Bayou School was a change from Zoey's public 
school experience. She elucidated. 
There isn't much diversity here at Bayou. I guess there is a lot of, there are 
more Jewish people than I have ever met. I guess. That's not a problem for 
me, but there were no Jewish people at myoid school so that is changed. 
But diversity like races there's not a lot of that, but at myoid school white 
people were a minority. so that's a big change. (1/7/02 [NT) 
Zoey, like Sarah, seemed to have trouble deciding to which social class she would 
categorize her own family. She thought her dad was probably in the middle class, and at 
first she said she thought her mother was as well. After considering it for a moment, 
though, she decided that maybe her mother belonged to the upper-class, even though they 
did not spend a lot of money on possessions (1/7/02 INT). I wondered ifZoey might be 
in the upper economic class because she talked about having a personal trainer for weight 
lifting and exercise at the city's exclusive resort country club. 
When I asked Zoey to define three basic economic classes: poor, middle, and 
upper, she explained, 
Well, lower class, I guess they go from people who don't have money at 
all like they lived in shelters to people that maybe didn't go to college or 
something and they have to be like a waitress or something like that or 
people who work in the office something like that. Middle class would 
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probably be most people in the suburbs or middle-class and that's most of 
the population and the upper class are people who make a lot ofmoney 
and have big houses I guess. ( In102 (NT) 
I asked Zoey what kinds ofjobs the middle class hold.. and she said that they have jobs 
like a teacher or an engineer, "the jobs that (most) people hold today" (In102 INT). 
Since Zoey said that most people are middle class. I also wanted to know what kind of 
possessions they do not have that maybe the upper class do. "Well. like here everyone 
has a cell phone and maybe in the middle class they wouldn't have or everyone in the 
family wouldn't have one. And I guess cars they wouldn't have a Porsche. In the upper 
class they would have really nice cars" (InI02 INT). 
Penelope 
Penelope was one of two tenth graders to participate in the service-learning class 
being studied. The other tenth grader. Penelope's friend. dropped out of the study after 
the class was over. 1 teased Penelope during the class that she reminded me of "Judge 
Gray" on the television show Judging Amy. They have the same big smile and big. soft 
eyes. They are also both naturally pretty. 
During the five interviews I gave Penelope. she was often smiley and a bit giggly. 
"This is going to sound strange, but. .." seemed to be a popular phrase with her ( In102 
[NT). Even Penelope's choice of a pseudonym. Penelope. made the two of us laugh. She 
described herself as. " ...pretty relaxed and sort of I let things go. I mean I care about 




probably obnoxious but when I'm with my friends, I try to·make people or the mood 
lighter because sometimes it can be a little dismal" (117/02 INT). 
( noticed when I was substitute teaching that Penelope was in honor's classes. 
This is not something that she bragged about during her time in the service class, nor did 
she even mention it in any ofher interviews. 
Penelope was not only busy with her difficult academic schedule, she also 
participated in several extra-curricuJar activities. She played both school and club soccer, 
field hockey, and she ran track. She was hoping to play sports in college. 
In addition to having a brother in college. Penelope had a sister who was a senior 
at The Bayou School at the time of the study. Her mother was a nurse and her father was 
'''like a consultant or something" (117/02 !NT). Penelope explained that she did not 
understand her father's job. 
"'( kind of want a farm," Penelope replied when I asked her what she wanted to be 
when she finished school. Seemingly embarrassed, she explained. 
I mean, I don't realJy like the city, and the people ( most admire are my 
grandfather and my uncle, that sounds strange, but they are fanners, and I 
know they son of they've got bad parts of their personality, but I mean, 
and I don't want ajob where (sit behind a desk everyday. And it would 
son ofmake me feel like ( was giving, I don't know it's sttange.. .I mean 
I like working with, ( mean I've gotten to where I used to just like the 
cattle part, but now (like the crop pan. (don't know it's pretty strange. 
(117/02 INT) 
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Penelope chose Stephens' class because she really wanted to do a service class, 
and her friend wanted her to choose his over serving at an inner-city chaner school. 
ReOecting on her past service experience. Penelope said, 
(I've never done a service project that was] four hours a day for three 
weeks. Just little stuff. Stuff with my church. My church has a habitat. It's 
in the backyard of Ellis Field. Homeless people live there so that they can 
get back on their feet, and then, huh, 1 haven't done anything there for 
years, I mean we just helped sort ofsome ofmy friends were in charge of 
it, so we just sort ofdid little jobs out there, and then we served meals and 
stuff like that. (117/02 [NT) 
At Christmastime the year before the study, Penelope worked at the habitat. They gave 
the kids and adults backpacks and a meal. Penelope also was a member of the school's 
service club. She cleaned up a beach and dropped off presents in housing developments 
for Christmas. They also went to a place called Star Home, where beaten women and 
mothers and their children stayed. They worked with the children. Penelope described 
how these service experiences made her feel, 
After every one you feel better about yourselfbecause you feel like you 
are helping people. You are giving something. You're spending time 
doing something that is worthwhile instead ofjust watching TV, which is 
what I do most of the time. Even though when l'm getting in the car to go 
there, you know, I'm thinking, '" don't really want to do this," I mean 
sometimes it's sort of tedious just standing around or walking around, but 
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it's enjoyable afterwards because you feel like you actually have done 
something. (In1021NT) 
Penelope's experience with diversity was limited, in her opinion. because The 
Bayou School was predominately white. middle class. and Christian. She explained. 
In our grade, there are probably about ten or fifteen people who aren't 
Caucasian. upper-class or middle class. There are ten or fifteen people 
who are minorities. There are probably onJy thirty people who aren't 
Christian. It doesn't give you an understanding ofhow things really are. I 
mean until about seventh grade I thought the rest of the world was 
Episcopalian too, then we were talking about it, and r found out only four 
percent are. (lnf02 INT) 
Penelope had a small amount ofcontact with people ofdifferent backgrounds than hers in 
club soccer. She explained that one team she was on included a girl from Argentina and 
two English girls whose father and mother were from Austral ia and Thailand (InI02 
INT). 
The upper class, according to Penelope. tend to live in big homes and everyone in 
the house has their own car. The middle class live in smaller houses and have onJy two or 
three cars in the family. The lower class only have one car (InI02 INT). Penelope went 
on to describe the lower class, 
So lower class, ifyou are upper lower, like close to middle class, you 
might have a house, but ifyou are lower lower class, you have next to 




actually it was an essay or something, it was talking about how they have 
no hot water. It was in the seventies, I think, no hot water. urn. she 
dropped out ofschool because kids would make fun of her because she 
never had clean clothes. or new clothes or anything, so she always felt bad 
for her kids, and then she saved up like the exact amount of money it cost 
to buy a thing of Vaseline. but then the price had gone up two cents. And 
that made me appreciate more because each little penny was budgeted, I 
mean now [ feel bad if [ am throwing things or losing things. I have 
trouble keeping track of things. but I mean it makes me realize how 
fortunate you are... I know in the lower class not everyone is like that, I 
mean some people have a car, they might even have two or something, but 
they have to work for that. They're usually working one or two jobs, and 
it's not al ways a nice job, but I mean. and the kids sort of have to be 
responsible for themselves. (117/02 INT) 
Penelope seemed to be the most pensive of the students in this class. The other 
girls seemed to know where they stood on the issues discussed in class, but Penelope was 
constantly working through the complexities of the issues. 
Jennie 
Jennie had been in The Bayou School since sixth grade. She was a freshman at the 
time of the study. Her mother was the school psychologist. and her sister was a seventh 
grader at the school. Jennie found the school to be exceptionally stressful. She admitted, 
though, that it could be stressful because she was taking two languages and honor classes. 
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She said that there are many nights that she doesn't gel any sleep because she has so 
much homework (117/02 [NT). 
Jennie was talkative, confident, and friendly with everyone she was around during 
the class. While she and Sarah seemed to "pair ofT," she talked often with all of the girls. 
She described herself as hard working, explaining that she goes the extra mile on tasks. 
She said she bad high expectations for herself. On a personal level, she said she was good 
at keeping secrets. Jennie played volleyball ror the school, and she enjoyed dance, 
especially jazz. Sometimes after school, she worked out and ran (117/02 £NT). 
Like all orthe girls in the study, Jennie had a close relationship with her family. 
She enjoyed spending her free time with her mom and her sister. Her parents were 
divorced, and she did not see her dad very often even though he lived in the same city. In 
addition to being The Bayou School's psychologist, Jennie's mom had her own practice. 
Her dad used to have an oil business, but he retired. After a while, he became bored and 
got involved in investments. He also spent his time as the chairperson ora board to better 
the city. She said this board, .. tries to encourage the public schools and really poor places 
in [the city] and trying to raise standards" (117/02 fNT). 
At the ti me of the study, Jennie wanted to be an attorney, but she also wanted to 
be in business, so she was hoping to combine the two. 
Jennie was attracted to Stephens' class because she likes working with people. 
Most of her prior service experience involved building or rerurbishing homes. She 





school where they painted people's houses ifthey could not afford to paint them 
themselves. 
The Bayou School needs more diversity, according to Jennie. She asserted, 
I think definitely a large part ofthis school and getting to know everybody 
you see there really aren't a lot of people who aren '( like white. I think. 
there needs to be more so that we have more diversity, but I don't see very 
many, especially in middle school~ there were like two people~ and I think. 
it is important to interact with them and see like that they are people too. 
(117/02 INT) 
Jennie's definition ofeconomic classes was similar to her classmates. She 
explained that people in poveny were barely getting by. and they may not even have a 
home. She said that if they had a home it was a "shack" (117/02 INT). The middle class 
had all of their necessities. but they still had to work for them and for things that they 
wanted. She said that the upper class had all of their necessities too and things they 
wanted. The middle class was not struggling as much as the poor. and the upper class did 
not have to struggle at all. Jennie felt like her family was probably in the middle class 
compared to the rest of the nation. She explained, "Well,' heard there's like there are 2% 
of the people in the nation who have what they need and more and stuff. and I have 
things I wan~ so I guess, I really have no idea. I mean it could be middle class. I don't 
think. I am poor because I have money and stuff I need. but I don't know" (117/02 fNT). 
Jennie admitted~ though, that compared to the rest ofthe world. she was upper-class. She 
said, 
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To the world. I would say upper-class, like probably everybody here (The 
Bayou School) would be considered upper-class compared to the world 
like especially compared to the really poor countries like I guess you've 
seen Afghanistan on television and there are people who are starving and 
stuff, so compared to them we are pretty lucky. (lnJ02 £NT) 
Jennie seemed to create the closest bond with one of the senior citizens than any 
of the other girls did. Georgia was a younger senior citizen who was bilingual and 
claimed to have had a professional job at a local hospital before she had to retire in order 
to battJe stomach cancer. Just about everyday, Georgia gave Jennie small gifts: costume 
jewelry, crocheted coasters, safety pins with beads on them, and a book on speaking 
Spanish. Jennie asked Mr. Stephens what she should do when Georgia gives her gifts. He 
said that he thought most of the time she just needed to accept the gifts, but he added, 
"You handled it well today when you told Georgia that you would look at the book when 
you carne back next time instead of taking it with you" (1/14/02 OBS). 
Air: Participant Who Drooped Out of Study 
Aly, the other tenth grader who took the class and was in the study throughout the 
class, would not respond to my attempts to meet with her for interviews after the class 
was over. She also did not do the journal assignments that I reviewed for analysis. Aly 
also missed several class periods during the term, so perhaps she did not feel a genuine 
part of the class as the other girls did. This disconnectedness may have made her less 
committed to being a participant in the study. Another possible reason that Aly did not 
finish the study was the time commitment. When ( scheduled interviews with the girls, I 
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lold them I couJd interview them any time they wanted me to: before school. during their 
free period. during lunch, after school, in the evening. But no matter when they were 
interviewed. it took time, usually about halfan hour. All of the girls seemed busy with 
their difficult coursework., spons, and other activities. Aly was having trouble 
transitioning to The Bayou School academically (12/18/01 [NT), and she played on the 
soccer team. This probably consumed her free time, making it hard for her to take time 
out to meet with me. 
White Privilege and Altruistic Service 
All five of the girls were from at least the middle class. If they were from the 
upper class, they were uncomfortable admitting it. All ofthem knew what they wanted to 
do when they grow up: a farmer, a teacher, a lawyer, a model. and a special needs 
professional. Everyone also had prior experience serving their community. and most of 
these experiences included serving people of low economic statuses. They all seemed to 
have served in the past out ofa sense ofcharity and altruism. The fact that all ofthe girls 
described themselves as being from the middle class correlated with Proweller's (1998) 
observation that "the middJe class seems to feel that it represents everyone, everywhere" 
(p. 69). She explains how Americans tend to believe that the middle class is a "'unlversal 
class" with "universal membership" (p.69). All of the girls' definitions ofmiddle class 
were broad enough to include them and !.heir community. Only Jaclyn, who witnessed a 
sudden change in her family's financial condition. considered that her family may be 
lower middle class. Believing that most Americans are middle class makes it possible to 
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avoid guilt and consciousness--raising. [f it is only a limited few who are living with low 
incomes, it is not a problem society needs to prioritize. 
The notion ofminimaJizing differences could also be seen in the girls' views 
about racial and ethnic diversity. Although a few ofthe girls called for increased diversity 
at The Bayou School. they wanted it so that they may see that "we're aJl human" (Jenny. 
1/7/02 [NT). Jaclyn aJso tried to diminish the differences that accompany race and 
ethnicity declaring, "You get to a point where it's just like they are just like you., and it's 
no big deal" (1/7/02 INT). When I was interviewing each girl for the first time. I caught 
myself hoping that they would discuss how most of the Hispanic people associated with 
The Bayou School were employed by the school in unskilled labor jobs. ( also hoped that 
they would mention how people stood on the medians ofbusy intersections seeking hand­
outs in their community. To me, these were defirtite examples of their own experiences 
with diversity in their community, but none of the girls brought up these trends. Kenny 
(2000) assens. "The moment one calls attention to privilege it begins to unravel" (p. 33). 
Stephens hoped that his class would encourage the students to reflect on their own 
position in society in order to become more conscious of the positions ofothers who were 
not privileged. Despite their common backgrounds, each girl's experience with this 





WORKING TOWARB SIX MULTICULTURAL GOALS THROUGH SERVICE 
LEARNING 
In order to situate this study within the current literature on service learning' s 
influence on the multicUltural goals that Bennett (2000) articulates. I have studied the 
research that has been done on each of her goals with regards to service learning. I then 
placed findings from this study in the context of this existing research. Murray and Raths 
(1994) compared a review of literature to a stone wall. Using that metaphor. "Literature 
as a Stone Wall" (Appendix C) illustrates the holes that still exist in a new field that 
brings service learning and multicultural education together. Perhaps these ··blocks" of 
the wall are missing because these goals go less noticed than the reducing prejudice and 
combating racism goal. which is more popular. Still. thou~ educators are engaging 
their students in service learning that seeks the global awareness goal, but previous to this 
study no one has systematically researched the impact on students within such a program. 
Multiple Perspectives 
Weah, Simmons. and Hall (2000) believe that because service learning is 
experiential. motivating. and engaging, the students are moved to go beyond their own 
perspectives and learn about others' views. They go on to explain that service learning 
gives students an organized opponunity to think about and discuss their concerns and 
confusions about the challenges of race. culture. and other differences. Service learning 
can be a method for teaching students to view events and circumstances from several 
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perspectives. Many American colleges are also using service leaming to nurture values 
ofdiversity in their students. 
Barton (2000) conducted a case study on pre-service science teachers where she 
had the eight panicipants teach science collaboratively to homeless children after school. 
Barton examined how community service learning could address the multicultural 
dimension of science education. She found that through this experience the pre-service 
teachers became aware of how their beliefs about science, schooling, society. and 
themselves impacted their relationship with the children. Pre-service teacher Tammy 
wrote in her journal, 
In the lesson (about our trip to the park), we were supposed to ask our 
group about their feelings on nature. The origin of this question is so 
science-centric. It assumes that the students have feelings for nature and 
recognize their attraction to nature, if they have such an attraction, as 
feeling. Here, the direction has been constructed by the teacher. The 
question could have just as easily have been 'What do you feel about 
Newton's theory ofrelativityT Both of these questions are at equal risk 
for sounding foreign. (p. 816) 
Tammy now looks at her lessons through the eyes of her students, recognizing that their 
experiences with the topic could be different from her own. 
Kahne and Westheimer (1999) note that the reflective stage of service learning 
can contribute to developing mUltiple perspectives. They assert, "'Structured, informed, 




not ensure critical thinking in the strong sense, but such reflection should make that 
outcome more common" (p. 37). KaMe and Westheimer give no reasons as to why this 
reflective activity connected to service does not ··ensure critical thinking in the strongest 
sense" (p. 37). They do not even define "strong." They also do not give any examples of 
classroom activities or programs that produce more critical thinking than service learning. 
The five participants ofthis case study revealed that once they began to build 
relationships with people they wouJd not normally mix with, they started to see things 
from their perspectives, as different as these were from the views their parents raised 
them with. Even though the girls' intimacy with the clients varied, they all began to 
realize that all people have their own contextual perspectives, and thatthesc views are as 
legitimate as their own. 
Sarah Brown, the only African-American participant in the study, was raised with 
the idea that drugs are destructive and those who abuse drugs belong in jail. According to 
Sarah, her father grew up in a tough neighborhood, and he was the only one of his six 
friends who is not either dead or in jail. He is a successful businessman and has a healthy 
family life, including a wife and two daughters. Sarah was the only participant to declare 
a political party sympathy: republican. After Sarah interviewed Eduardo, one of the 
Hispanic clients at the community center, her "cut and dry" approach to social problems 
began to soften a bit: 
One of the things that he changed my opinion was he [Eduardo) says that 
if people are on drugs, they should go to a hospital and not jail, and I 
always thought they needed to go to jail. But he made sense because he 
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said if you go to jail, you associate with more criminals and then you just 
want it more so he really made sense to me and changed my opinion about 
people who do drugs. (1/18/02 rNT.) 
Sarah also began to consider Eduardo's perspective when she thought about the 
economy's effect on low-income senior citizens. She wrote, "Now, whenever I think. of 
the economy, I will think. of Eduardo" (1125/01 JOURNAL). 
Before the participants went out to the service site for the first time, they were 
asked to look at eight different pictures ofeight people from different ethnicities. ages, 
sexual orientations, or socio-economic statuses. The participants then wrote down what 
they thought that person's day-to-day life was like. Zoey was the only participant who 
was not uncomfortable describing people based solely on a snapshot of them. The other 
participants felt they were being forced to stereotype. Instead, Zoey stated, "(The 
activity) really helped me organize my thoughts on different kinds ofpeople" (1/7/02 
JOURNAL). By the end ofthe service experience, though, Zoey appeared to be willing 
to see people who are different than she is as valuable. "1 think. if more people went out to 
the service site and saw, they'd be like, 'Now 1 know that they are out there. I'll think. 
about it the next time.' Like when [ vote or something, and there is a law ...that is being 
passed, or something, I'll think. about thaI" (2/11/02 INT). Zoey continued to explain, 
Urn, 1 guess ( don't know like, when I first saw them, they were just kinda 
like people, you know, or people we were going to serve, but now that 1 
know their background and their stories behind them, it's like I know what 
brought them here, and that just gave me a new perspective on like how 
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not that, ( guess, ( look at it now as not as much as they don't have this but 
what they have gained Because they all started out at such a lower income 
as even what they have now. (2111/02 £NT.) 
Penelope found that despite the language barrier she began to consider her new 
friends' lives when she tried to make sense ofthe world around her. On the last day of the 
service experience, she wrote in her journal, "Just spending time with our served people 
and playing games with them changed my perspective on everything"" ( 1125102 
JOURNAL). 
Looking at the world from a different vantage point is something that most 
schools already try to do through literature, history, and writing activities, but getting to 
know people who I ive lives very different from the students brings these new viewpoints 
alive for them. 
Cultural Consciousness 
Service learning that exposes students to cultures with which they would not 
normally have contact helps students attain the cuituraJ consciousness goal when the 
students are led to examine the new culture and their own through the new culture's 
perspective. In her review of the current research on service learning, Billig (2000) 
observes, "Service learning has a positive effect on students' interpersonal development 
and the ability to relate to culturally diverse groups" (p. 661). She also found that 
students who participated in service learning felt more comfortable communicating with 
ethnically diverse groups. 
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Silcox (Qtd. in leSourd 1997) studied a program in which a group of American 
high school students traveled to Russia to work with Russian teens in an urban 
environmental monitoring project for three weeks. The goals of the program were for the 
students to learn more about environmental education through experiential learning and 
to build interpersonal relationships with students ofa different culture. The post-test 
findings found an increase in both groups' awareness ofenvironmental issues and their 
view of their potential as agents ofchange, but neither group increased their cross­
cultural tolerance. Perhaps the students needed debriefing and instructional activities in 
addition to their fieldwork to guide them toward an acceptance of the cuJtural diversity 
with which they were faced. They also may have needed more time with the Russian 
students in order to build a strong positive relationship with them. 
This goal, though, was one that all of the girls reached to some degree even if they 
missed out on becoming personally close to the clients because of the language barrier. 
Jennie's awareness ofa culture different than the one she grew up in can be traced 
throughout her service experience. Before the class began, she wrote in her journal, h(1 
think my community) is in a 'bubble'-sometimes 1don't think that we see how most 
people actually live. Many of the people in my community are so fonunate to have all the 
necessities without having to work hard or work at all. But not only do we have the 
necessities, we also have things we just want, not that we need, but things that we want. 1 
think that this experience will be an eye-opener for many of us, including myself' (InI02 
JOURNAL). Jenny was already conscious of her sense ofprivilege compared to others 
in society. 
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"By the end of the three weeks. I hope to better understand the lives of these 
people and be able to have interesting conversations with them" (1/8/02 JOURNAL). 
"are
"Before this community service project, I really couldn °t fathom what or how the 
lives of those in poverty actually were" (Then she crossed "were" out and wrote in 
n 
). (1115/02 JOURNAL) 
"1 have learned and seen that many people do not live as those at Bayou who live 
in a 'bubble.' The Meats on Wheels was really a growing experience that I will never 
forgel. ( will be forever grateful for this amazing experience that ( will cherish forever" 
(1/25102 JOURNAL). 
The idea of "cultural" consciousness can be a bit prohibitive in that if the students 
decide the people at the community center are from a different "culture" (even though 
they do have their own culture), then they may be less likely to take social responsibility 
for their situation. These people were in fact members of the students' local community. 
The students often spoke ofnever seeing this part ofthe city before and of understanding 
for the first time that these people really exist, even though the community center was 
less than twenty minutes away from The Bayou School. Instead ofcalling this new 
awareness "cultural consciousness," "social consciousness" may be a more inclusive 
label. 
Intercultural Competence 
Nel Noddings (1992) writes that people tend to rely on absolutes or an ·'ethical 
calculus" when forming opinions about world affairs. She asserts people stan by 
assuming that all people seek freedom or happiness and that everyone has a right to those 
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things. Schools tend to evaluate situations at a distance through textbooks, journals, and 
videos, but this leaves people unaware of tile needy's real concerns. For example, those 
who people want to help attain freedom may just want to eat or live free of fear. They 
may have a different definition of freedom and happiness. Some well-intentioned 
teachers and students will take the side of the persecuted. They then try to better the 
oppressed's condition (according to their own definition of what would make it better). 
Noddings states, 
One purpose of global education and multicultural education is to supply 
students with knowledge ofother people and their customs. We suppose 
that knowledge will reduce misunderstanding. stereotyping. and the almost 
instinctive fear ofstrangers. But knowledge alone is unlikely to establish 
caring relations...Knowing something about other cultures is important 
and useful, but it is not sufficient to produce positive relationships. (p. 
113) 
Noddings says that when people try to care at a distance they do not treat 
the care-receivers as individuals. People caring for strangers may also assume 
that the cared-for want to live exactly as they do-that they want the same 
worship, customs. work, and education. The intercultural competence goal 
means that the students take the time to understand and empathize with other 
cultures, instead of"caring at a distance" through their own worldview. Using 
service learning to bring students into continual contact with an oppressed group 
helped these students to see things from the oppressed's perspective so that they 
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are not too quick to make assumptions about what they need and want Sarah 
compared this service experience with others she had had in the past: 
This class allowed us to develop relationships with the people 
whom we served. I got to know Eduardo very well and long-tenn 
involvement is something many service projects don't address. 
Also, when you get to know someone the experience has more 
import than when you just see their face once. (1/25102 
JOURNAL) 
Sarah said earlier in the class that going to the service site gave a "face" to the 
statistics that they read or heard about in the classroom activities (1/18102 INT). 
She also believed that the only way a person could change her mind about social 
issues was to actually experience the issue first hand. She explained. "I think that 
the only thing that can change your attitude is just actually being around the 
people and getting to know them and getting to talk with them" (217/02 INT). 
Stachowski and Mahan ( 1998) surveyed 109 students who did their 
student teaching either on an American Indian reservation or in an overseas 
nation. They concluded that important lessons these student teachers learned did 
not only have to do with their classroom lessons. but also they came from their 
interactions with the broader community. They quoted one student, Ed: 
Cultural immersion rocks the free world! Living, breathing, eating, and 
laughing with Navajos opened up tremendous avenues ofcross-cultural 
understanding. I had a chance to learn a lot about the Navajo world, and 
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people here learned more about the Anglo ways. Whether we like certain 
aspects ofone another's culture is irrelevant Cultural immersion allows 
one to realize that people are the way they are for valid reasons, no 
jud~entauached.(p. IS7) 
Why did Ed broaden his cultural perspective while the high school 
students on the Russia service trip did not? Ed was probably immersed in the 
culture for a longer time, an entire semester. while the high school students only 
had three weeks for their cultural experience. The student teaching program also 
required the students to submit reflective essays where they were to identify the 
local attitudes. cuituraJ values, and imJX)rtant issues they encountered during their 
experience. This imponant activity seemed to be absent in the service trip to 
Russia. 
While the participants ofmy study did develop empathy for the senior 
citizens' culture, some of the panicipants expressed their lack ofcomplete 
understanding of the culture because they onJy saw the senior citizens at the 
community center. When Jaclyo was trying to imagine how senior citizen 
Carolina would respond to Jaclyo's problem statement that senior citizens in this 
community need to feel safe in their homes. she struggled. Jaclyo reflected, 
.. .J don't know the neighborhood real well. Like the people who live in 
subsidized housing. I think they are pretty safe. Because they have the 
door that can't be opened unless you have the card or someone opens it for 
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you., but other than that, I don't know about a nonnal home in that 
neighborhood. (1123/02 INT.) 
Jennie had a similar problem when she tried to consider an alternative to 
the Meals on Wheels program because she had never been in any of the clients' 
homes, so she did not know what resources they had or did not have: 
Um, uh. maybe well, it just kind ofdepends on how disabled they are, urn, 
maybe buy them groceries or have them purchase. I guess purchase them 
groceries that are like easily made. See, I don't know how much these 
people have. [don't know if they have a microwave or not" (1/23/02 !NT) 
Perhaps if the students spent time with the clients outside of the 
community center in their homes and with their neighbors they would have felt 
like they had a fuller understanding of their culture. 
Combating Racism. Sexism. and Other Forms of Discrimination 
Service learning brought the students to the oppressed. 1bese two groups were 
then able to get to know each other. Together, they were able to examine and act on 
social constructs that keep these two groups from having equal opportunities. Noddings 
asserts, ··Again, there is no fully adequate substitute for direct contact. If our knowledge 
comes only from books and lectures, it is easy to sentimentalize the (oppressed) and 
suppose that we need only avoid ·prejudice'" (p. 124). Students who participate in 
service learning have the chance to practice respect for diversity when they deal with 
tensions and conflicts that arise among people ofdifferent cultures (Weah, Simmons, 
Hall, 2(00). 
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Before their service reaming experience, most of the students aJready were aware 
of the concept of··stereotyping." Even though they were cognizant of this behavior, by 
the end of the experiencey they identified it as a positive change that they had made as a 
result of the class. Sarah explained her change in perspective, 
People who're in need are willing to help themselves, and a lot of people 
in the media who can't speak to them. Like when you listen to AI 
Sharpton. [ don't know, he sounds like they won't help themselves and you 
have to go and do everything, and when you actually interact with the 
people that he is supposedly speaking for, it's like they can help 
themselves, and you just have to meet them halfway. You don't have to 
go in and do everything, and they may be incapacitated to do everything, 
but they're not powerless and those senior citizens can do something about 
their situation. (217/02 rNT.) 
Jennie had a preconception about elderly people. By the last week of the class, she 
questioned her previous stereotype of them. ··Ob, and [ am losing my idea of kind of like 
stereotypes that all older people are like grouchy and grumpy and they just like to sit 
there. I mean a lot ofthem do, ( mean like they can't move a lot, but I know one person at 
my table she gets up and dances all the time" (1123/02 INT.), 
Penelope's preconception about poor people came from seeing people on the busy 
streets in her community asking for money: 
When you see somebody on the street, you think, "Oh. they must feel 
sorry for themselves, or something," but they don't. , . They [The senior 
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citizens] can't obviously better their financial situation. but they aren't 
bringing it out on everybody else. "I'm gonnajust make everybody else's 
life miserable." (1118/02 INT.) 
Jaclyn seemed to have the same expectation about the senior citizens that Jennie 
had. After getting to know them, though, she changed her mind. She explained., 
I thought that they would just be bitter and not social. But they are actually 
the most giving, happy people I have ever met. They help each other out 
and give you things and want to make gifts for people to make them feel 
better. I thought at first we would be helping them and teaching them 
things. But they help others so much and have taught me so many things. 
(1116102 JOURNAL) 
Jaclyn also humbled herselfby learning that she could learn from people who 
may not have the same resources she had. She had the idea that she was coming to the 
service site as the superior to the subordinate, but she found that she was actually on 
equal footing with the senior citizens. 
In Barton's (2000) science pre-service teachers' service learning at a homeless 
shelter case study, Arzfan discussed how he had come to examine his beliefs about 
science, children, and society, and how that influenced his intentions: 
My main preconception I had when I went to the shelter was that the 
things that we talked about would be more perfectly made real. (I thOUght) 
it was just a matter of having the right intention. Well it's not just that that 
matters, but a big part of it is having thought about it and to have been 
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critical in thinking about how you want something to go, or how you 
wanted this lesson to go ...1 think. another very important change that took 
place was my idea of, umm, see I used to see these kids as violent because 
of their parents. 1 used to really blame the parents for their actions. And 
now, I'm beginning to see there are other causes that might be at play. 
You know what Michelle was stating that kids are kids and kids will fight 
no matter where they come from....You know Carleen's mother was 
really special. She was a very wonderful woman and she son of broke my 
stereotype of this woman who beats up their kids. (Barton, 2000, p. 816) 
Arzfan learned from the children and adults at his service site, and he began to challenge 
his preconceptions about homeless people. Barton reflected that her study demonstrated 
that this service project gave the pre-service teachers "opportunities to explore education 
in out-of-school settings, develop relationships with children and families in non-school 
contexts, learn about children as children rather than as students, develop ties with the 
community, develop social and interaction skills, and gain greater awareness of other 
culturaf and social norms and values as well as their own beliefs, strengths, and 
weaknesses" (p. 817). 
Boyle-Baise's (I998a) interpretive case study on 65 pre-service teachers observed 
the students' experiences participating in an eight-week service-learning activity as part 
of their multicultural education class. She found that while these students tended to hav~ 
"increased tolerance, especially a willingness to work with youth who are culturally 
diverse or living in poverty," they did not begin to critique the community in an effort to 
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understand the complexities of injustice and/or' act socially to affect change (p. 58). This 
study gives testimonies of individual participants. but due to the fact that she has 6S 
participants in a case study, the reader does not get to watch the development ofanyone 
participant's attitude. This study often uses the word "many" when referring to a number 
of participants who experienced something or felt a certain way, but the reader has no 
idea how many "'many'" represents. 
From her work with pre· service teachers, Boyle-Baise (1998b) found it "taxing 
for (them) to recognize their privilege" (p. 11). Consequently. they fail to critique society 
and recognize discrimination and other injustices that necessitate change. These missed 
opJX)nunities arise from their views ofservice leaming as charity rendered towards those 
less fonunale. This presents a significant problem for multicultural education as their 
perspectives "can advantage the giver and humble the receiver" (p. 6). Such ideas distract 
from actions that would redress unjust society by giving impetus to "a sense of giving, 
but leaves(ing) deficit views intact" (p. 6). 
Pre-service teachers at Michigan State University are offered a course tided, 
"Human Diversity. Power and Opportunity in Social Institutions." These typically white 
middle.class students are placed in an wban service site. As part of the class, they each 
must write a case study on a child or adult that has a substantially different background 
than their own. Weah, Simmons, Hall (2000) affirm, "This work challenged the students 
to face their own perceptions, biases, stereotypes, and fears about issues ofdiversity and 
social inequalities" (p. 675). 
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In a quantitative study conducted by Bums, Certo, and Storey (1999), service 
learning was shown to positively change high school students' attitudes towards high 
school students with severe disabilities. Their methodology consisted of two separate 
experimental groups of twelve students each and a control group of twelve students. 
Members of the first group were volunteers in a semester-long service-learning project to 
work on a community garden on the school grounds. Eight students with intellectual 
disabilities ranging from moderate to severe also participated in the project. A second 
group of students took part in a service-learning project assisting ten students with 
disabilities ranging from moderate to severe in their involvement in a two-day Special 
Olympics event. The control group of students had no interaction with students with 
severe disabilities. Pre- and post-testing was conducted to ascertain initial and 
subsequent student attitudes towards students with disabilities. Their findings revealed 
that significant positive attitudinal changes occurred with those students whose service 
learning included shared duties by all participants. Students in the second experimental 
group who had served at the Special Olympics had no statistically significant change in 
attitude. Students in the control group who did no service learning involving students 
with severe disabilities also did not have a statistically significant change in attitude. The 
study was limited by its failure to account for the differences in time (two days versus 
one semester), which may have contributed to the attitudinal differences among the three 
groups. Still, though, the theory that when two groups ofdifferent backgrounds or 
circumstances work together they begin to accept each other is a promising one that 
merits further research. 
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In their quantitative study on service learning. Blyth. Saito, and Serbs ( (997) 
found that service learning causes students to become familiar with people they would 
not otherwise get to know. They assert, "These results are encouraging because positive 
relationships and getting to know other people in new ways and in new contexts is 
helpful in an era when too many youth are isolated from adults and people who are 
different than they are" (p. 45). Students must get to know personally a variety ofcultures 
in order to understand the interconnectedness ofour earth. ofall of humanity, and ofour 
institutions. Only then can students begin to examine our struggle to create a just society 
and join in that fight. 
While the high school students on the The Economy's Impact Upon Its Cili=enry 
class were able to identify their privilege. they still had trouble working beyond the 
charitable view ofservice because they did not recognize racist JK)licies and practices in 
their community. Instead, the students often had fatalistic reasons for poverty. They 
communicated how grateful they were for being so "fortunate," "lucky," or "blessed." 
(Sarah, Jennie, Penelope, Jaclyn, Zoey, INT. and JOURNALS) Zoey said, "I guess life 
gives you whatever, you know, they give you different cards and everyone lives just 
totally different lives" (ln102 INT). On the same day, she went on to explain this 
fatalistic view of poveny in her journal. She wrote, "Unlike other schools, our 
community is filled with people who have been blessed by the ways of the economy. Due 
to this fact, the students in our community are able to do things that many other students 
at other schools are not able to do" (lnl02 JOURNAL). Just like the deficit view of 
Boyle Baise's pre-service teachers. the fatalistic view is detrimental to social progress 
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because those in a position to affect change believe people are fated to live a particular 
existence, and they accept the status quo, feeling ·'that's just the way things are." Those 
who hold this view may not feel empowered to make a difference. The Economy's Impact 
Upon Its Citizenry needs to get beyond charity service and include tools for 
empowennent Bringing in local politicians. social workers. and advocacy groups to 
speak to the students may give them direction toward how they can take a stand toward 
social injustices and change. 
Unfortunately, the students of The Economy's Impact Upon Its Citizenry did not 
appear to "fight" racism or other prejudices. The concepts "racism" and "prejudice" did 
not come up in their class discussions about their service experience or about economic 
policies affecting people of low socio-economic statuses. This may be why they did not 
voice a new commitment to fighting prejUdice in their community. 
Raising Awareness of the State of the Planet and Global Dynamics 
Prior to this study, there existed no systematic study that traces the effects of 
service learning on the participants' global awareness. I did find, however, a description 
ofa service program that tries to cultivate this consciousness in the students. Sharing this 
program description may help the reader to see the potential for using service learning for 
this goal. 
Parker, Soto, and O'Brien (1997) organized a long-tenn service-learning program 
in Dade County, Florida that concentrated on preserving endangered rain forests. They 
named their program Our Forest, Their Forest, after Aldo Leopold's phrase Act Locally. 




characteristics and ecology ofa tropical forest c.."Co-syslem tf they could compare it to a 
local forest ceo-system that they could experience first-hand. This program not only 
enhanced student learning of science. social, and environmental concepts. it also resulted 
in the preservation ofabout 1,600 acres of rain forest in Costa Rica. 
In an elTon to raise money to save the rain forest, students used "environmentally 
sound" fund raising. This idea was a blend of Leopold's Act I ,(lcal/y. Thmk Cilohal(vand 
Parker's Our I·ore.~t. TheIr Forest. This kind of fund raising developed projects that had 
more positive environmental impacts in the local area than traditional fund raising events. 
The funds were then used to save a tropical ceo-system in Central America. For example. 
a group of middle and high school students removed invading exotic vegetation from a 
natural coastal ceo-system on Key Biscayne. It was a "clcan-a-thon" in which students 
collected pledges for the amount of hours they worked removing the exotic vegetation. 
They also raised funds through rc.."Cycling programs and by selling environmentally 
produced rain forest products and recycled paper products. Students and teachers also 
worked with a local nursery to design and implement an Our Fore ...t, fhelr Fort'st 
program at several middle schools. They planted butterfly gardens and/or native 
hardwood eco-systems on the school grounds. They then gave parents and teachers an 
opponunity to "adopt" a tree atthc retail price. They had already made arrangements 
with the nursery to buy the trees at wholesale, so the net proceeds went to the Children's 
Rain Forest organization. 
The participants of my study had only a vague conception of thear glohal 
community both before and after Stephens' class. Zocy did not even consider that other 
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people on this planet may view the globaJ community different from her. She wrote in her 
journal, ··My global community is the same as everyone who lives on earth. Describing 
my global community is difficult because I have nothing to compare it to" (1110/02 
JOURNAL). Jaclyn was able to reflect on other peoples' views of the world, but again 
only vaguely. She wrote, "Our global community is kind ofapart. Some people help 
certain people and others help only themselves" (1/11/02 JOURNAL). Jennie had this 
same obscure description ofher place in the global community: 
To the world I would say upper-class, like probably everybody here (The 
Bayou School) would be considered upper-class compared to the world 
like especially compared to the really poor countries like I guess you've 
seen Afghanistan on television and there are people who are starving and 
stuff, so compared to them we are pretty lucky. (117/02 00.) 
As unclear as Jennie's depiction of her global community was, she still was conscious of 
the difference in resources of places outside of the United States. In another journal entry, 
Jennie described her own local community without identifying any needs. She did not 
consider the entire city her community. but only the area within about ten miles ofher 
home. Jennie also again spoke generally of the global community. saying that she is very 
fortunate compared with the rest of the world (119/02 JOURNAL). 
Sarah's perception of the global community was also vague but optimistic as welL 
She wrote in her journal. "Our global community is a diverse institution. Mostly, people 





This goal was neglected in this service learning class. Although Stephens did 
discuss global economics with Afghanistan as an example, it was clearly not enough to 
give these students a rich understanding of tile dynamics ofglobal cOMectedness and 
their effects on the local community. Again. the class would have benefited from having 
guest speakers from various social agencies or who were political leaders discuss the 
interconnectedness of the community's agencies and the local, national, and global 
communities' responsibilities to social justice. 
Developing Social Action Skills 
Billig (2000) found in her review ofcurrent service-learning research that high 
school students who participated in service learning cultivated "sophisticated 
understandings ofsociohistorical contexts, were likely to think about politics and 
morality in society, and were likely to consider how to effect change" (p.661 ). 
Claus and Ogden (1999) maintain that service learning is an extremely effective 
way to cultivate social action skills in students. They state, "Service experience, when set 
in a framework of substantive reflection, can also motivate and empower young people to 
think critically about their world and to act on it with a growing sense of purpose, agency, 
and optimism" (p. I). Claus and Ogden have found that service learning contributes to a 
clear sense of identity, self-worth, efficacy, and belonging in students. It also motivates 
them to work toward important social change. They insist, U(service learning) has the 
potential 10 serve as a strong antidote to the disconnectedness so often associated with 
adolescence in the postrnodern world" (p. I). 
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In discussing service learning for young adolescents, Joan Schine (1999) points 
out the natural tendency for young people to begin questioning the world around them. 
She says, "As (the students) advance in school. and as their own worlds expand, students' 
questions and concerns embrace issues ofsocial justice. inequities ofopponunity and 
resources, racial hannony and intergroup conflict-in short. the issues that responsible 
citizenship requires us all, young and old, to confront" (p. 16). It is clear, then. that 
service learning gives students a chance to explore these real concerns, the concerns they 
find important Ihem:re/ves. first hand. Schine goes on to explain how students can 
become change agents through service learning, 
Just as the academic disciplines promote sequenlialleaming, adding 
complexity as the leamer's competence develops, panicipation in service 
and community improvement can challenge young people to increase their 
capacity to serve, to demonstrate caring, and to develop and act on their 
vision ofa better society (p. 21). 
Kahne and Westheimer (1999) would agree with Schine. They believe that 
service learning should not just be a touchy·feely activity ofaltruism. Instead. it must be 
an attempt to change the status quo. They declare. "Citizenship in a democratic 
community requires more than kindness and decency; it requires engagement in complex 
social and institutional endeavors. Acts ofcivic duty cannot replace government 
programs or forms ofcollective social action. Citizenship requires that individuals work: 
to create, evaluate. criticize, and change public institutions and programs" (p. 34). They 




give them a view ofscholastic abilities in reaI·Hfe situations, and put them into new 
experiences. but service should be taken a step funher. A transfonnative vision should be 
the focus instead of a charitable one.••... it is the combination of service and critical 
analysis. not either by itself. that is most likely to promote interest in and insight into 
these complex social issues" (p. 35.36). Maybach (quoted in Weah, Simmons, &. Hall, 
2000) observes that students who participate in some kind of service learning are often 
led to focus on the cause ofan intervention; the effects are rareJy studied. Young people 
must learn to ask Why? Why are the people they are serving in a situation in which they 
need this service? What social constructs create such a need? How can we solve this 
problem? 
Nadine Cruz (1990) rightly would agree with Kahne and Westheimer on the use 
ofservice learning for solely charitable purposes. She explains, 
... service can be a disservice to communities. What does it mean to do 
service out ofa missionary narcissism or at least a narrowly defined rescue 
effort? Charity and philanthropy have a place in the world. But to conflate 
charity and philanthropy with solving social issues is not the same. It is a 
disservice to both students and community. I don't despise service, but J 
despise using service in a glib and superficial way. (p. 54) 
If service can be used to transform society, instead of maintaining the status quo as 





Noddings (1992) asserts that service learning gives students the opportunity to be 
involved on a political level. She says, «(Students) need to be involved in a personal. 
concrete way. and they need to know how to vote and which groups deserve sUJ>IXlrt" (p. 
13S). She goes on to express that students should be involved in direct, hands-on 
environmental projects. "Just as they should participate in care of the young, aged. and 
disabled. so they should contribute to cleaning up streams, planting trees, and maintaining 
gardens in parks and school yards" (p. 136). She would also agree with Kahne. 
Westheimer. and Schine in that she believes service should be accompanied by critical 
examination. She explains, "In their classes devoted to centers ofcare, students should 
have opportunities to discuss their service projects. the needs of organizations they serve, 
and the conflicts that arise in the operation of these services" (p. 136). 
The case study requirement for The Economy's Impact Upon liS Cili=enry pushed 
students to identify a social problem and create a solution for it. They first had to 
interview their favorite senior friend at the community center several times in order to 
learn about their life experiences and to find out what helshe thought needed to change to 
make their community more just and equitable. The students were encouraged to use the 
problem that their senior friend identified, research the problem, and research a solution to 
the problem. 
Jennie was able to brainstorm ways in which community center senior. Georgia. 
could address the need for more subsidized housing because she located the city 
councilman who listed urban housing as a focal issue for him. She said."Oh yeah. Um. [ 






I think is his name, and urn, I think she could get other people to do that, and urn, tell him 
what the situation is, and then see what he does from there. Ifhe does respond well. then 
push it further..."(2112102 lNT). Jennie also mentioned that she planned to send around a 
petition at her school in order to show Kahn that many people believe in the need for more 
subsidized housing. 
Sarah identified the need for better educational opportunities for people of low 
incomes in her case study. We discussed what she would be wiHing to do to try to address 
this problem herself and what Eduardo, her senior citizen friend, could do himsel f to work 
for change: 
G: Okay. have you thought about what you might do to get the ball rolling 
on that idea? 
s: Maybe talk to senators or mayors or whatever public service people we 
have access to and see if they can implement some oftbe plans. 
G: Have you considered doing that. or how do you feel about that? 
s: I'd like to do it, I don't know who my specific congressman is, but if I 
figure that out I'd like to email them and show them what we have. 
G: What tools would you say that he [Eduardo) would have to take action 
toward the problem of senior citizens of low income? I mean as a group. 
Not just for himself. but maybe if he were to try to affect change for more 
senior citizens? 
s: Well. I think that when you are a part ofa grouP. you can better express 




somewhat condescending, and you can also communicate with the people 
who have the problem to the people who can solve the problem, and a lot 
of the people are bilingual, and so that can help because maybe you don't 
get beard because you don't speak the same language and they can help 
with that (217102 INT.) 
Sarah's case study provided a solution to the problem ofeducation among low-
income students, sharing Eduardo's ideas as well as her own. She stated, 
Eduardo thinks that it is the responsibility of those who have an education 
to help others. Therefore, this study suggests the following plan. (t should 
be the responsibility ofsociety to provide four-year academic scholarships 
to prominent colleges to fXJOr, but dedicated students each year. However, 
students who received these scholarships would be obligated to spend four 
years as civil servants working in the public school sector carrying out the 
following plan. First, they must communicate to parents the value of 
education. Since these students would be returning to their own 
communities, they would best know how to reach the people. Secondly, 
they would find a way to incorporate financial literacy into the curriculum. 
Thirdly, they would be counselors as part of their job description. 
Fourthly, they each would pick freshmen students and act as his or her 
mentor throughout the students' high school career. The mentored students 
would then be eligible for one of the above mentioned scholarships. Only 




poor sharing their knowledge can prosperity be found. ("Education and 
Opportunities" 1125/02) 
Jennie also produced a plan ofaction for the problem she identified. the need for 
subsidized housing. In her case study. "The Struggle and Fight to End Poverty," Jennie 
wrote, 
Through my experiences with these people at the center. I have found that 
social gatherings and association with younger people is very special and 
important to them. I strongly believe that we as a society need to petition 
those in charge of funding projects such as subsidized housing in the city 
of Harris. However, I think that these projects need to be very well 
thought out. For example, if city councilman Gerald Kahn. who is in 
charge of low income housing, was petitioned and agreed to fund a project 
or multiple subsidized housing projects. then planning the location or 
these facilities would be very important. These facilities would need to be 
in a high-density community that has easily accessible transponation. This 
solution could potentially take care of two major problems, an inadequate 
amount of subsidized housing and aJso isolation of the elderly. (1125/02) 
Jennie's plan ofaction was specific. even noting the particular council member 
who should be involved in the solution to the problem. AJthough Sarah did not know ofa 
politician or educational leader to contact to share her ideas. she too came up with a 
specific solution to a difficult problem in her society. 
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Not all of the students came up with solutions in their case studies. Penelope had a 
solution, but it was not one that encouraged independence or economic freedom. She 
said..., believe the best way to solve this problem [elderly people who are below the 
poveny line] is to have stronger families" ("The Lack ofEconomic Support Given by the 
Government," 1125/02). She went on to say that communities should have more family 
activities so that families will bon(1. She also said that the children must see their parents 
helping their parents in their old age. Then they will do the same when their parents are 
older. Penelope did not address how these fami lies could end a cycle of poverty or why 
they may be impoverished to begin with. More guidance early on on this project may 
have helped her to ask difficult questions about her community and how it was serving 
the senior citizens at this center. 
Zoeyand Jaclyn also did not create a new solution to an economic problem ofthe 
elderly. Zoey's solution was one that was already in place, the Head Start program. She 
believed that if Head Start existed when her senior citizen friends Marianne, San Jacinto. 
and Pearl were younger, they would have stayed in school and had a more successful life. 
Jaclyn lamented the fact that President Bush cut subsidized housing programs, but she did 
not seem to know how to voice her objection to this decision. In an earlier interview with 
Jaclyn, she claimed that she had more power than the senior citizens because she had 
personal connections to the President through her classmates who were his family 
members. Still, though, she did not suggest a way to communicate with the President, or 
any local political representatives for that matter, to share her position on subsidized 
housing. Again, if Jaclyn ~ Zoey would have been given direct access to local 
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politicians and advocates they may have found it more realistic to contact them· to try to 
affect change in their local community. 
Richardson (1998) describes a service-leaming project tied to a unit on Latin 
America that begins to work on students' social action skills. After investigating a 
problem that students have chosen, they will attempt to address or solve the problem. The 
following suggestions are given to the students: 
I. 	 Write letters to the county council. the state general assembly, 
and the U.S. Congress. 
2. 	 Testify before the state general assembly. 
3. 	 Create a public awareness campaign. 
4. 	 Contact community organizations that help with out-of-state 
aid. 
5. 	 Organize bake sales, car washes. fairs, etc. to raise money to 
send to schools, churcbes, and/or hospitals in Mexico. (p. 3) 
While this project is an example of"caring from a distance:' it is still teaching students to 
examine social problems and encouraging them to take action to implement solutions. 
This program would be more effective if the students were able to actually go to Mexico 
to study the culture and to learn from that community what their social concerns are. The 
students could then work with the Mexican community to solve the problems the way the 
Mexican people believe would be appropriate and most beneficial to them. 
Another helpful example of teaching students social action through service 
learning comes from the Academy ofScience and Foreign Language Middle School in 
Huntsville, Alabama. During a field trip to a nineteenth century historical cemetery, an 
eighth grader asked. "Are there any African-Americans buried hereT The answer, to the 
students' surprise, was that this was a "whites only" cemetery. The students then visited 
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Glenwood Cemetery, where the African-American citizens of this community were 
buried. lbe students were shocked to find the cemetery vandalized and full of unmarked 
graves. The cemetery also had poorly kept records ofwho was buried where. In response 
to this injustice, the students created the Alabama African American History Project. 
replacing or repairing 166 headstones. They also asked state legislators to change a state 
law that related to preservation ofcemeteries (Kielsmeier, 2000). 
In a case study of24 pre-service teachers who participated in a service experience 
as a part of their multicultural education class, Boyle-Baise and Kilbane (1999) found 
thallhe students reported self-growth in dealing with their own biases and by learning 
new teaching strategies. but they did not really end up understanding the community or 
question the inequality that was a pan of it. The students tended to choose '''safe'' options 
when they were serving. These options included keeping the comments they offered the 
youngster positive, responding to the children instead of initiating interactions, and 
staying focused on the task at hand. Boyle-Baise and Kilbane found that they chose the 
"safe" way because they were either unsure about interacting in a cross-cultural 
experience, it was the easier thing to do. or because they needed explicit instructions 
about what to do and they then felt the need to stick with those instructions (p. 12-13). 
The researchers identified several suggestions for others who are organizing a 
service program that aims for the social action goal. They felt that in their own program 
the students needed more connections with the families and more in-depth knowledge of 
the communities. The tendency to "play it safe" should be questioned during the 




benefaction" also need to be troubled during these discussions. The teacher educators 
need to explain the different orientations for service learning (see Appendix D) and to 
encourage the students to work within the orientations most suitable for the goals of the 
course. Finally, the shon duration of the service project (twenty hours) is not enough to 
foster the needed genuine connections with the community and families that will lead to 
deeper reflections on the students' own views (p.25.26). 
While not all of the Bennett's (2000) goals were reached by all ofthe participants 
in this study, aU of them did progress multiculturally within a few of the goals (See 
Appendix F). Seeing wh:re the girls fell short of the combating prejudices, global 
awareness and social action goals helped both me, the researcher, and Stephens, the 
teacher, to see what changes need to be made to the course curriculum for next school 
year. I describe these improvements for next year's class in Chapter Eight. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: 
THE CONNECTION BE1WEEN STUDENTS' MOTIVES TO SERVE 
AND THEIR PHD..OSOPBIES ABOUT SERVICE 
Boyle-Baise (1998b) identified five philosophic orientations with which pre­
service teachers come into a service experience (see Appendix D). All teachers must be 
aware of their students' existing beliefs in order to structure their service and class 
experiences to give them the best opportunity to grow multiculturally from the service 
experience. An emergent question that came from the data of my study was, "How do 
the students' motivations to serve reflect their views on society, their role as servers, and 
the nature of the served population?" 
What Motivates the Students to Serve? 
Another piece to consider in the students' preconceptions about service is why 
they choose to serve. Boyle-Baise's students were required to panicipate in service as a 
part of their class, but the students in this study were taking an elective class. They chose 
this service learning class over courses like learning to play bridge, videography, and 
movies alxlut the MiddJe Ages. Understanding why they wanted to serve reflects their 
beliefs about their society. For example, Sara believ~ "It is ...our responsibility to 
serve the elderly because they are responsible for the society in which we live" (1/8/02 
JOURNAL). Jennie was motivated to serve by the interesting people she met: 
Urn, yeah, I guess I've gotten greater, I feel it's a good thing. I don't feel 
obligated. It's not that I should do this, [ mean I should do this, but not that 
isn't the reason I will do it in the future. I've got other community service 
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ideas in my mind that I can do in future years, but urn, I don't know it is 
just really enjoyable to work with these people and kind ofsee what their 
views are and how they live and see that they are really cool people to talk 
to. (1/16/02 INT.) 
Penelope also chose to take this class because she enjoyed doing service in the past. "I 
really wanted to do it because I really enjoy doing them (service projects)" (117/02 INT.). 
Jaclyn was in the National Charity League with her mother, so she was also attracted to 
the class because of the service component. She believed she had an obligation to serve 
and that it would be fun. Zoey wanted to participate in service to talk to other people who 
she would not normally get to know and "hear what they have to say" (117/02 INT.). 
By the end of the three weeks. some of the students had new reasons to serve. 
Sarah said that she would choose to serve in the future so that she could see a part of the 
city she had never seen before. She also wanted to give her power to those who do not 
have it (317/02 SURVEY). Jennie wanted to serve to change society and meet people 
who are different from her (317/02 SURVEY). Jaclyn still believed service was an 
obligation. but she also wanted to change society and give her power to those who didn't 
have any through service (3/6/02 SURVEY). Penelope decided after this class that she 
had an obligation to serve. but she also would serve in the future so that she could see a 
part ofthe city that she hadn't encountered before and meet new people that she would 
otherwise never meet. Penelope did not believe that she could change society through 
service before the class began. but she considered it one reason that she would choose to 
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serve in the future (3/7/02 SURVEY). The motives to serve that these girls considered 
may fit in with Boyle-Saise's philosophical framework. (See Appendix E.) 
Questioning why students choose to serve can give the instructor a hint as to what 
the students' beliefs are about society and service. The instructor may then structure her 
service-learning experience in such a way that the students will grow toward the radical 
democratic or post-modem philosophy ofservice. 
Appendix E displays the "motives to serve" that coincide with Boyle-Baise's 
philosophies ofcommunity service learning. The "Functional/Spiritual" philosophy 
belongs to the person who serves predominately because it makes them "feel good" or 
they enjoy themselves. They spend the time volunteering, so they feel better about 
themselves. Giving to those in need makes them feel like they are a "good" person. They 
are being selfless for the moment. This corresponds with the "FuctionaI/Spirilual" 
philosophy because it also leaves deficit views unaltered and does not question society's 
inequalties. [n addition to Boyle-Baise's observation that those who prescribe to this 
philosophy see society as "harmonious" and "industrious," they may have a falalist view 
of the world. This also leaves little room for progress. The fatalist shrugs her shoulders 
and sighs. "That's just the way things are. There is nothing we can really do about it." It 
is important for the teacher ofa "Functional/Spiritual" student to not only guide her to a 
critique of the social structures affecting the service site. but also to lead her to the tools 
to address the obstacles to equality. 
Penelope and Zoey seemed to ascribe to this philosophy. Speaking about prior 
service experience, Penelope wrote, .. , have served meals to underprivileged people 
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through my chW'Ch, which was tedious at the time. but afterwards I felt better about 
myselr (ln/02 JOURNAL). Penelope often referred to how "Iucky" she felt for the 
economic class she was in. She learned from serving others that she should not take 
things for granted: 
I guess it started in English last year. but it's gotten stronger every since 
then. I mean I don't take as many things for granted. When you see people 
who have next to nothing, it makes you realize how lucky you are. When I 
find a quarter sitting around, I don't just leave it there anymore. I put it in 
my little thing where I keep all my quarters. (1/18/02 [NT) 
When we went to Wal-Man. it made me realize how fortunate I am. Few 
of the men and women bought a lot at either the Salvation Army Store or 
Wal-Mart... Watching all the men and women shop makes me realize 
how lucky I am. (1122/02 JOURNAL) 
Sort ofmy perspective of how I thought of things. I mean you know things 
like this exist. but like you see them in movies. or you see them in other 
places. but it's not the part of Harris that is on the news everyday. you 
know, and it's sort ofyou're losing your sense of I mean you know it's 
there but you never've seen really poor people. And you're losing the sense 
of how many numbers there are, how many there really are. but you're 
gaining an appreciation for how you live. or like how fortunate you are. 




this," and It. can't believe I care that much about having this one pair of 
shoes," I mean like the brand, this exact type. (1123/02 lNT) 
Penelope was able to leave a service site without questioning concepts of 
"equality" and "justicen because she believed that those she served were fated to hold a 
lower social and economic position in society. She felt that those who she served had 
enough. After visiting the nursing home in a low·income neighborhood, she wrote, Hit is 
sad that the members don't get many belongings in their room, but they are getting a 
good place to live. They get food. a clean bed, and help with their needs .• think this 
could be improved, but it is alright for now" ( lit 8/02 JOURNAL). 
These "minimal standards" appeared again in her journal after the class went on a 
shopping trip to WaJ-Mart and the Salvation Army Thrift Store with the senior citizens. 
She wrote, u .•.they may not be getting new clothes, but they are in good shape, well­
made, and very useful to the buyers" (1122102 JOURNAL). 
When Penelope was sharing with me about her prior service learning experiences, 
she explained that she felt the poor children she was serving had enough to be happy. She 
shared, 
And when we were playing with the kids, urn, they seemed like they were 
safe and they were so happy there, at least it seemed like they felt they 
were safe. rm not sure if it was just because we were there, but I mean 
they don't have big houses, but they have big areas where they can go 




comforting that they at least, at certain shelters, that they had a place to go, 
so then that was nice. (In1021NT) 
Penelope's optimistic reaction to her served populations' circumstances may be 
her way ofdistancing herself from them. similar to how Boyle-Baise' s students distanced 
themselves from their served children by keeping them at ann's length. 
Zoeyalso participated in service activities because they were fun and they made 
her feel good about herself. As I shared in the preceding chapter. Zoey also mentioned 
that she bel ieved poor people were poor because of the "cards" they were dealt., and that 
she felt "fortunate" to have been given a better hand (InI02 !NT and JOURNAL). Zoey 
was also planning to keep her served people at a distance, but by looking at her 
interaction with them as a task to accomplish. She explained. 
Well, they enjoyed talking to me, so that was good. Instead ofjust going 
and serving food and stuff, (actually like talked to them and listened to 
them, and I guess when I first went there, [was like, "Yeah, I'm just going 
to talk to them. You know, get what I need to know and leave." But really 
it was like more, [ really got to know them and talk to them, and stuff like 
that. (2111102 £NT) 
Neither Zoey nor Penelope delved into the current circumstances of the senior 
citizens they served in their case study project. Zoey did make a connection between their 
economic situation and their lack ofeducation, but her solution was not an answer for 
them, and neither was Penelope's solution. This made it easy for both of them to skirt 




in their case studies earlier in the course. we could have guided them to a more 
transfonnative service experience. 
The ··obligation" motive is part of the liberal philosophy of service. A person with 
this motive to serve likely sees society as just and democratic. This person considers 
service as a way to participate in heribis community. It is herlhis "civic responsibility" 
(Boyle-Baise. 1998). While this person may advocate equality and justice. shelhe is 
likely to believe that all Americans are born with equal opponunities and access. This 
philosophy especially may be accompanied by a deficit view of those from low incomes. 
A person with the "obligation" motive progresses away from the egocentric motive of 
"feeling good about oneself' to the notion that it is herlhis job to contribute to herlhis 
community in some way. 
Sarah is an example of this philosophy even though she was one of two students 
who was moved to social action from her experience at the community center. Still, Sarah 
worked from the position that people must"pull themselves up by their bootstraps" and 
take advantage of the opportunities America is giving them. She explained her stance 
during her first interview • 
I guess the poor has less money but probably because they have less 
education about money. and I think that the middle class have a little more 
education than the poor but maybe better advantages and I think that the 
rich have a lot more education about money but probably the same 
advantages because a lot of people have had the same amount ofchances 




guess the difference between classes is how much financial education they 
have. (1211810 I INT) 
After a class discussion where Sarah read a local news anicle about the poverty 
rates in her city, she was incredulous about the severity of the problem. Sarah wrote in 
her journal, 
I don't think as many matril ineal families as they claim are poor. ( think 
that is a scheme to get more public housing. I don't think that 14% ofall 
Harris families live in poverty. I think we should say no to public housing 
and try to get people back on their feet. ( don't believe that four out of 
every ten matrilineal families in San Antonio are poor. Also, ( think that 
the median household income numbers are detlated. (don't think that the 
formulas for who gets public assistance should be as cut and dry. If the 
median income goes up, then capable people will get public assistance. 
(119/02) 
After getting to know the man she interviewed for her case study, Eduardo, though, Sarah 
seemed to form a more complex opinion of the problem of poverty. She considered, 
Well. Eduardo was telling me that there is a need for education and more 
options in the community.. He was saying that ifpeople don't get an 
education. then there are no jobs. And he was a painter after his other jobs. 
and he was saying that they even need a high school diploma to painl He 
was saying there needs to be more money options, more scholarships and 




go to college, and then they have more jobs that they can see. ('1/18102 
INT) 
The following week, Sarah continued referring to her friend Eduardo when she shared her 
opinion on poveny: 
Well, having little education is a problem because it leads to having lower 
opportunities. The person I am interviewing. he is 72, but the problem, he 
got his education over a long time ago, but he has grandchildren he is 
raising. And their education, he says, isn't much better than his. They have 
more of it, but his grandson is 19, but he didn't have very good counselors 
when he was in high school. He said the counselors were drug addicts, and 
so they couldn't help him. Then he is putting one grandson through 
college, but there are not enough scholarships available ... He can't get a 
good job without a college education, and he says even now, he used to be 
a painter, and he said now you need to have a high school diploma to 
paint, and so he lost more jobs later on in life because he didn't get that 
(diploma), so you really do need an education. tt (1123/02 INT) 
It seems that through her friendship with Eduardo, Sarah began to realize that children do 
not have an equal opportunity for a good education, which ttanslates into fewer 
opponunities. Despite this new understanding. Sarah was still suggesting that people 
completely controlled their circumstances at the end of the service experience. Six weeks 
after the service experience, Sarah stilrbelieved that those in her city and nation that are 
poor are so because they have not taken advantage of the opportunities they have in front 
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of them. She felt. though, that people from other countries were poor mostly because they 
were not given equal opportunities (3n102 SURVEY). Demonstrating again Sarah's 
complex stance about poverty, she said also six weeks after the service experience that 
she would choose to serve in the future so that she could see a part of the city she had 
never seen before and so that she could give her power to those who are not empowered 
pnl02 SURVEY). Because Sarah's development in her economic perspective was 
complicated, it was difficult to categorize her in one of the philosophies ofservice 
learning. Although she definitely came into the experience as a "Liberal," her desire to 
"hear" Eduardo and work with him as an equal and her idea for those in poverty to help 
each other out of poverty place her in the "Post-Modem" philosophy. Still though, I kept 
Sarah in the "Liberal" philosophy because she ended the experience continuing to feel 
that people are not affected by outside forces or are "unencumbered actors" (Boyle-Baise, 
I 998b). The fact that Sarah did not come to understand oppression as a result of this 
service experience does not appear to be because of the class discussions, readings, or the 
experience. Instead, it seems that she adopted the "pull yourself up from your bootstraps" 
notion from her own father's experiences. Remember. he survived a difficult childhood. 
He did not have the privilege of a top education at an exclusive private school. and yet he 
made it. It would probably take Sarah more close-contact experiences with oppressed 
people in her community for her to truly believe that some people are fettered by social 
constructs. 
Students who hold the ·'Communitarian" philosophy ofservice would I ikely be 
motivated to serve by the promise of meeting new people. They believe in building a 
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sense ofcommunity and tend to find common·interests, experiences, and characteristics 
in those people they meet, even if they are from a different background and/or 
circumstance. While this philosophy could be promising because the "Communitarian" 
works toward common goals in the community, oppression may still be overlooked if the 
dominant group decides what is the "common good ... While none oftbe girls in 
Stephens' class may be ascribed to this philosophy completely, Jaclyn may have started 
out with it at the beginning of the class. Having fun and meeting new people were 
Jaclyn's motivations for signing up for Stephens' class (3/6/02 SURVEY). She also 
seemed to prefer to find the common threads in people different from her instead of 
thinking about their differences. Jaclyn, describing her experience with people of 
different backgrounds than she, said. "Well, I play club volleyball and in that there are a 
lot of different kinds of people, um, and I have two girls that are on my team that are 
African-American and I love them to death. I mean I don't even see a difference. You get 
to a point where it's just like they are just like you, and it's no big deal" (1/7/02 INT). By 
the end of the service learning experience, though, Jadyn understood that recognizing 
differences was important because some groups do not have the same opportunities as 
she (3/6/02 SURVEY). Jadyn also changed her motivations for serving by the end of the 
class. She said that she would serve in the future not only so that she could meet new 
people and because she felt obligated to, but also so that she could give her power to 
those who were oppressed and change her community (3/6/02 SURVEY). 
Jaclyn's change in motivation and her new perspective on people ofpoverty 




serve so that they can affect change in their community. They believe their society is 
democratic but that it has social injustices that need to be addressed. They work with 
other groups to fight the oppressors. Jaclyn showed she believed the senior citizens were 
being oppressed after she toured the neighborhood of the community center with Meals 
on Wheels. She explained: 
Oh yeah, my dad recently got into the HUD program, and it is a 
government thing and he was building subsidized housing, and he was 
getting staned last May. He was getting ready to build all of these 
subsidized housing [projects] for HUD, and when Bush took office, we 
think he was just trying to get a handle on everything, he stopped all the 
HUD projects, which is subsidized housing. And my dad put a lot of 
money into it and hired a lot of new people and added on to his office, and 
that just all went down the drain, and it affected, he lost his company, so 
that affected his company. Not only does it atTect his company, but it 
atTects these people. f don't think he reaJizes, I don't think George W. 
realizes what he did, because I think it is amazing, what they're doing, the 
low-income people having a nice place [Booth Subsidized Apartments). f 
mean it is small, but it is a place to be and have your friends there. I don't 
think he realizes what he did. (1/15102 [NT) 
About two weeks after the class was over, Jaclyn was still angry with President Bush for 
cutting the subsidized housing funding. She shared a dream she had, .... .Just being 




night that I took the President to Meals on Wheels to show him what it's like because 
that's the only way you can understand is to see it first hand" (2112/02 £NT). 
Jaclyn wanted to see the senior citizens get more subsidized housing. but she did 
not believe they could do it on their own. She elucidated, 
I don't think it is a problem they could solve because it takes us reaching 
out to them because we have contacts that would help. I don't know I don't 
wanna say they aren't motivated because Georgia says there is a long wait 
list. but I just don't know if they have the means to take it where it needs 
to go. (2/12102 INT) 
Even though Jadyn was aware of political injustices toward the senior citizens she met 
and even though she said she would participate in community service so that she could 
work toward change in her community by giving some of her power to those who do not 
have it. when she was asked if she would work to help the senior citizens get morc 
subsidized housing, she admitted she would not. She explained that it was not because 
she was not motivated to do so or that she does not have the tools or information to make 
a difference. instead she felt that she has a more "passive" personality type. She feels 
strongly about issues and empathetic toward the people at the service site, but she is not 
an assertive person. She described herselfas shy until she gets to know people or unless 
she is with her friends (316102 INT). Jaclyn clarified why she would not become socially 
active as a result of this service experience. 
I think I am motivated now, but I'm kind of ... if I had my mom helping 




I guess. I have aU these feelings, and you know, [think that it's wrong and 
they should be helped. but I don't have the. like f guess the temperament 
to call someone up and tell them that J'd, you know. I'd get my mom 
involved and get her to do something about it (3/6/02lNT) 
Perhaps if laclyo had teamed up with a classmate who was also involved with the lack of 
subsidized housing problem, she would have felt comfortable communicating with public 
officials about the need for a change. She also may have been willing to communicate 
with the public officials via e-mail if she had been encouraged to do so by her instructors. 
Boyle-Baise's (1998b) final philosophic orientation, Post-Modem, best describes 
those people who gravitate toward service as a means to give their power to those in 
society who are ill-served or not heard. These people seek to hear those who are 
marginalized by society, and once they discover what that group needs, they work with 
them to get it. Jennie became a Post-Modem through the close relationship she built with 
Georgia. a senior citizen at the service site who was on a long waitlist for a subsidized 
apartment Initially, Jennie volunteered for community service because she felt she 
"needed" to since she had everything in life she needed and others did not (317102 
SURVEY). By the end of this class, though, she said she would participate in service in 
order to try to change society. Jennie wrote in her journal, 
Another need which Georgia believes is not well provided. is subsidized 
housingjust like the William Booth Apartments next door to the center. 
By listening to Georgia talk about these needs, issues made me think, 




around the world. [think we (the people of this world) must address these 
issues and with persistence search for the solutions to these needs. 
( 1/18/02) 
Jennie was not "all talk and no show" either. In her last interview, six weeks after 
Stephens' class ended, she had talked to the school principal about letting her go in front 
of the school at an assembly to ask her classmates to sign a petition that she would 
present to a City Councilman asking for more subsidized housing (317102 fNT). JeMie 
also explained that a large part of her case study, including the problem she addressed 
carne from Georgia. She took Georgia's concerns and brainstonned what needed to be 
done to work on them instead ofcoming to Georgia with her own ideas of how to change 
Georgia's life for the better. 
Why the Different Responses to Their Experiences? 
It seemed that Sarah and Jennie had a richer, more moving experience than their 
classmates. Even though Sarah seemed to stay at the Liberal philosophy toward service, 
she definitely questioned her existing worldview, especially that which pertained to 
poverty in America. Why, then, did the three other students not feel moved to act on the 
problems they identified during their service experience? Jennie was able to build a 
trusting, open friendship with Georgia quickly because Georgia was bilingual and social. 
Georgia wanted the opportunity to share her experiences and concerns, so interviewing 
her for the case study was natural for JeMie. Sarah was a shy, quiet girl, but she took her 
academic assignments seriously. When she was assigned the task to interview one of the 






senior citizens who they thought would be someone who would like to talk about their 
experiences. Once Sarah got to know Eduardo by formally interviewing him, she became 
comfortable around him, and they considered each other friends. By the last week ofthe 
service project, ( saw Sarah hug Eduardo and other seniors hello and good-bye ( 1121/02 
OBS). Eduardo was also bilingual. Both Jennie and Sarah attributed Georgia and 
Eduardo respectively to their enlightened views on poverty. 
Zoey was most moved by her interview with San Jacinto, a Korean War veteran. 
lnstead of focusing on his homelessness as a child or his poverty as an American veteran, 
she chose to group San Jacinto with two other senior citizen women who also had little 
education. Perhaps by interviewing two more people, Zoey avoided getting to know one 
person intimately enough to want to completely understand his life and the injustices that 
he encountered along the way. While unequal educational opportunities is an important 
issue for people of low incomes, Zoey did not think critically about the issue in her case 
study. Instead, she discussed what is already being done to address the problem, the Head 
Start program. Conceivably, Zoey would have been more invested in the problem and in 
the senior citizens at the center ifshe had considered other possible solutions to the 
problem herself. As Zoey's teachers, Stephens and I should have guided her toward this 
kind ofdeliberation. 
Both Penelope and Jaclyn cited language barriers as their central reason for not 
formally interviewing a senior citizen for their case study. Penelope said, "Well, the 
person that I am interviewing I play checkers with. He doesn't speak much English, so I 




very much about other stutTbecause we don't know how to" (1/18/02 [NT). She did not 
end up interviewing this man because of the language barrier, and yet he is who she had 
the best rapport with. This kept Penelope from really listening to a senior citizen of low 
income's position on the economy and how it affects him. 
Jaclyn also felt most connected to a senior citizen who did not speak English. She 
explained. 
. ..this one lady sitting next to me she cannot speak English at all (giggle), 
and I can barely speak Spanish, and she and I have so much fun playing 
checkers together, and she just has fun with having somebody to do 
something with. She is real active, and she is real like has to do something 
at all times. (1/23/02 [NT) 
Since Jaclyn could not communicate with her well enough to interview her, she had to 
write her case study based on her conversations with the woman at her table who spoke 
English, Carolina. Jadyn was not at all comfonable interviewing Carolina, though, 
because she felt like Carolina sometimes became defensive, as the following exchange 
reveals: 
J: When we went to the nursing home, she (Carolina) said something, I 
don't remember what it was, but I felt bad when she asked me that Like 
something like, it was kinda weird. It was kind of like I was being rude 
because we wanted to see. Oh, she asked why we went I said I guess we 




students helped the senior citizens make to take to the nursing home). or 
something like that She was like, "Oh really. why?" 
G: So she might have been a little defensive about why we were there? 
J: Yeah, yeah. I like her. and she is really sweet, but I am not comfortable 
asking her questions I ike that .. (J123/02 INT) 
Jaclyn was also not comfortable asking someone she did not know well questions at all. 
She felt she was being -nosy." She explained. "I'm a very outgoing person. but I don't 
want to be too nosy and I'm not a nosy person at all and I don't want people to think 
that. .." (3/6/02 [NT). As a result ofJaclyn not being able to interview the senior citizen 
she felt closest to, she did not get to hear a senior citizen' s view on their struggles with 
finances and what they would like done about it. Both Penelope and Jaclyn may have 








THE ECONOMrS IMPACT UPON ITS ClnZENRY: LESSSONS FOR NEXT 
YEAR 
While both Stephens and I found the class to be successful in promoting the 
students' multicultural growth and in giving them learning experiences that will be 
lasting, we believe that many problems need to be addressed in the curriculum and in the 
structures of the class for next year so that students will progress even further in their 
multicultural goals. 
The Class Readings 
We found that the readings that we somewhat rashly selected were inaccessible to 
freshmen and sophomores in high school. and the data they revealed needed to be 
updated. Stephens reflected, "I think some of those things, with more research, we can 
find readings that are more current. The newspaper articles on poverty in Harris really 
struck a chord with them. not only because they were about Hams, but because they were 
current." 
I responded, ··Well, I think now with the new census we'll start seeing more 
current articles. I think that was the problem with the articles we found: they were using 
figures from the 1990 census, so the data was outdated" (3/15/02 (NT). 
Stephens also decided that next year he would give the students questions to guide 
their reading. He also would ask them to generate a question from the reading. [agreed 
and added that maybe he could have them consider the implications of the reading's 




Sarah questioned the statistics in the Harris articles about poverty. Perhaps it 
would be worthwhile for the students to investigate data that is cited in local articles that 
cite local statistics. Students then may learn to be both critical and when appropriate 
accepting ofdata they read. 
The Class Discussions 
While Stephens found the discussion that centered around themes that the 
students identified at the service site wonhwhile, I felt that this discussion did not 
accomplish its objectives. Stephens first had the students brainstorm the themes they 
noticed at the site that could be considered subthemes of the themes community. service, 
and culture. The class period ended before Stephens could go on to have the students 
take the themes the students created and make "problem statements" out of them (Friere. 
1970). This would have helped them to consider the service site with a social critical 
perspective. For example. the students identified the theme "Free Lunch." [fthey had 
learned to develop problem statements, they may have come up with the problem 
statement, ··Why do these senior citizens need a free lunch?" From this problem 
statement, the students would begin to delve into the political and societal realities of the 
senior citizens' financial situations and may then uncover injustices or problems that they 
could address. 
Both Stephens and I felt that the maio problem that prevented us from guiding the 
students in this direction on a regular basis throughout the class was the fact that they 
only met in the classroom for instructional time once a week for four hours. This was the 
best structure for the service site because the senior citizens spent Wednesdays playing 
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bingo. Stella, the senior program organizer, insisted that the seniors would only find us to 
be disturbing during their serious bingo time. Consequently, we spent those days in the 
classrooms debriefing. reflecting, and learning. Stephens explained the problem with that 
format. "I think that it sets a heavy premium on that time and getting a lot done. Plus it is 
a long time to wait to talk about what they are experiencing" (3/15102 INT). AJy, the 
student who dropped out of the study, also mentioned to us that these four·hour class 
periods were too long to be sitting in the room discussing poverty and the readings. "Plus 
, 
[ think too doing it on a more regular basis instead ofjust once a week causes them think 
about it more. It's easier for them to make connections than waiting a whole week. And it 
kind oflel's them off the hook if that's the only day they have to think about it. Then 
they don't have to think about it anymore until next week," considered Stephens (3/15102 
TNT). 
Stephens was also concerned that there was not enough connection between the 
class discussions and the major project of the class: the case study. He wanted to think 
about how he could guide the students in writing a critical case study. I suggested that 
maybe if he used small group discussions instead of whole class discussions more, then 
• the students could help one another with their case study topics. He could give the small 
groups the task ofapplying what the class just talked about or read about to their case 
study. Also, he could have the small groups help each group member come up with 
questions that get at social inequities or problems that impact the person they are 





It was impof1a.nt to Stephens to begin the class with a discussion about the 
difference between the income ofsomeone close to the poverty line and hislber real 
expenses. He illustrated this by taking an annual income that was just above the poverty 
line that was stated in the local newspaper and having the students subtract the monthly 
expenses they identified: rent, childcare, health insurance, car insurance. car payment, 
util ities. food, car maintenance. He said that this would hopefully show the students that 
there really is a substandard indicator for what we consider enough to live on. I suggested 
to him that maybe next year he could give each student or small group ofstudents a life 
scenario and their monthly expenses and have them use the want ads or other resources at 
their disposal to find ajob that will pay them enough to cover their monthly expenses. 
Stephens agreed that this would help the students understand current costs for necessities. 
something they have never had to consider before. He added that maybe he could give 
them a few websites for housing and the other necessities and have them not only locate a 
job. but also a place to live, insurance, childcare, and a car payment that would all fit in 
their budget (3/15/02 £NT). 
Stereotyping 
The class's first assignment was to look at photos that Stephens put on the 
overhead and to write about what they thought the person's life was like. The photos 
included people who were Hispanic, wheel-chair bound. African-American, Asian, senior 
citizens, homosexual, poor, and/or powerful. Stephens originally thought the activity was 
a good way to see what kind ofstereotyping "baggage" the students were bringing with 




felt uncomfonable stereotyping these people. he agreed that maybe this was not the best 
way to get at what their current stereotypes were. We debriefed. 
G: I don't know, it wasn't what I envisioned the activity would be. 
S: Wasn't that what we were trying to get at, their stereotypes? 
G: Well, I was trying to see what their pre-existing stereotypes were, but I 
don't think that that activity did that because they had to do it. They may 
not normally think that when they see that person, but we were making 
them think that. 
S: Okay, yeah. I see. 
G: Although.. what I did notice was that all of the girls had stereotypes 
about people with physical handicaps. For Carole. with her in a 
wheelchair, every one of them. including one who had an uncle who was 
quadriplegic, every single one ofthem said that she was dependent on her 
family. she might have a job but she worked out of the home, they had her 
as a hermit, and completely dependent. So, that was interesting. 
S: Well, we would have to come up with other ways then to give them 
situations to see if they were, if those stereotypes did exist. Maybe stories. 
I don't know. 
G: They came to us with concepts ofstereotypes already. They were 
somewhat aware of their own tendency to stereotype. Some ofthem talked 






talked about stereotypes with other things. The word came up often. 
(3/15102 [NT) 
The Service 
Stephens was especially concerned about the actual service the students 
panicipated in at the community center. He felt like maybe the students did not feel they 
really contributed much because they did little more than fellowship with the senior 
citizens. I shared with Stephens, though, the girls' unanimous opinion that they felt their 
service was worthwhile. Penelope said of their contributions, "After every time, it felt 
like you brightened their day, 'cause you did something to help out. .. It was just like 
little things, and you could tell it made them happier .. ." (317/02 £NT). This reassured 
Stephens, but he still felt that the students got more out of the experiences they had on the 
Meals on Wheels tour, the visit to the nursing home, and the field trip to the Salvation 
Army thrift store. He explained, 
From the standpoint of stereotypes, or understanding the situation when 
you see someone who likes something for six dollars, but six dollars is too 
expensive, or when you see the condition ofsome of the homes the people 
have to live in, those kinds of things.. .I don't know, those experiences 
were more, more came out of them than just being there everyday with the 
seniors at the community center. (317/02 INT) 
The Participants' Case Study Project 
The case study seemed to be instrumental in helping the students develop their 
multicultural values. The two students who conducted in-depth interviews with a senior 
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citizen, Sarah and Jennie. got to know their interviewee better, they listened to that 
person's perspective. and they both even came up with their case study problem 
statement from their interviewee's identification of the problem, whereas the other 
students just picked a problem themselves and may not have even consulted a senior 
citizen for the case study at all. This again seemed to be in part because the person that 
the girls felt most comfonable with did not speak enough English for them to be able to 
interview them. 
Stephens reflected that he would like to give the students more guidance on the 
case study next year. He felt that only two of tile students, again Jennie and Sarah, 
"thought things through and came up with something that was quality interaction" (3n102 
{NT). Meeting for instructional time onJy once a week and waiting until the second week 
to assign the case study were contributing factors to this low success rate on the 
assignmen~ according to Stephens. I suggested that maybe he could have the problem 
statement due after the first week. and then he could check it to see what they are 
planning to do with it and if they are getting critical enough. He could also encourage 
them to get the problem statement from the person they interview. Let the served people 
tell them what problems need to be addressed. Then the following Wednesday Stephens 
could have the solution due so that he could again see if it is appropriate and feasible. I 
explained, "Penelope's solution was to have stronger families. That is not something you 







Stephens wants to create a stronger economic connection for the class next year as 
well. He plans to give them a general background ofeconomics. including the circular 
flow of the economy, who are the panicipants of the economy and the interactions 
between them, where money comes from, where it goes to. and then maybe more 
economic issues on poverty and more statistics. He wants them to better understand the 
causes of poveny. He would like them to discover the details of the causes of poverty 
themselves after he gives them some of the general causes (3/15/02 TNT). 
I reminded Stephens ofour original plan to have speakers come in and talk with 
the students about poverty policies. We lost this plan again because we were only 
meeting away from the service site once a week. I shared with Stephens information from 
my interviews, 
Jennie's father is the president ofa committee whose task is to make 
Harris a better city. or something general like that. Right now. they are 
working on standards in the Harris public schools to make the schools 
stronger. Jennie said he would love to come and speak to your class, so he 
would be good to speak because he is doing all of this as community 
service. (3/15/02 (0) 
Stephens also thought someone from the local housing authority could give insights on 
what the situations and circumstances are and who gives assistance. I suggested a local 
politician also could guide the students toward social action. Stephens said that he could 
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even require as part of the case study that they must either write a leuer to a politician or 
write a leuer to the editor of the city's newspaper (3/15/02 INT). 
Although Stephens and I were both pleased with the first year of this service 
learning class's effects on its students and the senior citizens at the community center, we 
still saw work ahead to make the program have more ofan influence on the students' 
multicultural values and commitment to community. Stephens reOected that more 
planhing and researching on his part for the class and its assignments and more 
deliberation about the service site would make next year's class be more productive and 












An Extended Service Learning Experience 

Even though the service class studied was only three weeks long. the students 
considered the time they spent at the sight as significant compared to their past service 
experiences where they visited the service site a few times, just once, or even not at all. 
Jennie explained the difference between this class compared to her past experiences, 
( get to know them (the senior citizens) better as people, and for me, when 
I get to know someone better. I feel better about serving them because I 
feel like I know them. Because sometimes like when we were doing PSI 
[another service project] last year where we painted houses, we never 
talked once with the people, and I didn't even know their names, I didn't 
know how many people there was. It was kind of, I really enjoyed painting 
their house, but I didn't really know anything about them, so I didn't 
appreciate it as much. (1123/02 £NT) 
Sarah echoed this appreciation for the extended time she had with those she was 
serving. She reflected, 
This class allowed us to develop relationships with the people whom we 
served. I got to know Eduardo very well and long-term involvement is 
something many service projects don't address. Also, when you get to 
know someone the experience has more import than when you just see 




The girls valued their time at the service site and found the service worthwhile. 
Although Stephens showed concern over the perceived value of the service they gave to 
the senior citizens. that is, the need for simple companionship. the girls all believed that 
this service was in fact needed. Sarah said, "1 think that we need to interact with people 
who are older than us. and they need to interact with people who are younger than them. 
and that makes it worthwhile" (317/02 lNT). Jennie expanded on the theme of isolation 
among senior citizens in her case study. Her proposal was to build subsidized apartments 
for the elderly close to schools so that the senior citizens could volunteer at the schools, 
giving them much needed interaction with young people (1125102 [)(X;). 
The girls in this study clearly found getting to know people different from them as 
one of the greatest benefits of this class. They valued the time they were able to spend 
with their new friends and the time they spent on their "field trips" (e.g. Meals on 
Wheels, the nursing home, subsidized apartments, and Salvation Army thrift store). Just 
as other researchers have found (Moore & Sandholtz, 1999) duration, distance, and 
contact were significant factors in the students' experience with this service class. 
lnteracting with a Different Group 
While the students questioned their previous stereotypes about senior citizens, 
none of them felt they had any stereotypes about Hispanics. They also did not consider 
Hispanics to be a part of their community, even though the people working with the 
school's construction project and continuous maintenance of the school were 






large percentage of the school's manual labor while the faculty and administtation 
included no Hispanics. 
This consideration might have been carried over to the service site with a 
correlation between the education of the senior citizens and their ethnicity. The students 
then could have asked the senior citizens how they felt society viewed them and their 
people. They could have asked them if they felt their heritage had anything to do with 
their opponunities or lack ofopportunities in America. Neglecting the race issue and its 
connection to poverty may have kept the students from understanding their new friends' 
lives and experiences on a deeper level. Subsequently, the students also did not 
acknowledge the impact racism has on equal opportunities for citizens even today. 
Stephens and I missed this opportunity to guide the students toward a criticaJ 
analysis of their community's racist traditions and current policies. An activity in which 
the students find the demographic statistics of their community and ask questions about 
the information may give them a more critical eye at the service site. 
The difference in language also kept the students from completely comprehending 
what it was like for the senior citizens to live in their city with their limited resources. All 
of the girls voiced some amount of frustration with not being able to communicate with 
all of the senior citizens. Jaclyn and Penelope were not able to talk with or interview the 
people that they had the best rapport with. As a consequence, neither of them progressed 
to empathizing and/or deeply caring about their new friend. This also stopped them from 
considering what issues senior citizens of poverty must contend with and what they as 




A Multicultural Experience? 
Because Penelope and Jaclyn did not delve into their senior friend's lives and 
difficulties, they did not reach Bennett's sixth goal. social action. It can be assumed. then. 
that while the interview/case study project was effective in getting students to that goal 
(as illustrated in Sarah and Jennie's experiences). it is imperative that the students find an 
interviewee that they really like and feel comfortable with so that they are able to and 
want to understand things from their perspective and take that understanding and use it as 
inspiration for social action. 
The multicultural concept that the students seemed to all gain from this 
experience and value was social consciousness. This is not one ofBennett's six goals, 
and I did not feel comfortable categorizing it under another one ofher goals. While the 
goal cultural consciousness includes becoming aware ofother cultures, social 
consc~ousness is becoming more aware ofone's own culture and community. The 
participants did not know this part of their community until the service experience. They 
saw poor people in their city on the nightly news, but they had never been face to face 
with people living in those circumstances, even though they were just fifteen minutes 
from their home. Social consciousness is an important step toward social action. The 
students must first acknowledge and come into close contact with their community, be it 
local, national or global, before they can begin to even want to affect change. As Jaclyn 
shared, " ...Just being there with them and seeing it first hand. definitely Meals on 






him what it's like because that's the only way you can understand is to see it first hand" 
(2112102 INT). 
The still-existing holes in the connection ofservice learning and multicultural 
goals are apparent when studying the chart. "Participants' Experience with Bennett's 
Multicultural Goals and Social Consciousness" (Appendix F). In some instances, the 
students felt they had already reached the goal that we saw little development in. For 
example, Penelope felt that she was already conscious of the! Hjspanic culture because 
she had been on trips to Belize and Guatemala and her father and his friends enjoyed 
talking about their experiences there. Penelope also felt culturally conscious because of 
her exposure to a variety ofother cultures in her volleyball club. 
Some of the girls felt that they had not reached the goal intercultural competence. 
This is evident by their admitting that they do not know what the senior citizens' homes 
are like or that they would not feel comfortable spending a weekend in their senior citizen 
friend's home. Jennie, Zoey, Penelope. and Jaclyn were not interculturally competent. 
Perhaps if they had had the opportunity to visit with their senior friends at their home on 
a few occasions, they would have felt more competent in the Hispanic, lower-income 
culture. 
Global awareness was another goal that needs more evidence of its cultivation 
through service. While most of the girls felt they were more globally aware as a result of 
the service experience, Stephens and I felt that their awareness was superficial. 
Discussions and activities more focused on global issues would yield increased 
development in this area. Jaclyn's comment as seen in Appendix F under global 
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awareness illustrates this need for more depth on this goal. Her life-long desire to spend 
money each month on countries around the world who are impoverished is charitable, but 
not transfonnative. It would keep her at a safe distance from critiquing the injustices and 
shortcomings ofour world community. 
Although a1l of the participants shared their immediate plans to continue to be 
committed to service. Penelope and Jaclyn admitted that they would not get involved in 
any political action to try to solve the social problems the class uncovered through the 
service. Penelope realistically cited her overloaded academic schedule as her primary 
reason for not pursuing social action. Jaclyn felt that she did not have the personality of a 
social activist. Perhaps if Stephens and I would have given them more direction and 
suppon during the class to solve the social problems they identified. they would have felt 
more empowered to have acted even after the class had concluded. 
The girls' motives to serve reflected their views ofsociety and service. Stephens 
and I were able to connect their philosophical orientations to deficits in their multicultural 
development. Zoey seemed to be a fatalist. If she had been pushed to consider the 
discriminatory practices and policies of her community that affect the senior citizens. 
then she may have deserted her belief that the seniors were "fated" to live a life of 
poverty. She may then have moved toward the "Radical Democrat" or "Post·Modem'· 
philosophy ofservice. Penelope was a minimalist. She hid behind the belief that the 
people she has served have what they need, and that is enough. Perhaps if Penelope 
would have become more interculturally competent. if she would have built close enough 




standards of living for them. Sarah believed that people were born with equal rights and 
opportunities. She did learn that opponunities were not always equal because children do 
not all get a quality education~ but she still believed that people could and should rise 
above this obstacle. Like Zoey. if Sarah would have examined the discriminatory 
practices that are still used in her community. she may have better understood the 
complexities of social class. Although Jaclyn believed in working with the served 
population, she assumed they were just like her. She admitted that she did not know what 
their homes were like, evidence that she was not completely interculturally competent. If 
she had been given more opportunity to understand the lives ofthose she served, she 
would have seen that they have their own culture, their own needs and wants. She may 
then have empathized with them enough to be moved to help them attain the life they 
wanted for themselves. Because Jennie had a close relationship with her case study 
interviewee, she was able to empathize with her. Jennie wanted to understand Georgia's 
life and the hardships she endured. Jennie viewed her community through Georgia's eyes 
and found that it was not just. She was then moved to act on Georgia's behalf to affect 
change. Georgia became Jennie's primary teacher for this service learning class. She 
pushed Jennie to hold a "Post-Modem" philosophy ofsociety and service. Although it is 
clear from the students' philosophical beliefs about service that the teacher must push the 
students toward developing their muJticultural goals, Georgia's impact on Jennie's 
development is evidence that the service experience itself is the principal agent for 
attaining a social reconstructionist philosophy ofservice. 
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Community CommibDent 
Even though all of the girls demonstrated a desire to participate in more community 
service in the future, it is difficult to genuinely assess if this is a direct result ofthe 
studied service class because they had already shown an interest in service when they 
chose to take the class. The girls' plans to serve in the future differed as much as their 
experiences with the service project did. 
Sarah viewed service as an obligation to society instead ofas just another way to 
spend her time as a result of the study (317102 INT). She also learned from the service 
that if there is a problem in the community there is "something she can do about if' 
(317/02 INT). When Sarah is an adult, she would like to live in Hawaii and help the 
Hawaiian people. She said, "I'd like to go and help the Hawaiian people who keep 
getting their land stolen from them to have legal rights, and I think if you were part ofa 
corporation you can do that because they have more power and you can vote on things 
better" (317/02 INT). At the time of the study's conclusion. Sarah was scheduled to 
spend her summer serving at the same community center with the same senior citizens as 
we did in the class. She elected this site for her school requirement for service. 
When I asked Jennie how she responded to global community matters since the 
studied service experience, she shared, 
I want to explore different cultures and see where the different problems 
are and try to see and like ...see what [can do to change it. This summer I 
am going to Africa. to Tanzania for over a month and I'm going to work to 




irrigation systems that may have diseased water ...and work. on road 
systems and help families in Tanzania who are really poor and try to help 
them get back on their feet.(3nI021NT) 
Jennie also plans to affect social change as a lawyer in New York when she is grown. 
She considered, 
...maybe if [ get to be a lawyer that wins a lot ofcases then maybe I can 
kind ofdo pro-bono a lot and people who are in, I guess abusive 
situations, like maybe work situations, or being mistreated because they 
are poor, maybe help them, um, I guess help win a case that will change 
that, and then I'd like to visit centers like we were in and interact with 
people. I think interacting is very imponant. (3nl02 [NT) 
Sarah and JeMie were not the only panicipants who had immediate plans for 
serving their community. At the time of her last interview (3/12/02), Zoey had already 
applied to be a candy-striper at a local hospital for the summer. Penelope also had already 
begun another service project. She was a volunteer assistant coach for a soccer team for 
four and five-year-olds (3n102 INT). Jaclyn did not share any immediate future plans for 
community service, but she said she would like to work with mentally handicapped 
people for her career. 
Now that the Bubble is Burst. .. 
Because all of the panicipants found that becoming aware oftheir local community 
was an important benefit of their service experience, this should be a goal for any 




their whole community, but they need the opportunity to become an active pan of it 
Service learning clearly is a means for them to do that. 
Secondary educators also need to give students ample opportunities to choose to 
serve. Once the students have made that important step toward community commitment. 
teachers need to ask them why they chose to serve. This can serve as a springboard to 
conversations about charity versus transfonnative service or alttuism versus social 
activism. If students never get beyond charity, their society will also never progress 
beyond the status quo toward justice. 
Future Research 
The field ofservice learning is still in need ofqualitative research that shows how 
students truly experience it The marriage between service learning and multicultural 
education is even more a frontier of promise and needed research. Curricularly. the field 
would benefit from research that shows what happens when teachers share the 
multicultural goals that they want their students to strive toward through the service 
experience. This study was an example ofhow naturally the social studies are augmented 
through service learning and multicultural educatio~ but what other subject areas lend 
themselves to service and multicultural values more than others? For example, are the 
sciences more equipped to study the state of the planet aspect of the global awareness 
goal than literature classes? If so, what kind of service projects would expand this 
understanding? 
This study was limited because only girls signed up for Stephens course. Much 






values curriculwn. What service experience are boys more drawn to? The field needs to 
understand this ifeducators are going to try to get students to choose to serve. This study 
was also limited by the girls'common social class: middle to upper class. Learning how 
students of traditionally oppressed groups experience service learning could hold promise 
in possibly empowering them. It would also be beneficial to see what happens to lheir 
multicultural values as a result ofthe service experience. 
This study is filled with hope at a time when the world needs it desperately_ 
Already, one of the six girls who look the class is stepping into the global arena. lfit is 
true that power is still inherited in America, then the focus should be turned toward 
educating for social justice those young people who are the heirs. Harold Rugg said 
decades ago, "The world is on fire, and the youth of the world must be equipped to 
combat the conflagaration." Service learning is the means for the youth to garb 
themselves in their indispensable multicultural values and skills. 
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Appendb A: Concept M.p ofStudy 
Researcher consults teacher 
to revise/develop new 
service experience 
Researcher analyzes data 
with teacher and makes 
changes in the service 
experience for next year. 
Interventions: Reflective essays. joumaJing. germane readings. 
class diSQJssions. identifying problem/solution project 
Service Leaming Experience 






How do high school students respond to the service 
project? 
How do high school students interact with the served 
population? 
What happens to students multiculturally when they 
panicipate in this experience? 
What happens to students' sense ofcommunity 
commitment from this project? 
• 

Interviews: Before the 
program begins, 
periodically (every two 
weeks), middle ofthe 
program, end of the 
program, follow-up six 
weeks after the program's 
conclusion. Focal 
question: "Where are they 
now?" 
Observations: I will 
observe every week in 
both the service setting 
and the classroom setting. 
I wi II observe the class 
discussions and activities 
Documentation: I 
will read students' 
journals where they 
will reflect on their 
service experience. 
These journals will 
not be graded by the 









Tbe Emao..y·, I..pact Upoa Its Citizeary Syll.bus 

J••••ry Te.... 2801 

I.structon: Mr•••d Mn. Blackbum 

Roo.: Lib V 

Home 'bone: 7 1 3-91 4-4Ml6 (Before 11:30 Please) 

COline Descriptio,,: The class will spend three periods each day serving people of low 
incomes through a local subsidized housing project for the elderly. disabled. and 
handicapped. In addition to daily activities at the service site. students will write a case 
study on one individual they get to know at the site. The case study will be a description 
of the individual's views about how they are affected by our national economic system. 
Weekly readings and reflective journaling will assist the students in this case study and in 
intemaJizing this experience. 
Daily Schedule: 
Week One 
• 	 Monday: Writing Exercises to Reflect on Past Experiences and 
Notions and Anticipate Service Experience. also Class Discussion 
./ Homework: Noae! Get a good nigbt's 'Ieep for tomorrow's 
work. 
• Tuesday: Serve at the Subsidized Housing for the Elderly 
./ 	Homework: Joun.1 Eatry- Describe wbat you see your role .s 
server is .t tbis site. Wby is your role i..portaat? Wby is tbis 
service needed? 
• Wednesday: Serve at the Subsidized Housing for the Elderly 
./ 	Homework: Reading.l ••d .1 from '.cket. T.ke .otes on 
readi.g so th.t you will be ready 10 discuss il oa Moaday. 
• Thursday: Serve at the Subsidized Housing for the Elderly 
./ 	Homework: Joun.1 Eatry- Describe your local m ....uaity. 
Describe your a.tio_1 co....uaity. Describe your global 
co..muaily. Bow do you tJai.k yoar served penoa would 
describe bislber local. a.tioa.l.ad glob•• commuaities? 
• Friday: Serve at the Subsidized Housing for the Elderly 
./ 	Homework: None! Be ready ror discussions oa Moad.y! Feel 
rree to write ia your joum•••bout .ay penGa.1 esperiences 
you have b.d so r.r at tbe service site. 
Week Two 
• 	 Monday: Journal Entry in Class. React to last week's reading. Read 
"The Capitalist System Solves Poverty" from Opposing Viewpoints. 
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Class Discussion ofReading and Experiences so far. StudeD" will 
receive Case Study AlsipmeDt that is due a week from Friday• 
./' Bomework: NODe for tODight! 
• 	 Tuesday: Serve at the Subsidized Housing for the Elderly 
./' 	 Homework: Jouna. EDtry: After your discussioD with your 
served penoD~ what was difl'ereat about what you thougbt 
would be their view of 'heir commuDides a.d wba' 'heir 
perceptio. actuaUy was'!' What did you lear. from this'!' 
• 	 Wednesday: Serve at the Subsidized Housing for the Elderly 
./' Homework: Read Fint Two Chap'en ofSluuing lite Pie. 
• 	 Thursday: Serve at the Subsidized Housing for the Elderly 
./' 	 Homework: Jouna. Entry: What is your deODitioa of need'!' 
What are lOme of your Deeds'!' Bow do you thiRk your served 
penon would respond to this questioa'!' 
• 	 Friday: Serve at the Subsidized Housing for the Elderly 
./' 	 Homework: Jour.al EDtry: After your discussio. with your 
served peno~ what was differeat about what you thougbt they 
would say about tbeir needs and what tbey said? Wbat did 
you learn from this! 
Week 'Three 
• 	 Monday: 10urnal entry. Discuss last week's reading. Read "Poverty in 
America" from The Economics o/Public Issues. Discuss. Each student 
will read a different reading about different populations affected by 
homelessness or poverty. Share with the class. Go to computer lab if 
we have time . 
./' Homework: Work on Case Study. 
• 	 Tuesday: Serve at the Subsidized Housing for the Elderly 
./' Bomework: Work on Case Study. 
• 	 Wednesday: Serve at the Subsidized Housing for the Elderly 
./' Homework: Work on Case Study.
• 	 • Thursday: Serve at the Subsidized Housing for the Elderly ./' Homework: Fiaish Case Study. Be ready to sbare it with the 
class tomorrow. 
• 	 Friday: Celebration. Share case study findings. Discuss experience. 
Final Journal Entry. 
Grading Policy: 





Discussions: 10 points each for participation. 30 pts. 
Service: to points for each day ofattendance and participation I to pts. 
Case StudX: tOO points. Requirements will be passed out later in class. 100 pts. 
Total Poi.as for clus: 320 pis. 
BibiitJg,lIplly: 
Brouwer, Steve. (1998). Sharing the Pie: A Citizen's Guide to Wealth and Power in 
America. New York.: Henry Holt and Company. 
Coates, Robert C. (1990). A Street is not a Home: Solving America's Homeless Dilemma. 
Buffalo, NY: Prometheus Books. 
Miller, Roger leRoy. Daniel K. Benjamin, and Douglass C. North. (1996). The 
Economics ofPublic Issues. New York.: HarperColiins College Publishers. 
Polakow. Valerie. (1993). Lives on the Edge: Single Mothers and Their Children in the 
Other America. Chicago: The University ofChicago Press. 
Opitz, Edmund A. (1988). "The Capitalist System Solves Poverty." Poverty: Opposing 
Viewpoims. St. Paul, Minnesota: Greenbaven Press. 
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Philosophical Framework of CO••Baity Service Laning with Motive to Serve 
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Appendix G: Interview Questions and Schedule 
Fint laterview (Conducted either before lemester or fint day of cla55) 
1. 	 Tell me about your service experience so far. 
2. 	 How would you describe the person you are serving? 
3. 	 What kind of interaction, relationship. or rapport do you feel you have with the 

person you are serving? (How do you get along with this person?) 

4. 	 What, if anything. do you have in common with this person? 
S. 	 What have you learned from the service project? 
6. 	 Do you think this service is worthwhile? Why or why not? 
7. 	 How are you different from the served person? 
8. 	 Why do you think the served needs this service? 




10. What else would you like to share with me about your service experience? 
Second Interview (Conducted during second week of course, week of Jan. 14) 
I. 	 How would you define culture? 
2. 	 Describe your culture. 
3. 	 What has your service project been like lately? 
4. 	 Describe your perception ofyour served population's culture. 
S. 	 Do you perceive any connection between hislher culture and hislher circumstance? 
6. 	 What kinds of things have you reflected on from this project? 
7. 	 What kinds of patterns, observations. or themes have you noticed? 
8. 	 Have you learned anything new? 
9. 	 Have you changed your view on anything? 
10. What else would you like to share with me about your service experience? 
Tbird Interview (Conducted during tbe last week of course, Week of January 21) 
1. 	 In what ways have the class discussions affected your perceptions or experiences with 
the service site? 
2. 	 In what ways have the class readings affected your perceptions or experiences with 
the service site? 
3. 	 Your class has brainstormed several themes that you have observed in your service 
experiences. What themes do you agree exist? What evidence do you have for their 
existence? 
4. 	 What themes do you not think really exist that your classmates identified? Why do 
you think they don't exist? 
5. 	 Has your relationship with your served person changed at all? Why or why not? 
6. 	 What are you gaining from this experience? 
7. 	 What are you losing from this experience? 







9. 	 How do you think your served person would view these themes? Why? 
10. What solutions do you think they would suggest for these problems? 
II. Do you agree or disagree with their perspective? Why or why not? 
12. How do you feel you are contributing to the service project? 
13. What else would you like to tell me about your service experience or the class 
discussions or readings? 
Fourth laterview (Coaducted week after c.... week of February 2) 
I. 	 How do you think your served person would feel about your involvement in solving 
the problem? 
2. 	 How do you think the served person could resolve the problem himlherself'? 
3. 	 What tools do they have or not have to take action towards these problems? 
4. 	 What else would you like to tell me about your service experience or the class 
discussions or readings? 
5. 	 How has your perception changed toward those you are serving? 
6. 	 What do you think accounts for this change? 
(If you have no attitudinal change in this regard, what do you think explains this?) 
7. 	 How has your perspective changed towards your role at the service site? 
8. 	 What have you learned about your community from this experience? 
9. 	 What have you learned about yoursel f from this experience? 
10. What have you learned about those in need ofservice from this experience? 
II. What else would you like to tell me about your service experience or the class 
discussions or readings? 
Fiftb laterview (Coaducted secoad week ia March, six weeks after ead ofclass.) 
I. 	 How much of your views on social/political issues would you say come from your 
parents' or family's views? 
2. 	 Tell me about your service experience as a whole. 
3. 	 How would you describe the person you served? 
4. 	 What, if anything, did you have in common with this person? 
5. 	 Do you think this service is worthwhile? Why or why not? 
6. 	 How are you different from the served person? 
7. 	 What kind of feelings went through you during your first service experience in this 
class? 
8. 	 How do you think you would feel spending a weekend in your served person's home 
and neighborhood? 
9. 	 What other problem statements did you identify from this experience? What answers 
did you come up with for them? 
10. What kinds ofcompeting factors contribute to these problems? What factors make 
this problem hard to solve? 
I I. What do you plan to do to solve any of these problems? 

t 2. In what ways did your cast study person contribute to your case study? 

13.How has last semester's service experience remained with you? 

17S 
14.00 you think differently as a result of the service experience? Why or why not? 

1 S.Have you done anything to solve the problems you identified from that service? 

16.Has your commitment to community changed in any way? 









19.When you hear ofa problem in your community, do you respond differently to it as a 

result of this service experience? 

20.How do you respond to problems in our national community? 

21.How do you respond to problems in our global community? 

22.00 you interact with people different from you more often now? 

23. What do you want to be when you get out ofschool? 

24.Where do you plan to live? 

25.00 you plan to serve the community? If so, how? 

26.00 you stay in touch with the person you served? Why or why not? 

21.How does last semester's service experience affect your relationships with your peers 





28.As a result ofthis service experience, do you respond any differently to racist actions, 

comments, and/or other prejudices? 

29. What do you think it means to be a multicultural person? 

30.00 you think you are one? Why or why not? 

31. What did you struggle with during the service experience'? 

31.What else would you like to tell me about your service experience or the class 

discussions or readings? 
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Appendix H: Human Subjects Consent Forms 
Study # 01-451' 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY - BLOOMINGTON 

INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT 

*Service Learning's Influence on High School Students' Multicultural Values: A Case Study· 

Your child is invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of this study is to learn 
about how high school students experience service learning. the meaning they give to their 
expenence, and what happens to their multicultural values as a result of the service learning 
experience. 
INFORMATION 
AI, of ~h,!:, s~!.!d'!:'!"ts H"I the J!!~~ary term eeoncm:C's ..." 'd service learning dass will be studl~d if 
they have turned In this consent statement. The students will be interviewed four times. once 
before January term begins. twice during January term. and once several weeks after January 
term is over. Each interview will take approximately one hour. The interviews will take place 
during the students' study halls, before or after school, or any other free time they have 
available. Your child and I will discuss his/her experience with the class in a quiet place in the 
school library. The entire class will be discuSSing the service experience and writing journal 
entries on it. I will observe the class discussions and collect the partiCipating students' journal 
entries. All students will receive credit for doing the entries withOut being formally graded on 
them. I will also observe the class at their service site. I will study the participants' other 
aSSignments (e.g. research project) dealing with the service project. I will tape record the 
interviews and class discussions jf I have the approval of everyone in the room. All participants 
in the study will be made aware of the research topic and questions. No identifYIng information 
will be attached to my data collection. and the students' names will not be used in the final 
report. The students' grades in this class are in no way tied to their responses to the project or 
whether they are a part of the study or not. 
RISKS 
The participants may lose study hall time or time outside of the school day In order for the 
researcher to conduct the four interviews that last approximately one hour each. 
BENEFITS 
The partiCipants will be led toward critically reflecting and making meaning from their service 
experience. It is hoped that the experience will then become more meaningful and lasting to 
them. 
Subject's Initials: 
Page 1 of 2 
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CONFIDENTIALITY 
The data will be reoorted with pseudonyms. Alt documentation and data in my possession will 
be kept in a lockee file caolnet. Individual responses will be noced In the final report. so 
pseudonyms will ensure confidentiality for the students. All documents, tapes, and computer 
disks will be kept in the locked file cabinet for five years. I may refer to these tapes when 
writing future papers on this sL!bject. The tapes are for my use only and will not be played for a 
public audience. 
CONTACT 
If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures. you may contact the 
researcher. 
Gina Miller Blackburn, at 2222 Weste"'3nd Avenue. #136. Houston. TX 77063 . 
(713) 914-0436. glnablackbum@hotmail.com. 
If you feel your child has not been treated according to the descriptions in this form. or your 
rights as a participant in research have been violated during the course of this project. you may 
contact the office for the Human Subjects Committee, Bryan Hall 110, Indiana University. 
Bloomington,lN 47405,8121855-3067, bye-mail at iub_hsc@indiana.edu. 
PARTICIPATION 
Your child's participation in this study is voluntary; he/she may refuse to participate without 
penalty. If your child decides to participate. he/she may withdraw from the study at any time 
without penalty and without loss of benefits to which he/she is otherwise entitled. If your child 
withdraws from the study before data collection is completed hisiher data will be returned to 
him/her or destroyed, 
CONSENT 
I have read this form and received a copy of it. I have had all my questions answered to my 
satisfaction, I agree to take part in thiS study 
Dale _-",_-'-__ 
I agree to allow my child. ___________' to take part in thIS study, 
Parent's signature __________- _____~__ Date__- ___-- ­
• 
 Investigator's sl'gnature }(; .:1 I;· /.- ,'{ ,.,',('-- .- Date_-____
'.1'-4 ",',' " , J(,...(tJ,. L{ '\ ';...... 
Constructed October 1.2001 
Page 2 of 2 
IRS Approved OCT 0 3 2001 
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